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Palgrave Connect presents libraries with a flexible approach to building an ebook Collection with over 11,000 titles offered in the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business. Our ebooks are published simultaneously with the print edition and uploaded into the current collections.

publication are available on Palgrave Connect

Our Political & International Studies Collections publish truly interdisciplinary and rigorous research covering EU and British Politics, Comparative Politics, Public Policy, International Relations, Security Studies, Peace and Conflict Studies, International Political Economy and Asian Studies. We also publish a range of Development Studies titles with a strong focus on the Global South, including International Development, Gender, Children, Environment and Sustainability.  

– Christina Brian, Publisher

What are the benefits?

• Perpetual access to purchased Collections
• Unlimited, concurrent access both remotely and on site
• The ability to print, copy and download without DRM restrictions
• EPUB format available for ebooks from 2011, 2012 and 2013 (in addition to PDF) for compatibility with e-readers
• Simultaneous print and online publication with current Collections updated monthly
• Free MARC record download by collection
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Regularly accessed titles in this subject

Two flexible purchase models to choose from:

Collection Model: Over 100 collections based on subjects and years
Build Your Own Collections: pick titles from across subject areas and years to create your own collections (minimum purchase applies).
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NOW ACCEPTING PROPOSALS

Publishing across the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business, palgrave pivot introduces an innovative new format for scholarly research.

Designed to liberate scholarship from the straitjacket of traditional formats and business models, palgrave pivot allows us to deliver quality new research rapidly, and at its natural length.

BENEFITS TO AUTHORS:

- **Flexibility:** Pivot offers the opportunity to publish at lengths between the journal article and the conventional monograph (typically 25 – 50,000 words)
- **Speed:** publication of accepted manuscripts within 12 weeks
- **Peer-review:** Palgrave Pivot publications are subject to a professional and rigorous peer-review process
- **Wide dissemination:** publications are available as digital collections for libraries, including via Palgrave Connect, individual ebooks for personal use, and as print editions

“This is an exciting new development which provides a welcome alternative to the conventional journal article or monograph conundrum. The Pivot seems like an ideal format for scholars seeking to disseminate their research while it is still fresh and current.”

- Neil Chakraborti, Senior Lecturer in Criminology, University of Leicester, UK

Research outputs published with palgrave pivot are eligible for the UK’s 2014 Research Excellence Framework (REF). This is for Main Panels C and D and subject to all other eligibility criteria. For more information, please contact us.

For more information and details of how to submit a proposal, please visit: www.palgrave.com/pivot
For more information and details of how to submit a proposal, please visit: [For more information, please contact us.](#)

**Framework (REF). This is for Main Panels C and D and subject to all other eligibility criteria.**
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Belief in Disbelief: Anticlericalism and the Sacralization of Politics in Spain (1900-39); E.Storm *

Lincoln's 'Last, Best Hope of Earth'; A.Fairclough *

PART V: RELIGION AND REVOLUTION *

Problem of Unity in Modern German History; P.Dassen *

History or Civil Religion? The Uses of

Religious Aspects of Socialist Imagery, c.1890-2000; J.Groothuizen & D.Bos *

A Grassroots

Sacred Social History. Dutch Social Democrats (1894-1920); Aan Veldhuizen *

PART IV: NATIONALISM * Nationalism as a Political Religion: The Sacralization of the Irish Nation, J.Augusteijn *

The German Nation as a Secular Religion in the First World War? About the Problem of Unity in Modern German History; P.Dassen *

History or Civil Religion? The Uses of

Lincoln's 'Last, Best Hope of Earth'; A Fairclough *

PART V: RELIGION AND REVOLUTION *

Revolutionary Mystique: Religious Understones in the Russian Revolution of 1917; H.Kern *

The Belief in Disbelief: Anticlericalism and the Sacralization of Politics in Spain (1900-39); F.Storm *

Concluding Remarks; J.Augusteijn, P.Dassen & M.Janse

January 2013 UK

288pp

Hardback

Canadian Rights

£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00

ebooks available

97811373291714

October 2012 US

160pp

Canadian Rights

£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00

ebooks available

9780230285323

**Reclaiming Liberty**

From Crisis to Empowerment

Miriam Bentwich, Ben Gurion University, Israel

Based on a reconstruction of earlier liberal conceptions of liberty (the political theories of John Locke & J.S. Mill), this book stresses the empowering nature of liberal freedom and explains why such a concept of liberty better addresses two key contemporary challenges in liberal theory and praxis: wealth redistribution and multiculturalism.

**Contents:** Introduction * Liberty in Crisis: from Berlin’s Division to Contemporary Practical Challenges * Empowering Liberty: Liberty as Interrelated Self & Societal Empowerment * Empowering Liberty and Debates about Redistributive Policies * Empowering Liberty in a Multicultural Society: A Liberal-Democratic View * Empowering Liberty From a Conservative Religious Group’s Perspective * Conclusion

**The Anarchist Turn**

Edited by Jacob Blumenfeld, New School, USA, Chiara Bottici, University of Florence, Italy, Simon Critchley, New School, USA

The concept of anarchism is often presented as a recipe for pure disorder. The Anarchist Turn brings together innovative and fresh perspectives on anarchism to argue that in fact it represents a form of collective, truly democratic social organization.


**The Politics of Harry Potter**

Bethany Barratt, Roosevelt University, USA

This political analysis of Harry Potter uses the beloved wizarding world to introduce readers to the equally murky and intimidating world of politics. Rowling’s work provides us with entries into all of the most important political questions in history, from terrorism and human rights to the classic foundations of political thought.

**Contents:** Introduction: Politics in the World of Harry Potter * Purebloods and Mudbloods: Race, Species and Power * Deatheaters and Dark Wizards: Terror and Counterterrorism * The Order of the Phoenix: Intelligence, Counterintelligence, and Secret Agencies * The DA (Dumbledore’s Army): Resistance from Below * By Order of the Hogwarts High Inquisitor: Bases of Authority * Askaban: Discipline, Punishment and Human Rights * Grumings and Galleons: Consumerism and Capitalism * The Only One He Ever Feared: The Nature of War * Harry Potter in the Political World

November 2012 UK

198pp

Hardback

Canadian Rights

£42.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00

ebooks available

9780230608511

October 2012 US

216pp

Paperback

Published by Pluto Press

$27.00

9780745333427

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Factional Politics
How Dominant Parties Implose or Stabilize

Françoise Boucek, Queen Mary University of London, UK

Drawing on theories of neo-institutionalism to show how institutions shape dissonant behaviour, Boucek develops new ways of measuring factionalism and explains its effects on office tenure. In each of the four cases - from Britain, Canada, Italy and Japan - intra-party dynamics are analyzed through times series and rational choice tools.


October 2012 UK
288pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£60.00 / $90.00 / CN$92.00
ebooks available
9780230019935

Richard T. Ely's Critique of Capitalism

Luigi Bradizza, Salve Regina University, USA

This book examines the work and thought of Richard T. Ely in light of his rejection of capitalism and view toward individualism. It concludes that there are real problems with Ely's theories and the principles of Progressivism, and addresses the implications of this for current American political thought.


October 2013 UK
320pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
9781137349804

Global Justice and the Politics of Recognition

Edited by Anthony Burns, University of Nottingham, UK, Simon Thompson, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK

Global justice is of ever increasing importance in the contemporary political world. This volume brings a hitherto overlooked perspective – the politics of recognition – to bear on this idea. It considers how discussion of each of these illuminates the problems posed by the other, thus addressing an issue of vital concern for the years to come.


International Political Theory

October 2013 UK
272pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£75.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9780230205970

International Political Theory Series

Edited by Gary Browning

Dialogues with Contemporary Political Theorists

Edited by Gary Browning, Oxford Brookes University, UK, Raia Prokhovnik, The Open University, UK, Maria Dimova-Cookson, University of Durham, UK

A lively and engaging collection which explains the various strands of political theory, identifies key futures trends and explores the foundations of contemporary debate. Features interviews with pre-eminent theorists, including Quentin Skinner, Carole Pateman and Alex Honneth.


International Political Theory

November 2012 UK
248pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
ebooks available
9780230303058

Global Justice and the Politics of Recognition

Edited by Anthony Burns, University of Nottingham, UK, Simon Thompson, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK

Global Justice is of ever increasing importance in the contemporary political world. This volume brings a hitherto overlooked perspective – the politics of recognition – to bear on this idea. It considers how discussion of each of these illuminates the problems posed by the other, thus addressing an issue of vital concern for the years to come.


International Political Theory

October 2013 UK
272pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£75.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9780230205970

International Political Theory Series

Edited by Gary Browning

Dialogues with Contemporary Political Theorists

Edited by Gary Browning, Oxford Brookes University, UK, Raia Prokhovnik, The Open University, UK, Maria Dimova-Cookson, University of Durham, UK

A lively and engaging collection which explains the various strands of political theory, identifies key futures trends and explores the foundations of contemporary debate. Features interviews with pre-eminent theorists, including Quentin Skinner, Carole Pateman and Alex Honneth.


International Political Theory
Political Science Research Methods in Action

Edited by Michael Bruter, Martin Lodge, both at London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Through accounts from innovative research projects by world-leading political scientists, this volume offers a unique perspective on research methodology. It discusses the practical and intellectual dilemmas researchers face throughout the research process in a wide range of fields from implicit attitude testing to media analysis and interviews.


Research Methods Series

Subterranean Politics and Freud’s Legacy

Critical Theory and Society

Amy L. Buzby, Arkansas State University, USA

Subterranean Politics and Freud’s Legacy seeks to reestablish psychoanalysis as an ally to critical theory’s efforts to restore subjectivity and oppose systemic domination in modernity. Given critical theory’s ongoing crisis of identity and purpose, this project makes a significant contribution to contemporary political theory.


Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice

Subterranean Politics and Freud’s Legacy

Edited by Thomas L. Pangle, Timothy W. Burns

Shakespeare’s Political Wisdom

Timothy W. Burns, Skidmore College, USA

"Burns has managed to offer a series of political reflections of such profound insight that students of both politics and Shakespeare would be well advised to devote careful attention to his new book." — Wayne Ambler, University of Colorado, USA

Shakespeare’s Political Wisdom offers interpretations of five Shakespearean plays with a view to the enduring guidance these plays can provide to human, political life. The plays have been chosen for their relentless attention to the questions that were once and may sometimes become, or be recognized as being, the heart and soul of politics.


Lucertius as Theorist of Political Life

John Colman, Ave Maria University, USA

‘John Colman has presented us with a profound and scrupulously detailed inquiry into how Lucretius understood the tensions between the philosophic life and the requirements and characteristics of the life of political action—tensions with which Lucretius had to deal in his endeavor to bring philosophy into Rome.’—James H. Nichols, Jr., Claremont McKenna College

‘A careful study of Lucretius by a notable young scholar showing, not just assuming, that he had a politics. The result is to reveal how his politics compares with that in the Socratic tradition and how he was distorted by his modern students and interpreters.’—Harvey C. Mansfield, Hoover Institution, Stanford

The book examines Lucretius’ conception of the philosophic life, and the reaction to the human and political implications of the discovery of nature.


Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
**Eros and Socratic Political Philosophy**

David Levy, *St. John’s College, Santa Fe, USA*

This book offers a new account of Plato’s view of eros, or romantic love, by asserting that Socrates is critical of eros because of its connection to irrational religious beliefs.


---

**Political Philosophy Cross-Examined**

Perennial Challenges to the Philosophic Life

*Edited by Thomas L. Pangle, University of Texas, USA, J. Harvey Lomax, University of Memphis, USA*

Political societies frequently regard philosophers as potential threats to morality and religion, and those who speak for politics often demand a defense of philosophy. This book will address philosophy as a mode of existence put into question.


---

**Global Political Philosophy**

Mathias Risse, *Harvard University, USA*

Risse introduces the important debates in global political philosophy with great clarity and insight. He covers a wide range of issues (human rights, global distributive justice, the environment, immigration, trade), and gracefully defends his own theory of pluralist internationalism while giving charitable consideration to other approaches. This is a terrific introduction to the topic. - Anna Stiltz, Princeton University, USA

Risse takes a refreshingly different approach to understanding the important and topical debates in the subject through the lens of issues of global reach such as justice, human rights, fair trade and immigration, focusing on normative questions that arise about globalization.


---

**What We Are Fighting For**

*Edited by Federico Campagna, based in London, UK, Emanuele Campiglio, New Economics Foundation, UK*

The first radical, collective manifesto of the new decade, its brings together some of the key theorists and activists from the new networked, web-savvy and creative social movements. Seeking to answer the question that the mainstream media loves to ask protesters.


---
**Thinking Towards Humanity**

**Themes From Norman Geras**

*Edited by Stephen de Wijze, Eve Garrard, both at University of Manchester, UK*

How should we respond to the inhumanity that suffused the twentieth century and continues in the present one? Has there been an adequate treatment of this issue by the political left? Questions such as these are treated in this, the first scholarly book to combine academic and blogging approaches to some of the major political issues of the day. This book will be of interest to all who are concerned with pressing political issues of our times and will be particularly relevant for those with an academic or general interest in politics, philosophy, sociology, genocide studies, applied ethics, international relations, and law. It will also be of interest to bloggers and all those who regard the new technology as having significant implications for public debate on these issues.

**Contents:** Contributors * Preface * Introduction * Michael Walzer What is Left Internationalism? * David McIver The Marxism of Norman Geras * Blogging interlude (i): Nick Cohen Professor Geras and Blogger Norm * Philip Spencer Socialism or Barbarism – Marxism and the Holocaust * Blogging interlude (ii): Cephelia Benson What is it like to be a blogger? * Alan Johnson Aurum de stercore: antitotalitarianism in the thought of Primo Levi * Laurence Thomas Evil and the Norms of Society * Eve Garrard The Case Against Forgiveness * Blogging interlude (iii): Damian Counsell A Fine Site * and more...

**September 2012 US**

**256pp**

**Hardback**

£100.00 / $160.00 / $100.00

**Published by Manchester University Press**

---

**Theorising Democide**

**Why and How Democracies Fail**

*Mark Chou, The University of Melbourne, Australia*

Beginning with the premise that democracies are often deeply implicated in their own downfall, theorising challenges the conventional view of how and why democracies collapse by demonstrating that democratic collapse is often a direct result of the inherent logic of democracy itself.


---

**Idiotism**

**Capitalism and the Privatisation of Life**

*Neal Curtis, University of Nottingham, UK*

*Idiotism* examines the condition of society in late capitalism where the market logic of neoliberalism has become the new ‘common sense,’ taken as the model for the organization and management of all aspects of social life. Using the Greek word idios, meaning ‘private,’ Neal Curtis calls this privatization of the world ‘idiotism.’ Constructing a new vocabulary with which to understand contemporary society, Curtis examines ‘idiotism’ across the spheres of economics, politics, and culture, drawing on the philosophy and political theories of Martin Heidegger, Louis Althusser, Franco Berardi, Jacques Rancière, and Cornelius Castoriadis.

**Contents:** 1: Enclosing the World, or Idiotism * 2: The Ideology of Idiotism * 3: Idiotism and Economics * 4: Idiotism and Politics * 5: Idiotism and Culture * 6: Opening the World, or Democracy * Bibliography * Notes * Index

**December 2012 US**

**208pp**

**Hardback**

£115.00 / $185.00 / $115.00

**Published by Pluto Press**

---

**John Stuart Mill**

**A British Socrates**

*Edited by Kyriakos N Demetriou, Antis Loizides, both at University of Cyprus*

“This stimulating collection of original essays reminds modern readers just how deeply Mill’s debts to Socratic ‘elenchus’ were intertwined with his liberal utilitarian normative commitments.” - David Weinstein, Wake Forest University, USA

This edited collection highlights the inquisitive and synthetic aspects of John Stuart Mill’s mode of philosophising while exploring various aspects of Mill’s thought, intellectual development and influence. The contributors to this volume discuss a number of Mill’s ideas including those on political participation, democracy, liberty and justice.


**May 2013 US**

**280pp**

**Hardback**

£155.00 / $230.00 / $155.00

**Published by Cambridge University Press**

---
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Political Reason
Morality and the Public Sphere

Allyn Fives, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland

In modern democracies, existing moral pluralism conflicts with a commitment to resolve political disputes by way of moral reasoning. Given this fact, how can there be moral resolutions to political disputes and what type of reasoning is appropriate in the public sphere? Fives explores this by closely analysing the work of MacIntyre and Rawls.


November 2012 UK
216pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available

US / CANADA
UK / REST OF WORLD
ADD TO WISHLIST

Lectures on the Will to Know

Michel Foucault, Arnold I. Davidson, University of Chicago, USA, Graham Burchell, Italy

In the first of his annual series of lectures at the Collège de France, Foucault develops a vigorous Nietzschean history of the will to know through an analysis of changing procedures of truth, legal forms, and class struggles in ancient Greece.


Michel Foucault: Lectures at the Collège de France

April 2013 UK
312pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£22.99 / $30.00 / CN$34.50

US / CANADA
UK / REST OF WORLD
ADD TO WISHLIST

Evolutionary Basic Democracy
A Critical Overture

Jean-Paul Gagnon, University of Queensland, Australia

“If you thought you knew what democracy is, think again - and again. Evolutionary Basic Democracy argues powerfully and provocatively for attending to the multiple roots and sites of democracy – including nonhuman ones. Suddenly democracy looks like something very big indeed, not just a recent Western human invention.” - John Dryzek, Australian National University

No one in this world truly understands what democracy means. We operate democracy only through best guesses. This uncertainty has caused, and continues to cause, significant political troubles. This book offers a way forward. It provides a new tool that will allow us to understand democracy for the entire planet and all of humanity.


May 2013 UK
120pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£45.00 / $67.50 / CN$78.00
ebooks available

US / CANADA
UK / REST OF WORLD
ADD TO WISHLIST

Max Weber and Contemporary Capitalism

Nicholas Gane, University of London, UK

“Social Theory has long needed texts which do not merely rehearse the arguments of the major founding figures, but also address the question of how to theoretically grasp our present circumstances. Nicholas Gane’s shows how the various strands of contemporary capitalism work, while at the same time deepening our understanding of Max Weber’s influential theoretical agenda. He accomplishes this dual focus with clarity, intelligence and insight. This important book asks all the right questions.” - Mike Featherstone, Nottingham Trent University, UK and Theory, Culture & Society

This book explores the uses and limits of Max Weber’s work for thinking sociologically about capitalism today. The books argues that through Weber, a network of concepts can be developed that can frame a sociological analysis of the present.

Contents: Acknowledgements * Introduction * Method * Capitalism * Markets * Neoliberalism * Class * Modernity * Conclusion * Notes * Bibliography * Index

September 2012 UK
168pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
ebooks available

US / CANADA
UK / REST OF WORLD
ADD TO WISHLIST
Civil Disobedience and the Politics of Identity
When We Should Not Get Along

Jason D. Hill, DePaul University, USA

Civil Disobedience and the Politics of Identity is an attempt to provide criteria for when it is both morally necessary and politically expedient to break with civic harmonious social cohesion in the name of a higher social justice.


July 2013 UK
240pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
US $116.95
CN$176.00

$57.50 / £90.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available
9781137330635

Multiculturalism and Epistemological Counterculturalism: Towards a Moral De-Ratification of Their Agenda (Part II)

The Problem of Political Authority
An Examination of the Right to Coerce and the Duty to Obey

Michael Huemer, University of Colorado at Boulder, USA

The state is often ascribed a special sort of authority, one that obliges citizens to obey its commands and entitles the state to enforce those commands through threats of violence. This book argues that this notion is a moral illusion: no one has ever possessed that sort of authority.


October 2012 UK
394pp
2 photographs, 5 figures
Hardback
$116.95 / £178.00 / CN$229.50
ebooks available
9781137281647

9781137281654

Michael R. Howarth, University of Essex, UK

This book articulates the key theoretical assumptions of poststructuralism, but also probes its limits, evaluates rival approaches and elaborates new concepts. Building on the work of Derrida, Foucault, Heidegger, Lacan, Laclau, Lévi-Strauss, Marx, Saussure and Zizek, the book also provides a distinctive version of the poststructuralist project.


August 2013 US
320pp
1 figure
ebooks available
97811372666972

97811372666972

A Copyright Masquerade
How Corporate Lobbying Threatens Online Freedoms

Monica Horten, London School of Economics, UK

A Copyright Masquerade reveals how proposals for Internet copyright enforcement stem from an American corporate agenda linking intellectual property to trade policy. It is an agenda that involves private industry asking government to block the internet to protect commercial interests. Taking international and European examples – from the Wikileaks saga to the ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement) protests to Britain’s Digital Economy Act - Horton peels back the paper on the political process to reveal the repeated pattern of governments trying to hide what they are doing and to fast-track the new copyright measures, precluding democratic debate.


September 2013 US
224pp
Hardback
$16.95
epub available
9781780326412

July 2013 US
224pp
Hardback
$29.95
epub available
9781780326405

9781137330635

9781137330635

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Evaluating Culture
Well-Being, Institutions and Circumstance

Matthew Thomas Johnson, University of Iceland

“Johnson’s book is a challenging and highly controversial defence of cultural evaluation. Its philosophical range is exceptionally wide, while its political engagement is informed and sophisticated. Focusing on the case of Aboriginal Australians, Johnson shows both the need for cultural evaluation and the dangers of intervention. This is a book which will be read with profit by anyone working on the politics of cultural diversity.” - Sue Mendus, University of York, UK

From which evaluative base should we develop policies designed to promote wellbeing among different cultural groups in varying circumstances? This book engages with needs and capabilities to advance normative functionalist assessment of the success with which cultural institutions promote eudaimonic wellbeing in given, determinate circumstances.

Contents:
- List of Illustrations
- Note on the Author
- Acknowledgements
- Introduction
- 1. The Case Against Cultural Evaluation: Relativism, Culturalism and Romanticism
- 3. Capabilities, Zero-sum Choices and Equality
- 4. What is Culture? What does it do? What should it do?
- 5. Circumstance, Materialism and Possibilism
- 6. Applying the Theory: Sources of Harm in Aboriginal Australian Communities
- Conclusion
- Endnotes
- Bibliography
- Index

June 2013
216pp
Canadian Rights
Ebooks available
£57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
9780230296565

Luhmann Observed
Radical Theoretical Encounters

Edited by Anders La Cour, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark, Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, University of Westminster, UK

This book, for the first time, brings Niklas Luhmann’s work into dialogue with other theoretical positions, including Lacan, Derrida, Deleuze, gender studies, bioethics, translation, ANT, eco-theories and complexity theory.

Contents:
- Luhmann Encountered, Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos and Anders la Cour
- PART I: RADICAL PARADOXES
  - 1. Contingency, Reciprocity, the Other and the Other in the Other
  - 2. Luhmann’s Ontology, William Rasch
  - 3. The Autoepistemic Critical Autoepistemology between Luhmann and Deleuze, Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos
  - 4. Gendering Luhmann: The Paradoxical Simultaneity of Gender Equality and Inequality, Christine Weinbach
  - 5. Luhmann, All Too Luhmann: Nietzsche, Luhmann and the Human, Todd Cesaratto
  - 6. Only Connect: Luhmann and Bioethics, Sharon Peraudo, Spatiality, Irritation, Immunisation: Luhmann and Sloterdijk on the Social, Christian Borch
- PART II: RADICAL MATERIALITY
  - 7. Paradoxical Simultaneity of Gender Equality and Inequality, Christine Weinbach
  - 8. Luhmann and Umberto Eco: The Riddles of Interpretation and the Reference to Society, Elena Espósito
- PART III: RADICAL SEMANTICS
  - 10. Luhmann and Koselleck: Conceptual History and the Diagnostics of the Present, Niels Åkerstrøm Andersen
  - PART IV: RADICAL POLITICS
- 11. Luhmann and Derrida: Immunology and Autoepistemology, Willis S. Guerra Filho
- 12. In the Multiverse what is Real? Luhmann, Complexity and ANT, Barbara Mauhée and Thomas E. Webb
- Conclusion: On the Possibility of Regulative Progress, Author’s Notes
- Bibliography
- Index

June 2013
308pp
Canadian Rights
Ebooks available
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137015280

The Rationalism of Georg Lukács

János Kelemen, University ELTE Budapest, Hungary

The Rationalism of Georg Lukács is a collection of essays and engaging scholarship which uncovers new dimensions of the philosopher’s work. The relevance of Lukács’s ideas should be seen in the light of a sharp decline in critical thought as the rise of the twenty-first century.

Contents:
- 1. Lukács’s Ideas on Language
- 2. Philosophy of Science and Its Critique in Georg Lukács’s History and Class Consciousness
- 3. The Problem of Science in Lukács’s Aesthetics
- 1. Lukács’s Ideas on Language
- 2. Philosophy of Science and Its Critique in Georg Lukács’s History and Class Consciousness
- 3. The Problem of Science in Lukács’s Aesthetics
- 4. 1. Lukács’s Ideas on Language
- 5. Setting the Moral Principle as Categorical Imperative
- 6. The Essence of the Idea of Progress
- 7. Practical Reason
- 8. Regulative Politics
- Conclusion: On the Possibility of Regulative Progress
- Author’s Notes
- Bibliography
- Index

June 2013
264pp
Canadian Rights
Ebooks available
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137264374

The Political Implications of Kant’s Theory of Knowledge
Rethinking Progress

Golan Moshe Lahat, Tel Aviv University, Israel

Based on an insightful and innovative reading of Kant’s theory of knowledge, this book explores the political implications of Kant’s philosophical writings on knowledge. It suggests that Kant offers a stable foundation for the reconsideration of the idea of progress as crucial in matters of political management at the outset of the twenty-first century.

Contents:
- Preface
- Acknowledgements
- Introduction – On the Concept of Progress
- PART I: WHAT CAN WE KNOW?
  - 1. Kant’s Theory of Knowledge
  - 2. A Proposal for Three Boundaries of Cognition
  - 3. The Regulative Idea
- PART II: WHAT OUGHT WE DO?
- PART III: SETTING THE MORAL PRINCIPLE AS CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE
- PART IV: WHAT CAN WE HOPE FOR?
- Conclusion: On the Possibility of Regulative Progress
- Author’s Notes
- Bibliography
- Index

September 2013
Hardback
Canadian Rights
Ebooks available
£37.50 / $57.00 / CN$65.50
9781137372819
The Politics of Betrayal
Renegades and Ex-Radicals from Mussolini to Christopher Hitchens

Ashley Lavelle, Macquarie University, Australia

The Politics of Betrayal examines why several one-time radicals subsequently became part of the establishment. How and why do so many radicals betray the cause? What implications does it have for left politics? Were the ex-radicals right to become conservatives? This book, the first of its kind, answers these questions and more.


Published by Manchester University Press
Hardback
August 2013 UK
224pp
Hardback
£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
978023012463

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.

Utopia as Method
The Imaginary Reconstitution of Society

Ruth Levitas, University of Bristol, UK

Utopia as Method is a crucial and necessary book. In the face of global ecological and economic crises, she offers utopianism as a robust and realistic method that encompasses both a critique of the existing world and alternatives for a better one that can be mobilized in the process of transforming, indeed redeeming, the dark times in which we live.

- Tom Moylan, the Ralahine Centre for Utopian Studies at the University of Limerick, Ireland


August 2013 UK
288pp
Paperback
£60.00 / $90.00 / CNS$104.00
978023031962

Radicalism
A Philosophical Study

Paul McLaughlin, University of Tartu, Estonia

Confusion, controversy and even fear surrounds the political phenomenon of radicalism. This book attempts to make conceptual and historical sense of this phenomenon, both as a kind of practice and as a kind of thought, before defending it in a traditional if unfashionable form: a form that is historically progressive and politically humanistic.

Contents: Acknowledgements  * Introduction  * The Meaning of Radicalism  * The History of Radicalism  * Radicalism and Progress  * Radicalism and Humanism  * Conclusion  * Bibliography  * Index

August 2013 UK
224pp
Hardback
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Functions, Methods and Concepts in Evaluation Research

Wolfgang Meyer, Reinhard Stockmann, both at Saarland University, Germany

By explaining the role of evaluation in modern societies and its historical development in the US and Europe this book highlights the scientific roots of Evaluation and offers an overview of its fundamental theories and concepts. The process of collecting, analyzing and interpreting is explored giving an insight into the course of an evaluation.


September 2013 UK
312pp
Hardback
£60.00 / $95.00 / CNS$109.00
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Rethinking Political Obligation

Moral Principles, Communal Ties, Citizenship

Dorota Mokrosińska, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

What are the grounds for and limits to obedience to the state? This book offers a fresh analysis of the debate concerning the moral obligation to obey the state, develops a novel account of political obligation and provides the first detailed argument of how a theory of political obligation can apply to subjects of an unjust state.

Contents: Preface * Acknowledgments * The Problem of Political Obligation * Consent and Gratitude * Linguistic Practice * Well-being and Justice * Affiliation * Fairness * Civil Justice * Obligations of Civil Justice and Unjust States * Conclusion * Bibliography * Index
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Canadian Rights
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$100.00
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Building Cosmopolitan Communities

A Critical and Multidimensional Approach

Amos Nascimento, University of Washington, USA

Building Cosmopolitan Communities contributes to current debates on cosmopolitanism by discussing the justification and application of norms and human rights in different communitarian settings.


August 2013 US
256pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
Canadian Rights
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$55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
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Combining Histories and Presents

Jacob Talmon on Universities, Judaism, Intellectuals and Politics

Amikam Nachmani, Bar Ilan University, Israel

Combining Histories and Presents: Jacob Talmon on Universities, Judaism, Intellectuals and Politics is not the biography of a historian. Rather, it is a discourse on a mind tormented by fear of the masses as well as the mistakes of the leadership. Talmon often applied his views on contemporary events and trends to his own actions as a humanist and historian. The changing role of the university, the decline of the liberal arts in favor of technology and the social sciences and the displacement of humanism by the market economy were of particular concern. His brilliant and paradoxically prophetic interactions with Arnold Toynbee, David Ben-Gurion, and Menahem Begin have been vindicated by the very history he sought to avoid. And now for the first time, through the English language, Talmonic wisdom is available to the largest possible audience.
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North American Critical Theory After Postmodernism

Contemporary Dialogues

Edited by Patricia Mooney Nickel, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

‘Patricia Nickel does social theory an indispensable service. Some will be surprised to learn that there is, as she shows, a vibrant and important North American tradition of critical theory - one linked to its European past but also original in its own right. Nickel’s thoughtful essays and informative interviews taught me things about people I’ve read and known for years. It is hard to put this book down.’ - Charles Lemert, Center for Comparative Research, Yale University, USA

In a series of interviews this book explores the formative experiences of a generation of critical theorists whose work originated in the midst of what has been called ‘the postmodern turn,’ including discussions of their views on the evolution of critical theory over the past 30 years and their assessment of contemporary politics.
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### Debating Institutionalism

**Edited by Jon Pierre, University of Gothenburg, Sweden, Guy Peters, University of Pittsburgh, USA, Gerry Stoker, University of Southampton, UK**

*Debating Institutionalism* consists of a set of strong essays from noted international scholars from a range of sub-disciplines within the field of political science, each analysing their area of research from an institutionalist perspective and assessing what contributions this form of theorising has made, and can make, to that research. The result is a balanced and nuanced account of the role of institutions in contemporary political science, and a set of suggestions for the further development of institutional theory.

**Contents:**
- Introduction: Bespoke Democracy
- A Comparative Study of the Theory and Practice of Government by the People
- Direct Democracy
- A Critical Inquiry into His Political Thought
- Thinking the Political
- The Order of Catallaxy, Commutative Justice, and the Dimension of Morality
- The Methodological Formation of Hayek’s Moral Dimension: the Exclusion and Requirement of Substantive Politics
- The Order of Catallaxy, Commutative Justice, and the Minimal State and the Great Society
- Summary Conclusions
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### Direct Democracy

**Matt Qvortrup, Cranfield University, UK**

*Direct Democracy* provides a survey of the political philosophers who have theorised about political participation. It is the central tenet in the book that the demand for direct democracy is a consequence of the demand for more consumer choices. Described by the BBC as "The world’s leading expert on referendums", the author, Matt Qvortrup, draws on his experience as a political advisor to the US State Department, as well as his extensive academic knowledge of direct democracy.

**Contents:**
- Introduction: Bespoke Democracy
- The Theoretical Justification for Citizen Involvement
- Citizen Initiated Referendums: An Empirical Assessment
- The Legislative Initiative: A Comparative Analysis of the Experiences in EU Countries
- Hasta la vista: A Comparative Institutionalist Analysis of the Recall
- Can the Voters be Trusted? The Case of European Integration
- Rebels without a Cause? A Case Study of the Irish Referendum on the Lisbon Treaty
- The Advent of the Aesthetico-Political
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The History of Democracy
A Marxist Interpretation
Brian S. Roper, University of Otago, New Zealand

Brian Roper refreshes our understanding of democracy using a Marxist theoretical framework. He traces the history of democracy as it has passed through various historical moments, and the global spread of democracy during the past century. Roper offers an engaging Marxist critique of representative democracy, and raises the possibility of alternative socialist and participatory democratic forms.
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Modernism and Totalitarianism
Rethinking the Intellectual Sources of Nazism and Stalinism, 1945 to the Present
Richard Shorten, University of Birmingham, UK

‘An extremely worthwhile book that constitutes a significant contribution to a much-discussed topic... It meets an obvious need for a comprehensive survey among so many more specialised studies. I cannot think of any other work that quite does the job’ - Harry Redner, formerly Monash University

Modernism and Totalitarianism evaluates a broad range of post-1945 scholarship. Totalitarianism, as the common ideological trajectory of Nazism and Stalinism, is dissected as a synthesis of three modernist intellectual currents which determine its particular, inherited character.


November 2012 UK
208pp
Hardback
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Marx Today
Selected Works and Recent Debates
Edited by John F. Sitton, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA

“This is a good, succinct, useful, timely, readable volume on Marx and Marxism. Clearly, Sitton has full command of Marx, Marxism, critiques of Marx and Marxism, and political economy in general. The collected pieces are a great mix and they nicely capture Marx’s work and some of the secondary literature. It will be a wonderful tool for teaching Marx, Marxism, and political economy.” - Mark Mattern, Baldwin-Wallace College and New Political Science: A Journal of Politics and Culture

This book provides, in one volume, primary sources by Marx and critical commentary which relates Marxism to contemporary social and political topics. No previous anthology of Marx has combined both brief works by Marx and multiple critical essays elaborating on his themes or engaging the shortcomings of his arguments.
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344pp
Hardback
$110.00
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Published by Manchester University Press

Liberal Realism
A Realist Theory of Liberal Politics
Matt Sleat, University of Sheffield, UK

Political realism has recently moved to the centre of debates in contemporary political theory. In this monograph, Matt Sleat presents the first comprehensive overview of the resurgence of interest in realist political theory and develops a unique and original defence of liberal politics in realist terms.


October 2013 US
208pp
Hardback
$110.00
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Published by Manchester University Press

POLITICAL THEORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Rethinking Popular Representation

Edited by Olle Törnquist, Neil Webster, Kristian Stokke, all at University of Oslo, Norway

“This innovative, insightful exploration of democratic political representation helps clarify why democracy has stagnated in many parts of the developing world and what can be done to revitalize it. The editors have assembled a top-notch cross-regional group of experts and organized the work around a lucid analytic framework of utility to aid practitioners, civic activists, and scholars.” - Thomas Carothers, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

This book starts out from the deep concern with contemporary tendencies towards depoliticisation of public issues and popular interests and makes a case for rethinking more democratic popular representation. It outlines a framework for popular representation, examines key issues and experiences and provides a policy-oriented conclusion.


Political Neutrality

Edited by Daniel Weinstock, University of Montreal, Canada, Roberto Merrill, University of Minho, Portugal

A stellar line up of some of the world’s most respected political philosophers are brought together to offer their views on the subject of political neutrality in an attempt to reframe the debate and explore new arguments, giving an overview of problematic issues as seen by some of the key players in the field.


Resistance in the Age of Austerity

Nationalism, the Failure of the Left and the Return of God

Owen Worth, University of Limerick, Ireland

In this book, Owen Worth assesses the growing diversity of resistance to neoliberalism and argues that the more reactionary alternatives to globalization currently provide just as coherent a base for building opposition as those associated with the traditional ‘left-wing’ anti-globalisation movements.


New Forms of Governing

A Foucauldian inspired analysis

Peter Triantafillou, Roskilde University, Denmark

Triantafillou analyzes the changing ways of governing the public sector and the ways in which public organizations have become the target of interventions seeking to improve their efficiency and quality. He exposes how political and social science theories were adopted in often unpredictable ways in the process of reforming the public sector.
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Contemporary Political Theory

Editors: Terrell Carver, University of Bristol, UK and Samuel A. Chambers, Johns Hopkins University, USA

Committed to excellence in scholarship and accessibility in style, Contemporary Political Theory is a significant and distinctive addition to the top rank of peer-reviewed journals in political philosophy and theory.

ISSN 14708894 EISSN 14769336

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/cpt/

European Political Science

Editors: Martin Bull, University of Salford, UK; Luís de Sousa, Institute of Social Sciences of the University of Lisbon, Portugal; and Jonathon W. Moses, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway

European Political Science is an international journal devoted to publishing contributions by and for the political science community. It publishes pieces on how the discipline is, can be and ought to be. Articles address research matters; professional matters; doctoral training provision and teaching matters.

ISSN 16804333 EISSN 16820983

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/eps/

Feminist Review

Edited by: The Feminist Review Collective

Feminist Review is a peer reviewed, interdisciplinary journal setting new agendas for feminism. For more than 30 years, it has been committed to exploring gender in its relationship to other axes of power including race, class and sexuality.

ISSN 01417789 EISSN 14664380

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/fr/

Polity

Editor: Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, University of Connecticut, USA

Polity publishes articles in political science as well as related disciplines in the social sciences and the humanities. Polity reflects a full variety of approaches and is devoted to the premise that political knowledge advances through scholarly communication across sub discipline boundaries.

ISSN 00323497 EISSN 17441684

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/polity/

The Nordic Model of Social Democracy

Nik Brandal, Øivind Bratberg, Dag Einar Thorsen, all at University of Oslo, Norway

Social Democracy has long been prominent in Nordic politics through the dominant parties and ideological hegemony of the centre-left. This book explores the growth of social democracy and the policy dilemmas that social democrats face today. It breaks new ground by relating recent literature on social democracy in Europe to Scandinavia.


February 2013
Hardback
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137013262

The 1989 Revolutions in Central and Eastern Europe

From Communism to Pluralism

Edited by Kevin McDermott, Matthew Stibbe, both at Sheffield Hallam University, UK

This important book reassesses a defining historical, political and ideological moment in contemporary history: the 1989 revolutions in central and eastern Europe. Adopting a multi-disciplinary approach, the authors reconsider such crucial themes as the broader historical significance of the 1989 events, the complex interaction between external and internal factors in the origins and outcomes of the revolutions, the impact of the ‘Gorbachev phenomenon,’ and beyond.


August 2013
Hardback
$115.00
9780719085277
Health Reforms in South-East Europe

Over the last two decades the countries of South East Europe have engaged in far-reaching reforms of their health systems. However, overviews of reform efforts in this part of Europe have been sorely lacking. This book addresses this shortage through the analysis of key aspects of health reforms and health workforce mobility in South East Europe.

Contents: PART I: CURRENT ISSUES IN HEALTH REFORMS * PART II: PRIMARY HEALTH CARE REFORMS * PART III: GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF HOSPITALS * PART IV: HEALTH FINANCE REFORMS

New Perspectives on South-East Europe

Europeanization and Civil Society

Turkish NGOs as Instruments of Change?

Markus Ketola, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

"Europeanization and Civil Society offers a theoretically informed, empirically rich, and critical assessment of EU relations with NGOs in Turkey. Markus Ketola shows convincingly how poorly EU civil society conceptions and funding priorities match with conditions on the ground and how local NGOs negotiate external opportunities and domestic demands." - Frank Schimmelfennig, ETH Zürich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology), Switzerland

Do NGOs strengthen Turkey’s efforts at Europeanization and democratization or do they use EU funding to serve other interests? This book offers a critical investigation of the relationship between Turkish NGOs and the European Union (EU) and a nuanced assessment of the opportunities and limitations to fashioning social change by funding NGOs.


New Perspectives on South-East Europe

A Short History of the American Revolutionary War

Stephen Conway, University College London, UK

From the Boston Tea Party to Paul Revere’s ride to raise the countryside of New England against the march of the Redcoats; from the heroic resistance of the militia Minutemen at the battles of Lexington and Concord to the famous crossing of the Delaware by General George Washington; and from the American travails of Bunker Hill (1775) to the final humiliation of the British at Yorktown (1781), the entire contest is now emblematic of American national identity. Stephen Conway shows that, beyond mythology, this was more than just a local conflict: rather a titanic struggle between France and Britain.


I.B. Tauris Short Histories

Corporate Europe

How Big Business Sets Policies on Food, Climate and War

David Cronin, based in Brussels, Belgium

Corporate Europe goes beyond the divisions between nation-states of the eurozone, but instead focusing on the division between the corporate elite and the peoples of Europe. What emerges is a powerful exposé of how vested interests in the EU have manipulated opportunities to introduce ideologically-driven reforms.


I.B. Tauris Short Histories
Economic Crisis in Europe
What it means for the EU and Russia

Edited by Joan DeBardeleben, Crina Viju, both at Carleton University, Canada

The financial crisis of 2008-2009 took an unexpected turn upon challenging a core symbol of Europe’s integration project, the Euro. In this volume, leading experts tackle questions on the capacity of the EU to respond, the manner discontent electorates will hold their leaders to account, and the implications for Europe’s future relations with Russia.

Contents: List of Tables * List of Figures * List of Appendices * List of Abbreviations * Notes on the Contributors * Acknowledgements * Dedication * Introduction; J. DeBardeleben & C. Viju


M. Paterson * The Electoral Impact of the 2008 Economic Crisis in Europe; L. LeDuc & J. H. Pammett * The Power of the Centre

The Power of the Centre
Central Governments and the Macro-Implementation of EU Public Policy

Dionyssis G. Dimitrakopoulos, Birkbeck College, University of London, UK

This book examines a hitherto under-researched aspect of the European Union’s policy process – the extent and the nature of the involvement of central governments in the implementation of EU public policy. Comparing the central governments of Greece, France and Britain over a 25 year period, the author demonstrates that – far from being the passive conduits of pressure emanating from the EU – the institutions of national central governments actively steer the implementation of EU public policy.


Effective Policy Studies

August 2013 US
Paperback $24.95 9780719090035
Published by Manchester University Press

RESALING THE STATE
Devolution and the Geographies of Economic Governance

Mark Goodwin, University of Exeter, UK, Martin Jones, Aberystwyth University, UK, Rhys Jones, Aberystwyth University, UK

Rescaling the State provides a theoretically-informed and empirically-rich account of the process of devolution undertaken in the UK since 1997, focusing in particular on the devolution of economic governance. Rescaling the State is an important text for all social scientists – particularly political scientists, sociologists, anthropologists and human geographers – interested in the devolution of power in the UK and, indeed, all instances of contemporary state restructuring. It is also a significant book for all policy-makers interested in understanding the increasing complexity of the policy landscapes of economic governance in the UK.


October 2012 US
176pp Hardback $100.00 9780719076374
Published by Manchester University Press

Nationalism and Multiple Modernities
Europe and Beyond

Atsuko Ichijo, Kingston University, UK

This book is the first to apply the theory of multiple modernities to the study of nationalism, examining the modernity of nationalism through three major case-studies: Anglo-British, Finnish and Japanese.


September 2013 US
176pp Hardback £55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137008749
Published by Manchester University Press
EU Foreign and Security Policy in Bosnia

Ana E. Juncos, University of Bristol, UK

This book represents the first ever comprehensive study of the EU’s foreign and security policy in Bosnia. Drawing on a wealth of fresh empirical material, it demonstrates that institutions are a key variable in explaining levels of CFSP coherence and effectiveness over time.

Contents:
1. Introduction
2. The Institutionalisation of EU Foreign and Security Policy
3. The Politics of Coherence and Effectiveness
4. The ‘Hour of Europe’? Struggling for Peace in the Balkans
5. The EU’s Intervention in the Aftermath of the War
6. CFSP in Bosnia: From Stabilisation to Integration
7. Conclusion
Appendix
References

Europe in Change
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240pp
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Published by Manchester University Press
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Europe’s Immigration Challenge
Reconciling Work, Welfare and Mobility

Edited by Elena Jurado, Policy Network, Grete Brochmann, University of Oslo, Norway

As the financial crisis continues to cast its long shadow over Europe, the view that immigrants compete unfairly for jobs and present an unsustainable burden on the European Social Model appears to be gathering support in some circles.

Contents:
Introduction
Immigration, work and welfare: a dynamic relationship
In search of the ‘useful’ immigrant: mission impossible?
The limitations of selective immigration policies
Is intra-EU mobility creating a ‘race to the bottom’?
Refugee protection and the sustainability of the European Social Model
Squaring the circle: Immigration, ‘differential entitlements’ and social cohesion
Immigration and job-creation: creating a virtuous circle
Employment protection, flexible labour markets and job displacement
Up-skilling or out-skilling? Migrant labour and the drive to transform Europe into a knowledge-based economy
Trade Unions, immigration and internationalization: new challenges and changing coalitions
 Into the black hole: Immigration and Europe’s underground economy
Boon or burden: immigration and welfare reform in Europe
Which card have you been dealt? Immigration and the future of the European Social Model
Squaring the circle: Immigration, ‘differential entitlements’ and social policies

Policy Network
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Hardback
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Published by I. B. Tauris
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Civil Servants and Politics
A Delicate Balance

Edited by Christine Neuhold, Sophie Vanhoonacker, Luc Verhey, all at Maastricht University, the Netherlands

This comparative study focuses on the changing relations between civil servants and politicians in the European Union in the last two decades. As well as national case studies this book also looks into politico-administrative relations in supranational institutions such as the European Commission and the European Parliament.

Contents:
List of Tables
List of Figures
List of Abbreviations
PART I: CIVIL SERVANTS AND POLITICS: SETTING THE SCENE
Introduction, C. Neuhold & S. Vanhoonacker
Politicalisation: What is it and why should we care?, B. G. Peters
Civil Servants and Politicians: Problems and Future Prospects, L. Verhey
Civil Servants: How to Support the Political Level: The French Case, F. Baron
Civil Service Reform in Slovakia and Hungary: The Road to Professionalisation?, K. Staranova
Civil Servants and Politics in Germany, U. Bott
PART III: SUPRANATIONAL BUREAUCRACIES AND CONSEQUENCES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PLAYERS
Commission Civil Servants and Politics: De-politicised Bureaucrats in an Increasingly Political Organisation, M. W. Bauer & J. Ege
The European Parliament’s Administration: Between Neutral and Politicised Competence, C. Neuhold & I. Romanyshyn
Conclusion, S. Vanhoonacker, C. Neuhold & L. Verhey

Public Sector Organizations
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264pp
Hardback
$100.00
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Published by Manchester University Press
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The EU and its Neighbours
Values versus security in European foreign policy

Edited by Gergana Noutcheva, Karolina Pomorska, Giselle Bosse, all at Maastricht University, the Netherlands

This book examines the EU’s evolving relations with its immediate neighbours in areas such as democracy promotion, Common Foreign and Security Policy, conflict management and resolution and soft security issues such as energy or immigration policy.

Contents:
1. Values versus Security? The Choice for the EU and its Neighbours
PART I: POWER AND VALUES IN THE EU’S RELATIONS WITH ITS NEIGHBOURS
2. The EU as a Regional Hegemon? From Enlargement to ENP
3. The Re-Bordering of Values through the European Neighbourhood
Hegemon? From Enlargement to ENP
4. EU Political Dilemmas in North Africa and the Middle East: The Logic of Diversity and the Limits to Foreign Policy
5. Values and Security: The European Union’s Dilemma of Democracy Promotion in the Middle East
6. Forging a Wider European Security Community? Dilemmas of ENP in the South Caucasus

Europe in Change
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288pp
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Hardback
$100.00
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Add to Wish List
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The Great Eurozone Disaster
From Crisis to Global New Deal
Heikki Patomäki, University of Helsinki, Finland
In The Great Eurozone Disaster, Heikki Patomäki dissects the current crisis, revealing its origins lie in the instability that has driven the process of financialization since the early 1970s. Providing a captivating narrative about how Europe ended up in its present predicament, Patomäki argues that we can and should learn from Third World debt experiences, and presents a bold vision for a democratic cosmopolitan alternative as the only viable way out of the current crisis.
Economic Controversies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>April 2013 US</th>
<th>224pp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>$107.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Published by Zed Books

Harold Wilson and Europe
Pursuing Britain’s Membership of the European Community
Melissa Pine, Longwood University, Virginia, USA
The second British application to join the European Communities (EC) was made during Harold Wilson’s second Labour government. It ended in failure with French President Charles de Gaulle’s veto in November 1967. Harold Wilson and Europe traces the development of Britain’s policy towards the EC from the veto to the end of Wilson’s government in June 1970. Based on detailed archival research, Melissa Pine traces Wilson’s efforts to forge stronger bonds with EC states while managing both a cabinet divided on the issue, and a complex broader foreign policy. This fascinating insight into the Wilson government reveals Wilson’s early diplomacy was vital for the Conservatives’ successful negotiation of British entry into the EC by 1973. Pine concludes that Wilson was personally committed to securing membership, and that he and key members of his government played a crucial role in securing the UK’s eventual membership of the EC.
<table>
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<tr>
<th>November 2012 US</th>
<th>288pp</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$45.00 / CN$52.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Published by I. B. Tauris

Hybrid Governance in European Cities
Neighbourhood, Migration and Democracy
Chris Skelcher, University of Birmingham, UK, Helen Sullivan, University of Melbourne, Australia, Stephen Jeffares, University of Birmingham, UK
This wide-ranging study of three European cities shows how hybrid forms of governance emerge from the tensions between new ideas and past legacies, and existing institutional arrangements and powerful decision makers. Using detailed studies of migration and neighborhood policy, as well as a novel Q methodology analysis of public administrators.
Understanding Governance
<table>
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<tr>
<th>February 2013 UK</th>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Hardback</td>
<td>£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Rights</td>
<td>ebooks available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The European Union and Industrial Relations
New Procedures, New Context
Edited by Stijn Smismans, Cardiff University, UK
This is the first book to provide a clear overview and innovative analysis of the multiple ways the European Union affects industrial relations. It will be of great interest particularly to all those involved in industrial relations and EU studies and more generally to anyone interested in the EU’s debated and contested role in socio-economic governance in the face of an economic crisis that puts into question existing national and transnational governance structures.
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Islam in Europe

Public Spaces and Networks

Spyros A. Sofos, Lund University, Sweden, Roza Tsagarousianou, Communication and Media Research Institute (CAMRI), UK

Drawing upon extensive fieldwork and suggesting novel ways of approaching the phenomenon of European Islam and the continent’s Muslim communities, *Islam in Europe* examines how European Muslims construct notions or identity, agency and belonging, how they negotiate and redefine the notions of religion, tradition, authority and cultural authenticity.
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Crucible of Resistance

Greece, the Eurozone and the World Economy

Euclid Tsakalotos, University of Kent at Canterbury, UK, Christos Laskos, based in Greece

*Crucible of Resistance* seeks to challenge the mainstream account of the ‘Greek Crisis’ and situate it within a broader regional context and ultimately a critique of the world economic system.
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Hardback
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The Palgrave Handbook of EU-Asia Relations

Edited by Thomas Christiansen, Maastricht University, the Netherlands, Emil Kirchner, University of Essex, Colchester, UK, Philomena B. Murray, The University of Melbourne, Australia

“This handbook is a first of its kind. Based upon a series of preparatory conferences and workshops, about 50 scholars from various disciplines tackled the many aspects of EU-Asia relations. The result is a comprehensive volume that serves as an impressive introduction and indispensable resource for anyone interested in the inter-regional relations between Europe and Asia.” - Luk Van Langenhove, United Nations University Institute on Comparative Regional Integration Studies, Brugges, Belgium

The Handbook provides a comprehensive range of contributions on the relations between the EU and Asia - two regions undergoing significant changes internally yet also developing stronger relations in the context of an emerging multi-polar world. It collates some 40 contributions from various disciplines by contributors from throughout the world.

Contents: Introduction; T.Christiansen, E.Kirchner & P.Murray * PART I: CONCEPTUALIZING AND CONTEXTUALIZING EU-ASIA RELATIONS * The Historical Relations Of Europe And East Asia - From Partnership To * Post-Colonialism; S.Kirchner * The Evolution Of EU-Asian Relations: 2001-2011; F.Cameron * Prospects For Multipolarity And Multilateralism In World Politics; K.E.Jørgensen * Images Of European Integration In Asia; M.Holland, N.Chaban, S.Kelly & S-Y. Lai * The Role Of Strategic Partnerships In EU Relations With Asia; M.Reiterer * PART II: THE COMPARATIVE DIMENSION OF EU-ASIA RELATIONS * Regionalism And EU-Asian Relations: Patterns, Trends And Determinants; D.Webber * Europe-Asia Studies: The Contribution Of Comparative Regional Integration; P.Murray & A.Worleigh-Lack * Responses To The Global Financial Crisis – And Its Precedents; P.Gillespie * Dealing With Terrorism, Corruption And Organized Crime: EU And Asia; G.Wiessala * Regional Integration Support By The EU In Asia: Aims And Prospects; A.Jetschke * PART III: THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION OF EU-ASIA RELATIONS * EU-China Relations On Human Rights In Competing Paradigms: Continuity And Change; W.Shen * The Securitization Of EU-Asia Relations In The Post-Cold War Era; N.Casarin * Sanctions And Embargoes In EU-Asia Relations; P.Vennesson & C.Portela * PART IV: THE INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSION OF EU-ASIA RELATIONS * The Institutional Dimension Of EU-Asian Relations Plus Three Irregular Regional Relations; M-G.Manea * The Asia-Europe Meeting (Asm); L.H.Yeo * The Asian Regional Forum And The EU’s Role In Promoting Security In Asia-Pacific; K.Weber * Strategic Bilateralism Or Effective Multilateralism? The EU, The SCO And SAARC; T.Renard * PART V: THE PRACTICAL DIMENSION OF EU-ASIA RELATIONS * EU-Asia Trade Relations; H.Kubo * Trade Facilitation And Market Access; A.O’Callaghan * International Banking, Asia And Europe; C.Ryan * Coordinating Regional Financial Arrangements With The IMF: Challenges To * Asia And Lessons From The EU; T.Kinkyo * PART VI: THE COMPARATIVE DIMENSION OF EU-ASIA RELATIONS * The Institutional Dimension Of EU-Asian Relations Plus Three Irregular Regional Relations; M-G.Manea * The Asia-Europe Meeting (Asm); L.H.Yeo * The Asian Regional Forum And The EU’s Role In Promoting Security In Asia-Pacific; K.Weber * Strategic Bilateralism Or Effective Multilateralism? The EU, The SCO And SAARC; T.Renard * PART VII: CHINA IN EU-ASIA RELATIONS * Security And The Role Of China; X.Song * China In EU-East Asia Economic Relations; B.Dai * EU-China Relations; C.Gears * EU-China Relations; G.Gears * EU-Asian Relations; C.Gears * PART VIII: LITERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE EU AND ASIA * EU-Japan Relations; T.Tanaka * The EU And The Two Koreas - One Strategic Partner, The Other Strategic Liability; K.Wissenbach & B.A.O’Callaghan * International Banking, Asia And Europe; C.Ryan * Coordinating Regional Financial Arrangements With The IMF: Challenges To * Asia And Lessons From The EU; T.Kinkyo *

European Security, Terrorism and Intelligence

Tackling New Security Challenges in Europe

Edited by Christian Kaunert, Sarah Leonard, both at University of Dundee, UK

The EU has long been seen as a confederation that has failed to assert itself effectively on the international stage. In this collection, a series of experts discuss how the EU has shed its reputation as a weak international actor in light of its policies on police cooperation and intelligence-sharing as part of the global effort to combat terrorism.

Contents: PART I: THE EUROPEAN UNION AS A SECURITY ACTOR * PART II: COUNTER-TERRORISM AND POLICING IN EUROPE * PART III: COUNTER-TERRORISM AND INTELLIGENCE IN EUROPE

Management and Culture in an Expanded European Union

From Diversity to Unity?

Carolyn Ban, University of Pittsburgh, USA

This book explores how the European Commission faced the challenge of enlargement. Based on extensive interviews, the work provides a lively and readable picture of life within the Commission, exploring how thousands of newcomers were recruited and socialized and how they changed the organization, including its gender balance.
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Carolyn Ban, University of Pittsburgh, USA

This book explores how the European Commission faced the challenge of enlargement. Based on extensive interviews, the work provides a lively and readable picture of life within the Commission, exploring how thousands of newcomers were recruited and socialized and how they changed the organization, including its gender balance.
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Management and Culture in an Expanded European Union

From Diversity to Unity?

Carolyn Ban, University of Pittsburgh, USA

This book explores how the European Commission faced the challenge of enlargement. Based on extensive interviews, the work provides a lively and readable picture of life within the Commission, exploring how thousands of newcomers were recruited and socialized and how they changed the organization, including its gender balance.


March 2013 US 268pp Hardback $60.00 / £95.00 9780230232219
Controlling Comitology
Accountability in a Multi-Level System

Gijis Brandsma, Utrecht School of Governance, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Comitology is the most important form of multi-level governance in the EU. Member State and Commission actors together create roughly 2,500 executive acts per year amounting to half of all European laws. Using new European and national data, this book argues that its accountability has improved over time, but that unexpected gaps have emerged.


August 2013 UK 200pp
Hardback £57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
Canadian Rights ebooks available 9781137319630

EU Railway Policy-Making
On Track?

Helene Dyrhauge, Roskilde University, Denmark

Both profound and clear. Embedded in an original theoretical framework, this book provides an excellent treatment of why EU Railway Policy, which represents a major factor in economic competitiveness and employment and by its very nature is fundamental to the achievement of freedom of movement across the EU, struggles to become a more effective sector.’ – Michael Kaeding, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Through policy and intervention national governments in Europe have long held an active interest in railways, an interest that has transferred to the supranational movement across the EU, struggles to become a more effective sector.


September 2013 UK 192pp
Hardback £35.00 / $55.00 / CN$70.00
Canadian Rights ebooks available 9781137274489

Societal Actors in European Integration
Polity-Building and Policy-making 1958-1992

Edited by Wolfram Kaiser, University of Bielefeld, Germany, and College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium, Jan-Henrik Meyer, Aarhus University, Denmark

Contributors to this volume outline how societal actors have been closely involved in European integration from the founding of the EU to the Maastricht Treaty. Based on newly accessible sources, the authors discuss the participation of political parties, business groups and civil society organizations in European polity-building and policy-making.


February 2013 UK 296pp
Hardback £60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
Canadian Rights ebooks available 9781137017642

The EU as a Global Security Actor
A Comprehensive Analysis beyond CFSP and JHA

Christian Kaunert, University of Dundee, UK, Kamil Zwolski, University of Salford, UK

Through empirical analysis, consisting of five detailed case studies, including the CFSP and JHA frameworks, this book fills a distinct gap in the scholarship on European security and policy-making. As such, this book constitutes an important and original input in the debate on European security after the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty.

Contents: Introduction * The EU as a Comprehensive Security Actor: towards a Theoretical Framework * The Historical Evolution of the CFSP and JHA * The EU and Climate Security * The EU and Counter-terrorism * The EU and Refugees * The EU and Non-proliferation: the Case of Russia * The EU and Sormali

Piracy * Conclusion
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The European Union and the Council of Europe

Marina Kolb, Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Vienna, Austria

“This book is a significant contribution to a highly important but largely neglected aspect of international governance: How do international organizations deal with overlapping competence? Based on a thorough empirical study the author demonstrates how institutional self-interest cause contentious relations and prevent efficient cooperation as well as a useful division of labour. This is an important lesson in view of the proliferation of IOs and their increasing relevance in regional and global governance.” - Beate Kohler, The Mannheim Centre for European Social Research (MZES), University of Mannheim, Germany

Marina Kolb traces the relationship between the EU and the Council of Europe in the field of human rights. Applying an implementation literature and management studies-perspective, it argues that the biggest threat to interorganizational cooperation is organizational self-interest, despite a shared policy interest.


Designing the European Union

From Paris to Lisbon

Edited by Finn Laursen, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada

This book outlines the content of the main treaties that form the ‘constitutional’ basis of the European Union and analyses changes in these over time. The EU has expanded its policy scope and taken in many more members transferring powers to common supranational institutions in a way seen nowhere else in the world.


The Treaty of Lisbon

Origins and Negotiation

David Phinnemore, Queen’s University Belfast, UK

“This fine-grained volume chronicles the complex processes leading to the Treaty of Lisbon. It provides an essential background to the continuing debate on EU treaty reform.” - Helen Wallace, European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Detailed and comprehensive analysis of how the Treaty of Lisbon emerged in 2007 this book explores the role played by the German Council Presidency and the EU’s institutional actors in securing agreement among the leaders of member states on an intergovernmental conference as well as a new treaty text to replace the rejected Constitutional Treaty.


The Struggle for EU Legitimacy

Public Contestation, 1950-2005

Claudia Schrag Sternberg, St Hugh’s College, University of Oxford, UK

‘To the much studied and contested subject of EU legitimacy this book brings a rare historical depth and a rich analysis of the shifting discursive strategies used by the different political actors to legitimate the EU’s existence and institutions, or to challenge them in turn. It helps put the current crisis of EU legitimacy into a much broader perspective.’ - David Beetham, University of Mannheim, Germany

This award-winning book seeks to answer some of the big questions on the legitimacy of the European Union. It does so by tracing the history of constructions and contestations of the EU’s legitimacy in discourses of the European institutions and in public debate drawing on findings from a vast and diverse range of sources.
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Leadership in Global Institution Building
Minerva’s Rule
Edited by Yves Tiberghien, University of British Columbia, Canada
Between 1995 and the present day, the world has undergone significant advances in international law, norms, and institutions. Progress was particularly intense in the fields of global environment, human security, cultural diversity, and human rights. This book reveals the key role played by the European Union, Japan, and Canada in this process.


January 2013 UK 328pp Hardback Canadian Rights £60.00 / $90.00 / CN$109.00 9781137023728

Mapping European Economic Integration
Edited by Amy Verdun, University of Victoria, Canada, Alfred Tovias, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
By examining the various policy subfields of European economic integration such as agriculture, trade, banking, economic governance and sustainability this book offers a comprehensive and wide-ranging analysis of that developments that have taken place in the past five years aimed at exploring the path of economic integration in Europe.


September 2013 UK 280pp Hardback Canadian Rights £60.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9780230356153

European Union Civil Society Policy and Turkey
A Bridge Too Far?
Ozge Zihnioglu, Istanbul Kültür University, Istanbul
Drawing on interviews with Civil Society organizations and in conjunction with an examination of EU Civil Society Policy and the legal and institutional environment in Turkey this book examines EU policies on Turkish Civil Society organizations and highlights the significant constraints and limited impacts of these policies.


September 2013 UK 184pp Hardback Canadian Rights £57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137274410
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The European Union in Africa
Incoherent Policies, Asymmetrical Partnership, Declining Relevance?

Edited by Maurizio Carbone, University of Glasgow, UK

The European Union in Africa: Incoherent Policies, Asymmetrical Partnership, Declining Relevance? provides a comprehensive analysis of EU-Africa relations since the beginning of the twenty-first century and includes contributions from leading experts in the field of EU external relations.
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320pp
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Parliamentary Dimensions of Regionalization and Globalization
The Role of Inter-Parliamentary Institutions

Edited by Oliver Costa, CNRS, Centre Emile Durkheim, University of Bordeaux, France, Clarissa Dri, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil, Stelios Stavridis, University of Zaragoza, Spain

The end of the Cold War has seen an international proliferation of parliamentary bodies of all types and at all levels. How can this process of parliamentarization be assessed and under what conditions do these institutions operate? This book explores how regional integration and globalization are developing from a parliamentary perspective.

Contents: PART I: SUPRANATIONAL PARLIAMENTS * PART II: NON-SUPRANATIONAL REGIONAL PARLIAMENTS * PART III: INTER-PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLIES: EUROPEAN UNION’S EXPERIENCES
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Democracy, Social Resources and Political Power in the European Union

Nilio Kauppi, Academy of Finland, Finland

In this book, available at last in paperback, Kauppi develops a structural constructivist theory of the European Union and critically analyses, through French and Finnish empirical cases, the political practices that maintain the Union’s ‘democratic deficit.’

Contents: Introduction * 1. Some Theoretical Premises of European Union Research * 2. A Theory of the European Union and critically analyses, through French and Finnish empirical cases, the political practices that maintain the Union’s ‘democratic deficit.’

August 2013 US
224pp
Paperback
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Policy-Making in EU Security and Defense
An Institutional Perspective

Hylke Dijkstra, University of Oxford, UK

‘This is an exceptionally well-researched and rigorous study of one of the key elements in the development of the European Union’s foreign and security policies. It sets up a clear framework for the study of policy-making using a rationalist institutionalist perspective, and applies it systematically to a range of EU missions in Europe, Asia and Africa. The result is a key text in the study of EU foreign policy-making and implementation.’ - Michael H. Smith, Loughborough University, UK

In this fine book, Hylke Dijkstra offers the most systematic analysis so far of the influence exerted by EU officials in security and defense policy. Based on principal-agent theory and impressive empirical material, Dijkstra explores why states have delegated power to the EU in this sensitive domain, and how EU officials succeed in making their mark on EU foreign policy.

‘Hylke Dijkstra guides the reader expertly through the institutional and procedural vagaries of Europe’s security and defense policy’ - Sven Biscop, ‘Europe in the World Programme’, Egmont Institute, Belgium

EU foreign policy has long been considered the exclusive domain of member states. This book challenges such state-centered wisdom by analyzing the influence of Brussels-based EU officials in the area of security and defence. Using case studies and unique insights from over a hundred interviews this book shows how everyday policy is made in practice.
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Enlarging the European Union
The Commission Seeking Influence, 1961-1973

Michael J. Geary, Maastricht University, The Netherlands

The book presents a new history of the first enlargement of the EU. It charts the attempts by the European Commission to influence the outcome of the British and Irish bids to join the Common Market during the 1960s and 1970s. The most politically divisive EU enlargement is examined through extensive research in British, Irish, EU, and US archives.
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The Field of Eurocracy
Mapping EU Actors and Professionals

Edited by Didier Georgakakis, University of Paris I-Sorbonne, France, Jay Rowell, CNRS, France

The word Eurocracy has resonance throughout Europe but in reality we know little about the people who work in and around the EU or how they fit into its large bureaucratic framework. Based on extensive fieldwork, this book addresses this problem by exploring the MEPs, diplomats, civil servants and commissioners that work in and around the EU.
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Citizens’ Reactions to European Integration Compared

Overlooking Europe

Edited by Sophie Duchesne, European Studies Centre, Sciences Po, France, Elizabeth Frazer, New College, Oxford, UK, Florence Haegel, European Studies Centre, Sciences Po, France, Virginie Van Ingelgom, Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium

Pre-financial crisis, EU citizens were ‘overlooking’ Europe ignoring it in favour of globalisation, economic flows, and crises of political corruption. Innovative focus group methods allow an analysis of citizens’ reactions, and demonstrate how euro scepticism is a red herring, instead articulating an indifference to and ambivalence about Europe.


January 2013 UK
280pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
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Anti-Racist Movements in the EU
Between Europeanisation and National Trajectories

Edited by Stefano Fella, University and College Union, UK, Carlo Ruzza, University of Leicester, UK

Based on extensive primary research, including interviews with movement and policy actors across six European countries, this book examines anti-racist movements throughout Europe, focusing on how they influence culture and government policy at national and EU level, shedding light on the nature of racism and responses to it across Europe.
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Hardback
Canadian Rights
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Central and Eastern European Attitudes in the Face of Union

Simona Guerra, University of Leicester, UK

Through the analysis of data on support for and opposition to European integration in Central and Eastern Europe, this book explores how and why support for the EU has changed in this region and the factors that have led to the fall in popularity of the EU as an institution.

Contents: List of Tables and Figures * List of Abbreviations * Acknowledgements * 1. Introduction: Europe and Europeans * 2. Patterns of Support for and Opposition to European Integration as a Candidate Country * 3. Patterns of Support for and Opposition to European Integration After Accession * 4. Voting for or Against Europe * 5. Information on the EU-Poland and Central and Eastern Europe * 6. Euroscepticism and the Next Enlargements * Conclusion * Appendix
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Charting Transformation through Security
Contemporary EU-Africa Relations

Toni Haastrop, University of Warwick, UK

"Charting Transformation through Security superbly fills the glaring gap in scholarship in the security relationship between European Union and the African Union. The EU-AU partnership has been a key component of the EU's security footprint in Africa and Haastrop comprehensively assesses the actors, stakeholders and processes that are key to understanding this relationship." - Richard Whitman, University of Kent, UK

This book analyses security cooperation in the domain of inter-regionalism, addressing the emergence of the African Union as a regional actor and its impact on EU-Africa relations. It explores the transformative potential of security cooperation for equality, partnership and local ownership in EU-Africa relations.

Contents:
1. Introduction: Continuities and Changes in EU-Africa Relations
2. Evaluating a Contemporary Institution: Evolving EU-Africa Relations
3. Regionalising Security: The APSA
4. Iraq, national grand strategy and the EU-NATO Conundrum
5. The Family Reunification Directive
6. Change in Motion: Evolution between Layering and Conversion
7. EU Directives for the Long-Term Residents Directive
8. The Labour Immigrants Directive
9. Accounts, Prospects, and International Migration Governance

New Security Challenges
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The EU and Immigration Policies
Cracks in the Walls of Fortress Europe?

Christof Roos, University of Bremen, Germany

This book explores how and why the EU and its member states define immigration policies. A comparison of EU negotiations on five immigration directives reveals interests of actors in EU integration and whether common policies aim at a restriction or expansion of immigration to the EU.

Contents:
1. The Regulation of Immigration by the European Union: An Empirical Puzzle
2. Actor Preferences in EU Immigration Policies
3. Actor Interactions in EU Immigration Policies
4. Shifting Immigration-Policies to the EU Level: Timing and Framing Policies
5. The Family Reunification Directive
6. The Long-Term Residents Directive
7. EU Directives for Students and Researchers from Third Countries
8. The Labour Migration Directive
9. Accounts, Prospects, and International Migration Governance
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THE EUROPEAN UNION IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS SERIES

Edited by Sebastian Oberthür, Knud Erik Jørgensen, Alex Warleigh-Lack, Sandra Lavenex, and Philomena B. Murray

Geopolitical Change, Grand Strategy and European Security
The EU-NATO Conundrum

Luis Simon, Vrije Universiteit, Belgium

"With judicious and critical insight Luis Simón explains the dialectic between geography and geopolitics and the dialogue between NATO and the EU. The author has managed in a single volume to capture the highly contested and complex nature of both, as well as to explain how both may well determine the political future of the West." - Christopher Coker, London School of Economics and Political Science

"This valuable book illuminates the central roles of Britain, France, and Germany in shaping NATO and the European Union’s Common Security and Defense Policy through the pursuit of their national geostrategic interests. It skilfully takes into account economic as well as political-military dimensions of security. Luis Simón’s analysis is incisive, perceptive, and well-grounded in empirical data." - David S. Yost, US Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California

"The future of Europe is a big question mark on the geopolitical landscape of the next decades. This book cogently examines how three European powers – Germany, France, and Great Britain – have developed their grand strategies during and after the Cold War, in particular in relation to NATO and the EU." - Jakub Grygiel, Johns Hopkins University

Examining the interplay between geopolitics, the strategic priorities of Europe’s most powerful nations, Britain, Germany and France, and the evolution of NATO and CSDP, this book unveils the mechanics of the tension between conflict and cooperation that lies at the heart of European security politics.

Contents:
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Introduction
1. Geopolitics, Grand Strategy and the EU-NATO Conundrum
2. Geopolitical Change and Grand Strategy in Cold War and Post-Cold War Europe
3. 11 September, national grand strategy and the EU-NATO Conundrum
4. Iraq, national grand strategy and the EU-NATO Conundrum
5. The EU-NATO conundrum in perspective
6. Conclusions
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The Politico-Military Dynamics of European Crisis Response Operations
Planning, Friction, Strategy

Alexander Mattelaer, Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Belgium

"Alexander Mattelaer’s meticulous study of three crisis response operations undertaken by European armed forces (Chad, Lebanon and Afghanistan) examines the nature and scale of the ‘friction’ which emerges between the military and the political aspects of these operations, and assesses the extent to which they can be considered to involve strategy. This is an important and original book which contributes significantly to the scholarly discussion of NATO, CSDF and the global role of the European Union." - Jolyon Howorth, Yale University, USA

How do Europeans engage in military strategy? Through detailed comparisons of operational planning and exploring the framework of the EU, NATO and the UN, this book sheds light on the instrumental nature of military force, the health of civil-military relations in Europe and the difficulty of making effective strategy in a multinational environment.

Contents:

The European Union in International Affairs

EU Effectiveness and Unity in Multilateral Negotiations
More than the Sum of its Parts?

Louise Van Schaik, The Netherlands Institute of International Relations

Analysing the relationship between EU unity and effectiveness in multilateral negotiations on food standards, climate change and health, this book develops a new model that simplifies earlier work on ‘actorness’ as well as combining insights from institutionalist, intergovernmentalist and constructivist theories.


The European Union in International Affairs

Political Parties in Multi-Level Polities
The Nordic Countries Compared

Nicholas Aylott, Sodertorn University, Sweden, Magnus Blomgren, Umea University, Sweden, Torbjorn Bergman, Umea University, Sweden

"Comparing how intra-party delegation and accountability mechanisms work in the Nordic countries, Aylott, Blomgren and Bergman provide plenty of evidence about both change and continuity inside political parties. Based on extensive empirical material and sophisticated argumentation, this book is essential reading to students of political parties, Europeanisation and the state of representative democracy in today’s multi-level European polity." - Tapio Ruonio, University of Tampere, Finland

Political parties are essential for the functioning of parliamentary democracy but how have parties adapted to the challenges created by the growth of a new layer of political decision-making at the supranational level, i.e. the EU? This comparative survey focuses on parties in four Nordic countries, including Norway, which remains outside the EU.

Contents:

The European Union and the Accommodation of Basque Difference in Spain

Angela K. Bourne, University of Dundee, UK

How does the European Union affect devolution and nationalist conflict in member states? Does the EU reduce the scope of regional self-government or enhance it? This book presents a new theoretical framework for analysing the impact of the EU on regional power.
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Federalism and Decentralization in European Health and Social Care
Edited by Joan Costa-Font, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK, Scott L. Greer, University of Michigan, USA

This is the first book to examine the processes of territorial federalization and decentralization of health systems in Europe drawing from an interdisciplinary economics, public policy and political science approach. It contains key theoretical and empirical features that allow an understanding of when health care decentralization is successful.


Palgrave Handbook of Social Democracy in the European Union
Edited by Jean-Michel de Waele, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium, Fabien Escalona, Université Grenoble, France, Mathieu Vieira, Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium

“What is ‘left’ remains the crucial question in European politics, and De Waele, Escalona and Vieira provide an answer to be meditated and remembered by giving an exhaustive, non conventional picture of social democratic parties and singling out the challenges they have to cope with and overcome.” - Leonardo Morlino, International Political Science Association and IUSSI Guido Carlo University, Italy

A remarkably useful compendium analyzing, with a considerable sense of balance, the social democratic left in twenty-seven member-countries of the European Union: history, membership, electoral results, party programmes and, at the end of each essay, a brave attempt to peer into the uncertain future of social democracy. A great tool for comparativists. Thank you! - Donald Sassoon, Queen Mary, University of London, UK

The nature of social democracy in the countries of the European Union is more significant and better understood than is indicated by the available literature. This thought-provoking handbook aims to redress this disparity by bringing together Political scientists from across Europe to provide a definitive collection on social democracy in the EU.


Formations of European Modernity
A Historical and Political Sociology of Europe
Gerard Delanty, University of Sussex, UK

This book presents a historical and political sociology of European history and society. It offers a critical interpretation of the course of European history looking at the emergence of the idea of Europe and the emergence of modernity.
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Habermas and European Integration
Social and Cultural Modernity Beyond the Nation-State

Shivdeep Grewal, University College London, UK

"This splendid little book traces some interesting and important connections between Habermas’ theoretical work and his analysis of the European Union, linking one of Europe’s most important contemporary thinkers with its most important current political project." - William Outhwaite, Newcastle University, UK

From its conception to the referenda of 2005 where it met its end, German philosopher Jürgen Habermas wrote in support of the European Constitution. This is the first in-depth account of his project. Emphasis is placed on the conception of the European Union that informed his political prescriptions.
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6 b&w illustrations
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Instilling Religion in Greek and Turkish Nationalism
A “Sacred Synthesis”

Ioannis N. Grigoriadis, Bilkent University, Turkey

"This inspiring comparative case study is not on two nations only but on two religions too. The shift from secularism to a synthesis that incorporates religion in both Greece and Turkey can be read as an enriched model that widens our analytical perspectives on nation-building and identities." - Hercules (Iráklis) Millas, political scientist, Athens, Greece

The first comparative study to examine the role of religion in the formation of Greek and Turkish nationalisms, this book argues that the shift to an increasingly religious paradigm in both countries can be explained in terms of the exigencies of consolidation and the need to appeal to grassroots elements and account for diversity.

Contents: Foreword—Ahmet Evin and Thanos Veremis * Introduction * Religion and Greek and Turkish Nationalism: From Conflict to Synthesis * Conclusion

Controversies in Policy Research
critical analysis for a new era of austerity and privation

Edited by Stephanie Petrie, University of Liverpool, UK

Under the themes of Justice, Participation and Social Exclusion contributors explore and discuss the impact on those targeted or excluded by important public and social policies in European countries. Contexts, consequences and controversies current in the global North are uncovered highlighting the ethical implications for policy research.


October 2012 UK
Hardback
Canadian Rights
166pp
9 b&w illustrations
$45.00 / £35.00 / CN$67.50
ebooks available
9781137301192

Britain and Germany Imagining the Future of Europe
National Identity, Mass Media and the Public Sphere

Leonard Novy, Institute for Media and Communication Policy, Germany

Through analysis of newspaper coverage on the debate over the future of Europe in Great Britain and Germany between 2000 and 2005, this book explores the intricate ways in which national identities shape media discourses on European integration. In doing so, it provides some compelling insights into Europe’s emerging communicative space(s).


September 2013 UK
264pp
3 b/w tables
Hardback
$60.00 / £50.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available
9781137326065
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**Framing Citizen Participation**

Participatory Budgeting in France, Germany and the United Kingdom

Anja Röcke, Humboldt-University Berlin, Germany

Originally developed in Brazil, participatory budgeting is widely recognised as democratic innovation yet, its concrete results vary greatly. Collating evidence from empirical and theoretical analysis, this book aims to provide an explanation for these varied results by analysing participatory budgeting in France, Germany and the United Kingdom.


November 2013 UK
268pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137326652

**Gender Equality, Intersectionality and Diversity in Europe**

Lise Rolandsen Agustín, Aalborg University, Denmark

"This book develops a dynamic and comprehensive intersectional approach for understanding gender violence policies in the European Union. It is an important and thought-provoking resource for gender and diversity activists and researchers." - Emanuela Lombardo, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain

Gender is being marginalized with the increased attention to ‘multiple discrimination’ and civil society landscape at the transnational level is increasingly diversified. The book looks at the processes of (strategic) degendering in EU policy-making and on the interaction between EU institutions and European women’s organizations.


The Politics of Intersectionality

July 2013 UK
208pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
ebooks available
9781137028082

**Punishment in Europe**

A Critical Anatomy of Penal Systems

Edited by Vincenzo Ruggiero, University of Middlesex, UK, Mick Ryan, Greenwich University, UK

This collection, from a range of leading international scholars, looks at penal practice in a variety of different European countries. Noting particularities as well as similarities, such as the overuse of imprisonment and the use of harsher sanctions against the poor, this book questions how we justify and deliver punishment in Europe.


Palgrave Studies in Prisons and Penology

August 2013 UK
296pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137028204

**Allies and Italians under Occupation**

Sicily and Southern Italy 1943-45

Isobel Williams, UK

Using original documents, the Allied Occupation of southern Italy, particularly Sicily and Naples, is illustrated by examining crime and unrest by Allied soldiers, deserters, rogue troops and Italian civilians from drunkenness, theft, rape, and murder to riots, demonstrations, black marketeering and prostitution.


August 2013 UK
320pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£60.00 / $92.00 / CN$106.00
ebooks available
9780230572591
Comparative European Politics

Editors: Colin Hay, University of Sheffield, UK; Ben Rosamond, University of Copenhagen, Denmark; and Martin A. Schain, New York University, USA

A rising out of a unique editorial partnership linking political scientists in Europe and North America, CEP includes the comparative politics and political economy of the whole of contemporary Europe, the processes of European integration and enlargement and the place of Europe and European states within global political and economic dynamics.

ISSN 14724790 EISSN 1740388X

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/cep/

French Politics

Editor: Robert Elgie, Dublin City University, Ireland

Globalisation, Europeanisation, and interdependence have meant that it is less easy to see developments in contemporary France in a purely national context. French Politics is an international, peer-reviewed journal of the highest quality that promotes the study of contemporary and comparative French politics, policy and society.

ISSN 14763419 EISSN 14763427

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/fp/

Acta Politica

An International Journal of Political Science

Editors: Kees Aarts, University of Twente, The Netherlands and Ingrid Van Biezen, Leiden University, The Netherlands

The official journal of the Dutch Political Science Association, Acta Politica is one of the few truly international political science journals with a broad scope across the discipline. Political Science with an edge.

ISSN 00016810 EISSN 17411416

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/ap/

The Presidents of the French Fifth Republic

David S. Bell, University of Leeds, UK; John Gaffney, Aston University, Birmingham, UK

"With The Presidents of the French Fifth Republic, Bell and Gaffney have produced an extremely valuable book that combines a sophisticated analysis of individual Presidents with reflection on political leadership that is historically sensitive and contextually rich, yet which also provides valuable generic analysis. I strongly recommend this book." - Alistair Cole, Cardiff School of European Languages, Translation and Politics, Cardiff University, UK

In the French Republic political leadership is normally provided by the presidency, albeit from a very narrow constitutional base. This volume examines the strengths and weaknesses of that leadership as well as the way that executive power has been established in the republican context.


French Politics, Society and Culture

Edited by Jocelyn Evans

My Life in Politics

Jacques Chirac, politician and former president, France

‘A fascinating insight into a remarkable life. Even when we disagreed, I always had great respect for him and knew he was acting in what he considered the best interests of France.’ -Tony Blair

Two-time French president Jacques Chirac is a pivotal figure in the twentieth-century political landscape - here, for the first time in English, he reveals the truth behind his time in politics. My Life in Politics is not only a riveting life story, but an important and compelling account of international politics from a true insider.

October 2013 UK September 2013 US
368pp 16-pgs photos
Paperback £11.99 / $18.00 / CN$20.00
Canadian Rights 9781137278432
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John Gaffney, Aston Centre for Europe, Aston University, UK

Sarkozy came to power promising radical political and social change while simultaneously developing a presidential persona that melded the public and the personal under the glare of media attention, unparalleled in the French Fifth Republic. This volume provides a detailed analysis of the fit between his ambitions and the outcomes of his presidency.


French Politics, Society and Culture

February 2013 UK February 2013 US
Hardback £57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9781137025319 ebooks available

Women Intellectuals in Post-68 France

Imogen Long, University of Leeds, UK

Accounts of public intellectuals in France and French feminism have focused on a specific set of women thinkers overlooking some major women intellectuals. This book aims redress this balance by studying these forgotten intellectuals creating a cultural and theoretical re-evaluation of the gendered phenomenon of the public intellectual in France.


French Politics, Society and Culture

September 2013 UK September 2013 US
200pp Hardback £55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9780230363069 ebooks available

The Transformation of Turkey

Fatma Müge Göçek, University of Michigan, USA

This new perspective on history’s influence on contemporary tensions in Turkey will contribute to the ongoing debate surrounding Turkey’s accession to the EU, and offers insight into the social transformations in the transition from Ottoman Empire to Turkish Nation-State.

Contents: Introduction * Surveying Contemporary Turkey: A Country of Social Tensions Rooted in the Past * Ottoman Origins of the Armenian, Greek and Kurdish Challenges to Turkish Foreign Policy * The Legacy of the Young Turk Revolution in Contemporary Turkish Politics * Why is There Still a Sevres Syndrome? An Analysis of Turkey’s Linear Association with the West * Silences in the Turkish Republican Past: An Analysis of Contemporary Turkish–Armenian Literature * Remembering the Past: How to Commemorate 24 April 1915 * In Search of Just Turks in the Collective Violence Committed against the Armenians

July 2013 US
320pp Paperback Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights
£45.00 / CN$52.00 978187064863

Constructions of European Identity

Senem Aydın-Düzgit, Istanbul Bilgi University, Turkey

‘This is the book at the right time: A very systematic discourse-analytical study of the various constructions of EU-ropiean identities, on many levels and over time: from security policy making to cultural dimensions and discussions of values and norms. Moreover, the debates about Turkey’s accession are investigated in much detail; these manifest the many dilemmas European member states and European institutions are currently confronted with. This book will help scholars and laypersons alike to understand some of the most challenging political issues which confront us all via media and in everyday practices.’ - Ruth Wodak, Lancaster University, UK

‘This book makes an extremely significant point: How the EU and Europeans in general speak about Turkey tells us more about the EU and Europe than about Turkish membership aspirations. Arguing from a poststructuralist perspective combined with a rigorous methodological Critical Discourse Analysis, Senem Aydın-Düzgit demonstrates that there are not one, but many Turkish “Others” in these discourses constructing not one, but many European “Selves”. A Must-Read for anybody interested in European identity, EU-Turkish relations, and systematic discourse analysis!’ - Thomas Risse, Otto Suhr Institute of Political Science, Freie University Berlin, Germany

‘This is a superb book on the construction of Europe and the instrumental role of the Turkish question. It is empirically and analytically rich and theoretically and methodologically sophisticated.’ - Knud Erik Jørgensen, Aarhus University, Denmark

This book explores how Turkey is portrayed in EU discourses and how these conceptions discursively construct European identity and notions of ‘Europeanness.’

Contents: Acknowledgements * Introduction * Europe as a Security Community * Europe as an Upholder of Democratic Values * Europe as a Political Project * Europe as a Cultural Space * Conclusion * Appendix * Notes * Bibliography * Index

Identities and Modernities in Europe

December 2012 UK January 2013 US
240pp 5 b/w tables
Hardback £55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9780230348387 ebooks available

£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
Europeanization and Tolerance in Turkey

The Myth of Toleration

Ayhan Kaya, Istanbul Bilgi University, Istanbul

"With this book Ayhan Kaya elevates the discussion around modernization and diversity in Turkey to a new level." - Thomas Faist, Bielefeld University, Germany

"Pathbreaking and original...a text that will be the essential food for thought. Highly recommended!" - Fuat Keyman, Istanbul Policy Centre, Sabanci University, Turkey

The book questions the popularity of the notion of tolerance in Turkey, and argues that the regime of tolerance has been strengthened in parallel with the Europeanization process, which has boosted the rhetoric of the Alliance of Civilizations in a way that culturalized what is social and political.


Identities and Modernities in Europe

April 2013 UK 280pp
Hardback £55.00 / $90.00 / €55.00 9780230300347

Memories of the Maghreb

Transnational Identities in Spanish Cultural Production

Adolfo Campoy-Cubillo, Oakland University, USA

Using a cultural studies approach, this book explores how the Spanish colonization of North Africa continues to haunt Spain’s efforts to articulate a national identity that can accommodate both the country’s diversity, brought about by immigration from its old colonies, and the postnational demands of its integration in the European Union.


October 2012 UK 230pp
Hardback £55.00 / $90.00 / €55.00 9781137028143

Politics and Society in Contemporary Spain

From Zapatero to Rajoy

Edited by Bonnie N. Field, Bentley University, USA, Alfonso Botti, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy

‘A clear analysis of the economic, social and political impact of the current crisis on Spain; a number of reasons that explain the November 2011 electoral defeat of the Socialist Party and foresee a difficult legislature for the Popular Party.’ - Mercedes Cabrera Calvo-Sotelo

This edited volume examines the political, social, and economic developments in contemporary Spain, with a particular focus on the period of the Socialist government (2008–11), the 2011 elections, and the challenges facing Spain and the new Popular Party government.


Europe in Transition: The NYU European Studies Series

June 2013 UK 256pp
Hardback £75.00 / $90.00 / €55.00 9781137306616

The Spanish Socialist Party and the Modernisation of Spain

Paul Kennedy, University of Bath, UK

This book considers the most electorally successful political party in Spain, the Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party (PSOE). Providing rich historical background, the book’s main focus is on the period since General Franco’s death in 1975 and charts Spain’s modernisation under the PSOE.


Critical Labour Movement Studies

October 2013 UK 288pp
Hardback £100.00 9780719074134
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**Immigration, Popular Culture, and the Re-routing of European Muslim Identity**

Lara N. Dotson-Renta, Quinnipiac University, USA

In this lively, refreshingly original, and thought-provoking work, Lara Dotson-Renta draws upon recent novels, films, and hip-hop music, this book studies how North African immigrants to Spain translate and transfer cultural and political memory from one land to another.

**Contents:** Introduction * Memory, Return, and the ‘Other Side’ * Romancing Europe: Postcolonial Foundational Fictions * Europe via Spain: Media, Islam, and the Sounds of Immigrant Identity * Conclusion
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**The Cult of the Duce**

*Mussolini and the Italians*

*Edited by Stephen Gundle, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK, Christopher Duggan, University of Reading, UK, Giuliana Pieri, University of London, UK*

The *Cult of the Duce* is the first book to explore the personality cult of the Fascist dictator Benito Mussolini. It examines the factors which informed the cult and looks at its manifestations in the visual arts, political spectacle and the media. Academics and students with interests in Italian, European history and politics will enjoy this read.
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**The Greek Crisis and European Modernity**

*Edited by Anna Triandafyllidou, European University Institute, Florence, Italy, Ruby Gropas, University of Thrace, Greece, Hara Kouki, European University Institute in Florence, Italy*

This collection explores the current economic and political crisis in Greece and more widely in Europe. Greece is used to illustrate and exemplify the contradictions of the dominant paradigm of European modernity, the ruptures that are inherent to it, and the alternative modernity discourses that develop within Europe.
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**Poland’s Return to Capitalism**

*From the Socialist Bloc to the European Union*

Gavin Rae, Lea Kozinski Academy, Poland

As the largest and most strategically important country in Central-Eastern Europe, Poland’s transformation from socialism to capitalism has brought with it immense political changes. Poland was the first Eastern European country to return to capitalism, with its shock-therapy economic reforms replicated throughout the region. Here Gavin Rae analyses the changes to the country since 1989 in their historical and geo-political framework. He looks at both how the absorption of Poland into the international capitalist system has transformed the country and how this process is contributing to developments globally. This book considers the importance of the development of European Union expansion and at its expected results within Poland and an enlarged EU.

**Contents:** Introduction * Primitive Accumulation and the Historical Bloc * Poland and the Under-development of Europe * The Socio-Economic Effects of the Transition to Capitalism * Poland’s Fragmenting Consensus * From Stalinism to Social Democracy * Beyond European Union Accession * Index
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Poland

A Modern History

* Anita J. Prazmowska, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Polish independence following the end of World War I marked a new era for a nation which had endured centuries of foreign partition. But the spirit of Polish nationalism - forged during this long period of external domination - has been frequently at odds with the modernizing drives of democracy and communism. How can the ideals of nationalism survive in a modern nation-state? Anita Prazmowska traces this conflict from the emergence of an independent Poland in 1918; through World War II, communism and the democratic victories of Solidarity; to the present day, when Polish membership of the EU is changing perceptions both within Poland and in the wider world. Poland: A Modern History presents a vivid and accessible portrait of Poland’s tumultuous history over the past century. It is a clear and concise introduction to a nation which, often at the epicenter of European political history, has nevertheless sometimes struggled to define its national identity.

**Contents:**

- Abbreviations
- Foreword
- Introduction
- Poland on the Eve of the First World War
- The First World War and the Emergence of Independent Poland
- Independent Poland in Inter-War Europe
- The Outbreak and the Course of the Second World War
- Post-War Poland
- From Gilek to Solidarity
- Post-Communist Poland
- Conclusion
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From Communism to Capitalism

Nation and State in Romanian Cultural Production

* Florentina C. Andreescu, University of North Carolina, Wilmington, USA

This book offers an interdisciplinary mode of analyzing transitions from communism and planned economy to democracy and capitalism focusing on how the various social and political transformations are reflected within one hundred Romanian films produced during communism, transition, and post-transition.

**Contents:**

- Table of Contents
- Transitions and the Aesthetic Turn
- Radical Social Change and Distortions of Fantasy Formations: a Model of Analysis
- Transitions and The Changing Face of the Social Authority
- The Journey of the Romanian Worker Hero
- The Changing Face of the Sacrificial Romanian Woman
- From Communism to Capitalism: Reshaping the Space of the Nation
- Conclusion
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Workers and Revolution in Serbia

From Tito to Milošević and Beyond

* Martin Upchurch, Middlesex University, UK, Darko Marinkovic, Megatrend University, Belgrade, Serbia

This book offers a refreshing new analysis of the role of workers both in Tito’s Yugoslavia and in the subsequent Serbian revolution against Milošević in October 2000.

**Contents:**

- Introduction
- The Tito Years
- Serbia in the World Economy
- Neoliberalism Imposed
- The Workers’ Movement
- Serbia’s New Period of Crisis
- Serbia Timeline
- References
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Revolution, Democratic Transition and Disillusion

The Case of Romania

* Anca M. Pusca, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK

This book, available at last in paperback, develops a fresh and challenging perspective on the transition from communism to capitalism. Drawing on a wide and diverse range of material and texts, it argues that transition and democratisation studies should turn their attention towards processes of illusion formation and disillusionment.

**Contents:**

- List of Illustrations
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- Shock and Transitions
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The Age of Internationalism and Belgium, 1880–1930
Peace, Progress and Prestige
Daniel Laqua, Northumbria University, UK
Belgium was a major hub for transnational movements. By taking this small and yet significant European country as a focal point, the book critically examines major issues in modern history, including nationalism, colonial expansion, debates on the nature of international relations, and campaigns for political and social equality.
October 2013 US
256pp
Hardback
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Published by Manchester University Press

Science, Politics and Society in Early Nineteenth-Century Ireland
The Reverend William Richardson
Allan Blackstock, University of Ulster, UK
Based on extensive primary research, including material new to Irish historiography, this book follows the political and scientific themes of Reverend William Richardson’s career in a broadly chronological sweep, assessing the role of various shaping features.
June 2013 US
208pp
Hardback
$95.00
Published by Manchester University Press

Civic and Uncivic Values in Macedonia
Value Transformation, Education and Media
Edited by Sabrina P. Ramet, Ola Listhaug, Albert Simkus, all at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
One of the central challenges facing Macedonia, along with other Yugoslav successor states, is to develop civic values and to combat such uncivic values as ethnic intolerance, religious bigotry, and homophobia. This volume brings together specialists in Macedonian affairs to offer insights into the experiences and values of the Macedonians.
Contents: PART I: VALUES & AGENTS OF SOCIALIZATION * PART II: THE SYSTEM * PART III: ETHNIC ISSUES * PART IV: EDUCATION AND MEDIA
January 2013 UK
368pp
Hardback
$60.00 / $100.00 / CN$115.00
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Spacing Ireland
Place, Society and Culture in a Post-boom Era
Edited by Caroline Crowley, Dennis Linehan, both at University College Cork, Ireland
In light of the innumerable interventions that characterise the transformation of Ireland over the last two decades, Spacing Ireland: Place, Society and Culture in a Post-Boom Era explores questions of ‘space’ and ‘place’ to understand the nature of major social, cultural and economic change in contemporary Ireland. The wide range of topics addressed in the collection and the plurality of spaces they represent make the book appealing not only to students and academics, but to anyone who follows social, cultural and economic developments in Ireland.
June 2013 US
208pp
3 b&w tables & 14 b&w halftones
$115.00
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Conflict to Peace
Politics and Society in Northern Ireland Over Half a Century
Bernadette C. Hayes, Queen’s University of Belfast, Ireland, Ian McAllister, Australian National University, Australia

After three decades of violence, Northern Ireland has experienced unprecedented peace. This book examines the impact of the 1998 Agreement which halted the violence on those most affected by it – the Northern Ireland people themselves.


October 2013 US
224pp
44 b&w illustrations and 49 tables
$100.00
Published by Manchester University Press

Template for Peace
Northern Ireland, 1972–75
Shaun McDaid, University of Huddersfield, UK

Using archival sources, this book analyses the political events and processes that informed the British government’s Northern Ireland policy at the time, the complex interactions between Northern Ireland political parties, and the importance of the British-Irish diplomatic relationship to the search for a solution to the Northern Ireland conflict.
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224pp
$115.00
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Identity, Segregation and Peace-building in Northern Ireland
A Social Psychological Perspective
Shelley McKeown, University of Hertfordshire, UK

When conflict, competing identities, and segregation collide, Identity, Segregation and Peace-building in Northern Ireland explores the implications for peace-building in Northern Ireland, and across the globe.
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104pp
11 b/w tables
£45.00 / $67.50 / CN$78.00
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Memory, Politics and Identity
Haunted by History
Cillian McGrattan, University of Ulster at Jordanstown, UK

"Memory, Politics and Identity is a highly provocative book. It challenges the 'placating consensus' on violence, victims and the past emergent during the Northern Ireland peace process. Often critical of politicians and academics, McGrattan’s work may be one of the most talked-about books yet produced on Northern Irish politics." - Jon Tonge, University of Liverpool

The question of how to move beyond contentious pasts exercises societies across the globe. Focusing on Northern Ireland, this book examines how historical injustices continue to haunt contemporary lives, and how institutional and juridical approaches to ‘dealing’ with the past often give way to a silencing consensus or re-marginalising victims.

Contents: Introduction: Remembering and Looking Forward * Dealing with the Past * Belatedness * Haunted by History * Irrevocable Futures: Tracing the Dynamics of Conflict * Bloody Sunday and Bloody Friday * Making History: The Articulation of the * Northern State * Can We Fix It? The Peace Process and the Construction * of Modern Nationalism in Northern Ireland * Nationalist Politics and Truth Recovery * Generational Change * Conclusion * The Workings of the Past
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Policing for Peace in Northern Ireland
Change, Conflict and Community Confidence
Joanne Murphy, Institute of Governance, Queen’s University Belfast, UK

"Policing reform was central to the Irish peace process. We sought not just radical cultural change but fundamental reform of the policing organisation and identity. This book cuts through the political rhetoric and gets to the heart of policing change..." Dr. Murphy

This is the first in-depth analysis of the transition from the RUC to the PSNI seen through the eyes of key figures, inside and outside the organization. It provides a fresh insight into the wider social and political context in which this change occurred and is a significant contribution to the story of the Northern Ireland peace process.
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Northern Ireland's Lost Opportunity
The Frustrated Promise of Political Loyalism

Tony Novosel, University of Pittsburgh, USA
Northern Ireland's Lost Opportunity is a unique in-depth investigation into working-class Loyalism in Northern Ireland as represented by the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), the Red Hand Commando (RHC) and their political allies.


January 2013 US
288pp
Hardback $95.00 9780745333106
Paperback $29.00 9780745333090

The Changing Basis of Political Conflict in Advanced Western Democracies
The Politics of Identity in the United States, the Netherlands, and Belgium

Alan T. Arwine, The University of Kansas, USA, Lawrence C. Mayer, Texas Tech University, USA
'In this new book, Arwine and Mayer provide an insightful and well-informed analysis of how the basis of political conflict has been changing in the U.S. and other advanced industrial societies. Fifty or sixty years ago, people's political loyalties largely reflected their social class and religious denomination. Today how people vote is more strongly shaped by cultural and ethnic differences, with sharp disagreements over such issues as same-sex marriage, abortion rights and immigration. This book helps us understand why, although income inequality has risen sharply in recent decades, efforts to offset this trend have been surprisingly weak.' - Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan, USA

Political conflict in Western democracies has traditionally emerged from politics rooted in competing ideologies and interests. With the rise of politics of identity, political conflict is morphing as political parties align themselves with identities, rather than ideologies or interests.
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The Politics of Public Deliberation
Citizen Engagement and Interest Advocacy

Carolyn M. Hendriks, Crawford School of Economics and Government, The Australian National University, Australia
This ground breaking book provides empirical and theoretical insights into the interface between deliberative democracy and the rough and tumble of interest-based politics. It examines how deliberative ideals work alongside the adversarial realities of interest-based politics.
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Mixed Methods in Comparative Politics
Principles and Applications
Dirk Berg-Schlosser, Philipps-University of Marburg, Germany

A central issue in the social sciences today is how to combine different analytic methods and accomplish effective multi-method research. In Mixed Methods in Comparative Research, Dirk Berg-Schlosser provides an exemplary demonstration of mixed methods research focused on a specific substantive question—the survival/breakdown of democracy in inter-war Europe. He shows how to establish a rich dialogue between within-case analysis and configurational cross-case analysis, providing an important methodological template for future research. - Charles Ragin, University of California, Irvine

This book approaches current controversies concerning qualitative and quantitative procedures in the social sciences and incorporates new methods showing how they can supplement each other. It is based on a comprehensive international research project that readers can apply to their findings through the data set provided on the author’s home page.


Research Methods Series

Regulating Lobbying: A Global Comparison
Raj Chari, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland, John Hogan, Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland, Gary Murphy, Dublin City University, Ireland

In an age of corruption, sleaze and scandal associated with financial crisis and economic downturn across the globe, citizens want more transparency and accountability in politics. Available in paperback due to popular demand, this book examines a principal means by which this can be achieved: the regulation of lobbyists.

Contents: List of tables * List of figures * Acknowledgements * 1. Outlining Central Questions and Method of Analysis * 2. Political Systems with Regulations in Place in the 1900s: The US, Canada, the EU and Germany * 3. Political Systems With Regulations in Place in the 2000s: Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, Taiwan and Australia * 4. Analysis of a Quantitative Index and Classifying Regulatory regimes * 5. Examining Findings from Surveys and Elite Interviews in the Four Political Systems with the Longest History of Lobbying Regulation

European Policy Research Unit

Challenges to Democracy in the 21st Century Series

Campaign Strategy in Direct Democracy
Laurent Bernhard, NCCR Democracy, University of Zurich, Switzerland

In the first study of comparative direct-democracy, Laurent Bernhard explores the nature of direct-democratic campaigning in Switzerland. The author examines four policy areas: immigration, healthcare, welfare and economic liberalism focussing on interviews with campaign managers to provide a comprehensive analysis of direct-democratic campaigning.


Regulating Lobbying: A Global Comparison

Democracy in the Age of Globalization and Mediatization
Hanspeter Kriesi, European University Institute, Florence, Italy, Daniel Bochsler, NCCR Democracy, University of Zurich, Switzerland, Jörg Matthes, University of Vienna, Austria, Sandra Lavenex, University of Lucerne, Switzerland, Marc Bühlmann, University of Berne, Switzerland, Frank Esser, University of Zurich, Switzerland

This book provides comprehensive coverage of the models of contemporary democracy; its social, cultural, economic and political prerequisites; its empirically existing varieties and its two major challenges — globalization and mediatization. The book also covers the global spread of democracy and its spread into supra-national democracies.

COMPARATIVE POLITICS

Corruption, Anti-Corruption and Governance
Dan Hough, University of Sussex, UK

By exploring the anti-corruption strategies in six countries, this book is the first detailed, cross-national analysis on techniques to address corruption. It highlights the importance of understanding that quality of governance is critical to tackling corruption and that only when this link is truly appreciated can inroads into corruption be made.
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The Same-Sex Unions Revolution in Western Democracies

International Norms and Domestic Policy Change
Kelly Kollman, University of Glasgow, UK

This book examines Same-Sex Unions Policy (SSU) developments in 18 western democracies and seeks to explain why the overwhelming majority of these countries has implemented a national law to recognise gay and lesbian couples since 1989.


Political Parties and Democracy

Contemporary Western Europe and Asia

Edited by Takashi Inoguchi, University of Niigata Prefecture, Japan, Jean Blondel, Robert Schuman Center for Advanced Studies, European University Institute, Florence, Italy

Well-reputed political scientists residing and teaching in ten countries, five in Asia and five in Europe, comparatively examine the place of political parties in democracy, and provide an empirically rigorous, up-to-date, comprehensive synthesis of the organization of political parties and their links with citizens in a democracy.


Global Warming Policy in Japan and Britain

Interactions Between Institutions and Issue Characteristics
Shizuka Oshitani, Kobe City University of Foreign Studies, Japan

Global Warming Policy in Japan and Britain is the first book to attempt a systematic comparison of Japanese and British climate policy and politics. Overall it provides a new set of comparison of climate policy and new frameworks of analysis, which could be built on in future research on cross-national climate policy analysis.
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Edited by Charlie Jeffery, Michael Keating

Regional and National Elections in Western Europe
Territoriality of the Vote in Thirteen Countries
Edited by Régis Dandoy, University of Brussels, Belgium, Arjan Schakel, Maastricht University, Netherlands

Utilizing both historical and new research data, this book analyzes voting patterns for local and national elections in 13 west European countries from 1945-2011. The result of rigorous and in-depth country studies, this book challenges the popular second-order model and presents an innovative framework to study regional voting patterns.

Comparative Territorial Politics
September 2013 UK September 2013 US
Hardback £60.00 / $95.00 / CNS109.00
Canadian Rights ebooks available

Government formation in Multi-Level Settings
Party Strategy and Institutional Constraints
Irina Stefuriuc, Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Belgium

This book examines how parties negotiate coalition deals at the subnational level using the examples of Germany and Spain. In such multi-level settings, parties are present at various negotiation tables often having to make difficult choices about their role in the coalition and the relative merits of being in government over the opposition.

Comparative Territorial Politics
April 2013 UK April 2013 US
200pp 19 b/w tables, 7 figures
Hardback £55.00 / $85.00 / CNS98.00
Canadian Rights ebooks available

More Scottish than British
The 2011 Scottish Parliament Election
Christopher Carman, University of Glasgow, UK, Robert Johns, University of Essex, UK, James Mitchell, University of Edinburgh, UK

Using official statistics, this book explores how the SNP managed to confound expectations and win a parliamentary majority in the 2011 Scottish General Election. Perhaps surprisingly, it was not constitutional politics or the return of the Conservatives to power in Westminster but domestic issues that decided the vote in the SNP’s favour.

Comparative Territorial Politics
August 2013 UK July 2013 US
200pp 39 b/w tables, 15 figures
Hardback £75.00 / $90.00 / CNS104.00
Canadian Rights ebooks available

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
dealing with religious minorities. the challenges that conversions represent for national, legal and policy ways of relations. Conversions reveal how religion can unsettle existing political and social relations. While globalization undermines ideas of the nation-state in the Mediterranean, Advanced Studies, European University Institute, Italy.

**Religious Conversions in the Mediterranean World**

Edited by Olivier Roy, Nadia Marzouki, both at Robert Schuman Center for Advanced Studies, European University Institute, Italy

While globalization undermines ideas of the nation-state in the Mediterranean, conversions reveal how religion can unsettle existing political and social relations. Through studies of conversions across the region this book examines the challenges that conversions represent for national, legal and policy ways of dealing with religious minorities.

**Contents:** Acknowledgements * Notes on Contributors * Introduction; Nadia Marzouki * 1. Evangelicals in the Arab world: the example of Lebanon; Fatiha Kaoues * 2. Purifying the Soul and Healing the Nation, Conversions to Evangelical Protestantism in Algeria; Nadia Marzouki * 3. Religious Mobilities in the City: African Migrants and New Christendom in Cairo; Julie Picard * 4. Pentecostal Judaism and Ethiopian-Israeli; Don Seeman * 5. Ambiguous Conversions: The Selective Adoption of Religious Cultures in Colonial North Africa; Heather J. Sharkey * 6. Converts at work: Confessing a conversion; Loïc Le Pape * 7. Being a Black Convert to Judaism in France; Aurélien Mokoko Gampiot * 8. Converting to ‘Mormonisms’ in France: a Conversion both Religious and Cultural?; Chrystal Vanel * 9. Participating Without Converting, the Case of Muslims Attending St. Anthony’s Church in Istanbul; Benoît Fliche * Conclusion; Olivier Roy * Index
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**International Politics Reviews**

Editor: Michael J. Williams, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK

International Politics Reviews will publish in-depth review articles which present authoritative and up-to-date surveys, synthesis and evaluation of the big questions and trends in the field. A subscription to IPR is included with subscription to International Politics.

ISSN 20502982 EISSN 20502990

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/ipr/

**International Politics**

Editor: Michael Cox, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

International Politics is a leading peer reviewed journal dedicated to transnational issues and global problems. It subscribes to no political or methodological identity and welcomes any appropriate contributions designed to communicate findings and enhance dialogue.

ISSN 13845748 EISSN 17403898

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/ip/

**Conservatism for the Democratic Age**

Conservative Cultures and the Challenge of Mass Politics in Early Twentieth Century England

David Thackeray, University of Exeter, UK

Conservatism for the Democratic Age provides the first substantial attempt to assess the Conservatives’ adaptation to democracy across the early twentieth century from a cultural perspective.


June 2013 UK 288pp Hardback £60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00 9780230363649

June 2013 US 240pp 12 b&w halftones & 8 b&w tables Hardback $115.00 9780719087615

Published by Manchester University Press
Policy Agendas in British Politics

Peter John, University College London, UK, Anthony Bertelli, University of Southern California, USA, Will Jennings, University of Southampton, UK, Shaun Bevin, University of Manchester, UK

"Policy Agendas in British Politics presents a novel overview of British politics and policy making across the past two generations. The authors carefully assess different depictions of the policy process, including incrementalism, partisan control theories, policy life cycle, punctuated equilibriums, and the impact of particular leaders, and confront these theoretical approaches with a comprehensive and novel database constructed with painstaking work over the past many years. The result is a new understanding of the dynamics of British politics, one that tests rather than assumes the impact of such things as changes in Prime Ministerial leadership, external shocks, or institutional design. Further, the work allows the dynamics of British policy development to be put into a broad comparative perspective. The result of this impressive theoretical and empirical work is a new understanding of how the British government has evolved from 1945 to 2010. The impressive empirical work, combined with careful theorizing and attention to previous works of many types will guarantee a wide and well deserved audience in Britain and beyond." - Frank R. Baumgartner, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA

"A new and innovative lens through which to analyse and understand policy prioritisation in the UK since 1945: new in its heuristic - of ‘focused adaptation’, new in its dataset, new in its use of change point analysis, and new in its challenges to existing academic orthodoxies about policy stability and change. New is good." - David Judge, University of Strathclyde, UK

"This book is a very innovative and carefully executed piece of scholarship: a careful analysis of the Queen’s Speech as a means of exploring policy agendas has not been undertaken before. The model of focused adaptation provides an interesting and potentially very useful addition to existing theoretical frameworks. It represents a valuable addition to the public policy literature." - Wyn Grant, University of Warwick, UK

Using a unique dataset spanning fifty years of policy-making in Britain, this book traces how topics like the economy, international affairs, and crime have shifted in importance. It represents a valuable addition to the public policy literature.
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Labour’s Lost Leader

The Life and Politics of Will Crooks

Paul Tyler, London Metropolitan University, UK

The life story of Will Crooks has a Dickensian resonance. As a working class child, born into abject poverty, he experienced the rigors of Poplar Workhouse and Poor Law school. Nearly 40 years later Crooks became Chairman of the Poplar Board of Guardians, the very board that had given him shelter during his challenging early years. Crooks was a member of the Coopers' Union for 55 years, and a leading pioneer of the trade union and Labour movement for over 30. This significant and sometimes controversial figure has been overlooked by modern historians. Here Paul Tyler presents a pioneering political biography of a significant Labour figure at both a local and national level and an important reinterpretation of the early trade union and labour movement from the 1880s to the 1920s.

A Special Relationship?
British Foreign Policy in the Era of American Hegemony
Simon Tate, Newcastle University, UK

This book addresses the special relationship from the perspective of post-Second World War British governments. It asks how they have perceived the special relationship and performed a foreign policy role within it. This enables the book to argue that Britain’s foreign policy challenges the dominant idea that its power has been waning and that it sees itself as the junior partner to the hegemonic US. By setting contemporary foreign policy into its historical context, it provides fresh insights into why Tony Blair’s government felt it must participate in the Iraq War, and questions anew why this decision was flawed.

Contents: Introduction * British Governments’ Perceptions of Power and Leadership in the World Order Since the 1940s * Culture, History, Ideology and Politics: Changing Representations of the Special Relationship in British Political Discourse * US Dominance or an Anglo-American Partnership? British Perspectives on the Making of the Special Relationship in 1945 * Losing the Empire but Maintaining a Role: The Special Relationship During Harold Macmillan’s premiership * and more...
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Hardback $100.00 9780719083716
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Communist Women in Scotland
Red Clydeside from the Russian Revolution to the End of the Soviet Union
Neil C. Rafeek, formerly University of Strathclyde, UK

Rafeek engages critically with many of the key issues of debate, traversing gender relations within the Party, the importance of the Socialist Sunday School and other formative influences on political consciousness as well as the involvement of communist women in the world wars, the developing struggle for women’s rights, the 1960s, the revolutions and anti-Vietnam war/nuclear weapons campaigns. This book privileges the memories and voices of participants, and relies upon new oral interview evidence, accumulated by the author, from those women who lived through and were directly involved in these events. Rafeek describes women’s experiences of meeting leading international personalities of the era: Khrushchev, Gagarin, Tereshkova, Castro and Ceaucescu. Using rich and evocative personal testimony blended with sensitive analysis, Rafeek shows the idealistic socialist motivation behind the establishment of ‘Red Clydeside’ and the subsequent growing strains and discord in Communism and the labor movement generally, internationally and in Scotland.


August 2013 US
304pp
Paperback $45.00 / CN$52.00 97818780760414
Published by I. B. Tauris

The Socialist Way
Social Democracy in Contemporary Britain
Edited by Roy Hattersley, Labour Party, Kevin Hickson, University of Liverpool, UK

‘Slump, caused by financial market excess and prolonged by ‘consolidation’ policies of Governments, is increasing disparities of income, opportunity and care; disabling economies and enfeebling democracies. As the thoughtful essayists gathered together in this book show, all those and other realities make The Socialist Way the practical, necessary and enlightened alternative to a future of stagnation, injustice and insecurity for millions here and across the world.’ - Neil Kinnock, former leader of the Labour Party

‘Never mind the terminology, socialist or social democrat, amid the ruins of failed free-market extremism, new thinking is essential. Strong ideas attract voters, while the cynicism of ‘third way’ floating-voter wooing turns people away. Here is flesh for Labour’s One Nation principles, where rights and responsibilities apply to rich as well as poor, undeserving profitereering is marked out from worthwhile enterprise and the economic disaster of growing inequality shows fairness is the Scandinavian route to both growth and wellbeing. Clear thinking and optimism in these writings light the way ahead.’ - Polly Toynbee

‘Labour has always been a party of ideas in which we test our beliefs against the world as it is as we seek to shape it into the world we would wish it to be. The events of the last five years have led many to question the way our society works and the Party is now once again at the centre of the debate about where we should be going. I am sure that this book will stimulate and inform that debate and so put us in a better place to win the next election.’ - Hilary Benn MP, Shadow Secretary of State for Local Government

Containing high-profile contributions from journalists, academics, policy-makers and think tanks, The Socialist Way provides new directions for electoral success and seeks to show that there need not be a trade-off between power and principle.
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Reconstructing Conservatism?

Richard Hayton, University of Huddersfield, UK

Why did it take the Conservative Party so long to recover power? After the landslide defeat in 1997, why was it so slow to adapt, reposition itself and rebuild its support? How did the party leadership seek to reconstruct Conservatism and modernize its electoral appeal? Of vital interest to anyone interested in British politics, this highly readable book addresses these questions through a contextualized assessment of Conservative Party politics between 1997 and 2010.


October 2012 US
192pp
Hardback
$90.00
9780719083167

Liberals in Schism
A History of the National Liberal Party

David Dutton, Liverpool University, UK

Formed out of a breakaway from the mainstream Liberal party in 1931, the Liberal National party (renamed the ‘National Liberal Party’ in 1948) preserved a separate identity for almost 40 years. During this time they helped ensure that the Liberals themselves would not return to their former status of a governing party while helping to broaden the electoral appeal of their Conservative allies, contributing significantly to the Tory domination of the British political scene in the middle of the twentieth century. Here, David Dutton shows us for the first time how the National Liberals were a potent force in shaping the evolution of British politics in the middle decades of the twentieth century, before they finally merged with the Conservative party in 1968.


August 2013 US
264pp
Paperback
$45.00 / CN$52.00
9781780760476

Public Relations and the Making of Modern Britain
Stephen Tallents and the Birth of a Progressive Media Profession

Scott Anthony, University of Cambridge, UK

‘An engaging and thoroughly researched contribution to the debate about an often misunderstood industry.’ - Alastair Campbell, journalist and broadcaster

A portrait of how the social, economic and media revolutions of the early twentieth century reshaped national life, Public Relations and the Making of Modern Britain reveals a country struggling to cope with austerity and crisis.
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The Rise and Fall of Radical Westminster, 1780–1890

Marc Baer, Hope College, Michigan, USA

The Rise and Fall of Radical Westminster, 1780–1890 explores a critical chapter in the story of Britain’s transition to democracy. Utilizing the remarkably rich documentation generated by Westminster elections, Baer reveals how the most radical political space in the age of oligarchy became the most conservative and tranquil in an age of democracy.
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Hardback
Canadian Rights
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Coalition Britain

The UK Election of 2010

Edited by Gianfranco Baldini, University of Salerno, Italy, Jonathan Hopkin, University of Birmingham, UK

The 2010 election has transformed the British political landscape, ushering in a coalition government for the first time since the Second World War, and breaking up the UK’s traditional pattern of two-party dominance. This book analyses the implications of this turning point in British history, looking beyond the sound and fury of the election campaign to search of the deeper causes and long-term consequences of the 2010 poll. This volume will be of interest both to academic specialists, students and the interested general reader seeking insights into the rapidly changing British political scene.


Published by Manchester University Press

Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan

A Very Political Special Relationship

James Cooper, Aberystwyth University, UK

A new exploration of the relationship between the Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan administrations in domestic policy. Using recently released documentary material and extensive research interviews, James Cooper demonstrates how specific policy transfer between these ‘political soul mates’ was more limited than is typically assumed.

Contents: Acknowledgements * Introduction * PART I: MONETARY POLICY * Origins and Implementation * From Prescribed Policy to Pragmatism * PART II: TAXATION * Origins and First Term Cuts * Second Term Cuts and Policy Transfer * PART III: TRADE (LABOUR) UNIONS; PRIVATISATION AND DEREGULATION * Trade (Labour) Unions * Privatisation and Deregulation * Conclusion * Bibliography * Appendices * Interviewee biographies

Britain in Global Politics Volume 1

From Gladstone to Churchill

Edited by Christopher Baxter, Queen’s University Belfast, UK, Michael L. Dockrill, King’s College London, UK, Keith Hamilton, Foreign Office, Whitehall

This volume of essays focuses upon Britain’s international and imperial role from the mid-Victorian era through until the immediate aftermath of the Second World War.
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Published by Manchester University Press

Britain in Global Politics Volume 2

From Churchill to Blair

Edited by John W. Young, University of Nottingham, UK, Effie G. H. Pedaliu, LSE-Ideas, UK, Michael D. Kandiah, Institute of Contemporary British History, King’s College London, UK

This collection of essays focuses Britain’s role in global affairs since the Second World War. The essays cover a broad field, from relations with Japan and China, throughout European and African developments, to defence planning in Whitehall.
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Riot City
Protest and Rebellion in the Capital

Clive Bloom, Middlesex University, UK

'A brilliant documentation, analysis and commentary on the recent wave of popular protests - their aims, methods and effects - and how the state has responded to these challenges to its power and authority.' - Peter Tatchell, human rights campaigner

'In Riot City, Clive Bloom offers the first in-depth study of the student protests of 2010 and the summer riots of 2011, revealing how these different forms of unrest emerged from very different senses of entitlement. His insightful, thoughtful and balanced reading of these disturbances should be required reading for activists, policymakers and academics alike.' - Dr. Edward Vallance, Roehampton University

This follow up to Violent London deals in detail with the story behind the 2010 and 2011 riots both from the perspective of the protesters, rioters and from the point of view of the police and government. Bloom uses reportage, parliamentary, police and security briefings, as well as the voices and theory of modern protest, to tell the story.
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The Liberal Unionist Party
A History

Ian Cawood, Newman University College, UK

The Liberal Unionist party was one of the shortest-lived political parties in British history. It was formed in 1886 by a faction of the Liberal party, led by Lord Hartington, which opposed Irish home rule. In 1895, it entered into a coalition government with the Conservative party and in 1912, now under the leadership of Joseph Chamberlain, it amalgamated with the Conservatives. Ian Cawood here uses previously unpublished archival material to provide the first complete study of the Liberal Unionist party. He argues that the party was a genuinely successful political movement with widespread activist and popular support which resulted in the development of an authentic Liberal Unionist culture across Britain in the mid-1890s. The issues which this book explores are central to an understanding of the development of the twentieth century Conservative party, the emergence of a 'national' political culture, and the problems, both organizational and ideological, of a sustained period of coalition in the British parlimentary.

Contents: Introduction * 'Dagon must be thrown down': The Origins of the Liberal Unionist party * Whigery or Socialism? The Ideology of Liberal Unionism * 'Yeast to leaven the Tory lump? The Unionist Alliance * Party Organisation - Cave or Caucus? * Liberal Unionism and the electorate - 'A farce and a fraud'? * 'Strangled by its own parent', The Strange Death of Liberal Unionism - 1895-1912 * Conclusion: Who were the Liberal Unionists?
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Interculturalism: The New Era of Cohesion and Diversity

Ted Cantle, The Cohesion Institute, UK

'Ted Cantle has been a key figure in redirecting the debate about multiculturalism away from a stress on minority difference and on to thinking about how to build a common life in our diverse cities. This book is a lucid account from the front line of one of Britain's most important policy debates.' - David Goodhart, Demos, UK

'Interculturalism' is a new concept for managing community relations in a world defined by globalization and 'superdiversity.' This book argues that as countries become more diverse a new framework of interculturalism is needed to mediate these relationships and that this will require new systems of governance to support it.

Contents: Introduction * Globalization and 'Super Diversity' * Reforming the Notion of Identity * The 'Failure' of Multiculturalism * The Contribution of Community Cohesion * Segregation and Integration * Interculturalism: Conceptualization * Interculturalism: Policy and Practice * Notes * Bibliography * Index
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The Politics and Economics of Decolonization in Africa

The Failed Experiment of the Central African Federation

Andrew Cohen, University of Pretoria, South Africa

The author situates the Central African Federation - which consisted of modern day Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi - in its wider international context, shedding light on the Federation's complex relationships with South Africa, with US Presidents Dwight Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy and with the expanding United Nations.
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Richard Wainwright, the Liberals and Liberal Democrats
Unfinished Business
Matthew Cole, King Edward VI College, Stourbridge, UK

Now available in paperback this book offers new research on familiar themes involving loyalties of politics, faith and locality. This book is a parable of politics for anyone who wants to: represent an apparently lost cause, motivate people who have been neglected, and follow their convictions at the highest level.
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Leading the Localities
Executive Mayors in English Local Governance
Colin Copus, University of Birmingham, UK

This book, now available in paperback, is the result of national research conducted amongst England’s directly elected mayors and the councilors that serve alongside them. It is the first such major publication to assess the impact on local politics of this new office and fills a gap in our understanding of the Local Government Act 2000.
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In the Shadow of the Dictators
The British Left in the 1930s
Paul Corthorn, Queen’s University, UK

‘An elegant piece of innovative research on the Labour left between 1932 and 1939... based on an impressive amount of research and on a perceptive and sensitive handling of the evidence collected... this book fills a major gap in the existing literature’ - E F Biagini, University of Cambridge

Paul Corthorn presents an illuminating, in-depth study of the British Left’s response to the rise of international fascism in the 1930s. He uses a range of newly available archival sources to analyse how the Labour left - which took the form of the Socialist League between 1932 and 1937 - and the independent Labour Party reacted to developments such as Mussolini’s invasion of Abyssinia, Franco’s uprising in Spain and Hitler’s drive for territorial expansion. He argues that their responses to these threats from the fascist dictators were shaped above all by their constantly changing views of another dictatorship: the Soviet Union under Stalin.
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Sir Robert Filmer (1588–1653) and the patriotic monarch
Patriarchalism in Seventeenth-Century Political Thought
Cesare Cuttica, Université Paris 8-Vincennes, France

This book studies the patriarchalist theories of Sir Robert Filmer (1588–1653) in the context of early modern English and European political cultures. Thanks to its originality in both approach and content, this volume will be of interest to historians of early modern England as well as scholars of political thought.


Politics, Culture and Society in Early Modern Britain

December 2012 US
320pp
Hardback
$105.00
9780719083747
Published by Manchester University Press
The Politics of Ethnic Diversity in the British Isles
Edited by Romain Garbey, Université Paris 3-Sorbonne Nouvelle, France, Pauline Schnapper, Institut du Monde Anglophone, University of Sorbonne Nouvelle, France

This book explores continuity and change in British multiculturalism. It offers an original perspective on British multiculturalism and also presents an exploration of the politics of ethnic diversity in all the national contexts of the British Isles as well as the United Kingdom.


Palgrave Politics of Identity and Citizenship Series
October 2013 UK 224pp Hardback Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137351531

The Politics of Airport Expansion in the United Kingdom
Hegemony, Policy and the Rhetoric of 'Sustainable Aviation'

Steven Griggs, De Montfort University, UK

The Politics of Airport Expansion in the UK provides the first in-depth analysis of the protest campaigns and policymaking practices that have marked British aviation since the construction of Heathrow Airport. This book will appeal to people interested in the history of aviation and airports in Britain, local campaigns and environmental protests, and the politics of climate change.


Issues in Environmental Politics
October 2013 US 336pp Hardback $110.00 9780719076138

At the Margins of Victorian Britain
Politics, Immorality and Britishness in the Nineteenth Century

Dennis Grube, Griffith University, Australia

At the Margins of Victorian Britain focuses on the political means of policing unwanted 'others' in Victorian society: the Irish, Catholics and Jews, atheists, prostitutes and homosexuals. Dennis Grube details the laws and conventions which were legally and culturally enforced in order to bar these 'others' from gaining power and influence.


August 2013 US 320pp Hardback Published by I. B. Tauris Canadian Rights
$95.00 / CN$109.00 9781780763446

The Crisis of Theory
E. P. Thompson, the New Left and postwar British politics

Scott Hamilton, University of Auckland, New Zealand

The Crisis of Theory, available in paperback for the first time, tells the story of the political and intellectual adventures of E. P. Thompson. This book will appeal to scholars and general readers with an interest in left-wing politics and theory, British society, twentieth-century history, modernist poetry, and the philosophy of history.


December 2012 US 304pp Paperback Published by Manchester University Press
$32.95 9780719089091
The Failure of Anglo-liberal Capitalism

Colin Hay, University of Sheffield, UK

'This book provides a clear analysis of Britain's long-standing economic problems that goes beyond the debates about the banking system, education standards, immigration, investment and government spending. It shows how any solution must integrate policies in all these areas, and generate a sustainable growth pattern that avoids environmental disasters.' - Peter Taylor-Gooby, University of Kent, UK

'Hay goes straight to the heart of the present crisis of the British economy and locates it in its proper historical context. He offers bold and trenchant analysis of both the specific origins of the British crisis in a particular growth model and what is now at stake in the present policy debate. His style is direct, highly relevant, and represents exactly the kind of engagement that British scholars should be making with our country's future.' - Helen Thompson, University of Cambridge, UK

The British economy is still mired in the fall-out from the 2008 financial crash. In his new book Colin Hay provides a powerful and arresting argument that the crisis is not a crisis of debt but a crisis of growth, and that the causes are rooted in Britain's long addiction to a particular form of economic liberalism. Essential reading.' - Andrew Gamble, University of Cambridge, UK

Colin Hay argues that the crisis in which we are still mired is best seen as a crisis of growth and not as a crisis of debt. It is a crisis of and for an excessively liberalised form of capitalism and the Anglo-liberal growth model to which it gave rise.


Building a Sustainable Recovery: SPERI Research & Policy

June 2013 UK
96pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
5 b/w tables, 7 b/w line drawings $37.50 / $57.00 / CN$55.50 ebooks available 9781137360502

Britain’s Korean War

Cold War Diplomacy, Strategy and Security 1950–53

Thomas Hennessy, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK

The book assesses the strains within the ‘Special Relationship’ between London and Washington and offers a new perspective on the limits and successes of British influence. It is essential reading for those interested in British and US foreign policy and military strategy during the Cold War.


September 2013 US
304pp
Hardback
$115.00 9780719088599 Published by Manchester University Press

How Labour Governments Fall

From Ramsay Macdonald to Gordon Brown

Edited by Timothy Heppell, Kevin Theakston, both at University of Leeds, UK

What similarities exist between the reasons for Labour losing office in 2010 and those behind why previous Labour governments were defeated? This edited volume provides a detailed historical appraisal which considers the importance of themes such as economic performance; political leadership and the condition of the Conservatives in opposition.


August 2013 US
200pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
$57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 ebooks available 9780230361805

Crossing the Floor

Reg Prentice and the Crisis of British Social Democracy

Geoff Horn, Newcastle University, UK

Reg Prentice remains the most high-profile politician to cross the floor of the House of the Commons in the post-war period. This book examines the key events surrounding Prentice’s transition from a front-line Labour politician to a Conservative minister in the first Thatcher government.


August 2013 US
256pp
Hardback
$100.00 9780719088698 Published by Manchester University Press

The British Left and Zionism

History of a Divorce

Paul Kelemen, University of Manchester, UK

The changes and divisions on the left over the Israel-Palestine conflict forms the central theme of this archive based study. It is a perspective which has gradually gained ground in the political mainstream.


October 2012 US
127pp
Paperback
$32.95 9780719088131 Published by Manchester University Press
Parliamentary Reform at Westminster
Alexandra Kelso, University of Southampton, UK

Parliamentary Reform at Westminster provides a comprehensive and authoritative analysis of the trajectory and outcome of the reform of parliament, along with an incisive interpretation of the implications for our understanding of British politics.

October 2013 US
232pp
Paperback $24.95
Published by Manchester University Press

The Great Rivalry
Gladstone and Disraeli
Dick Leonard, formerly The Economist, UK

Providing important new perspectives on the two towering political characters of the Victorian Age, this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in nineteenth century British history and politics.

Contents:

August 2013 US
240pp
Hardback $35.00 / CN$40.00
Published by I.B. Tauris
Canadian Rights

Against the Cold War
The History and Political Traditions of Pro-Sovietism in the British Labour Party, 1945-1989
Darren G. Lilleker, Bournemouth University, UK

Who were the British MPs sympathetic to the Soviets - the "crypto-communists", "left-wing godfams", the "neo-Stalinist Left" - so derided by fellow politicians, journalists, historians, and the public? These Labour MPs, fingered as "Soviet spies" who developed links with post-war Russia, were seen as potentially anti-Western actors in the Cold War. Against the Cold War examines the careers and motives of MPs like Tom Driberg and Ian Mikardo who developed ideological links with the Soviet Union and whose ideas influenced Labour's Left wing. Although radical and sympathetic to Communist ideals, they remained principled socialists, and were ready to exercise Trotsky's "right to alight" - to oppose and even abandon Soviet links for democratic socialism.

Contents: Introduction * Building a Pro-Soviet Fifth Column * From Emancipatory Revolution to Grand Alliance * Konni Zilliacus and Labour's Adversarial Voices from the Left * Victory for Socialism * Beneath Detente * Raising the Stakes * The perspectives of pro-Sovietism * Conclusion * Appendix: Biographical Details

October 2013 US
288pp
Paperback $45.00 / CN$52.00
Published by I.B. Tauris
Canadian Rights

Making Socialists
Mary Bridges Adams and the Fight for Knowledge and Power, 1855–1939
Jane Martin, Birmingham University, UK

Making Socialists sheds light on several major themes in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century political and educational history. It focuses on Mary Bridges Adams, who engaged in a wide range of political activities, and sought to transform government policy through socialist initiatives, with the ultimate aim of creating a social nation.


August 2013 US
272pp
Paperback $30.95
Published by Manchester University Press

Left Without a Future?
Social Justice in Anxious Times
Anthony Painter, Writer and Commentator

Anthony Painter here argues that this institution-building tradition is the one to which the left should return. He advocates new economic, social and cultural policies which provide a manifesto for the future development of Social Democracy – and centre-left institutions – in Britain.

Contents: Introduction * Witnessing the Left’s Decline * Society’s ‘Bubbles’ and ‘Tribes’ * Economy * The Force of Cultural Identity * England and Scotland * The Big Society of Ideas * Conclusion: We’ve Been Travelling on Rocky Ground

September 2013 US
256pp
Hardback $92.00 / CN$106.00
Published by I.B. Tauris
Canadian Rights
Islam and Identity Politics Among British-Bangladeshis

A Leap of Faith

Ali Riaz, Illinois State University, USA

*Islam and Identity Politics Among British-Bangladeshis* is the first book-length study to examine identity politics among the Bangladeshi diaspora. Empirically grounded but enriched with in-depth analyses, and written in an accessible language, this study is an invaluable reference for academics, policy makers and community activists.


July 2013 US
240pp
5 b&w tables
Hardback
$115.00
Published by Manchester University Press
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Britain’s First Labour Government

John Shepherd, Keith Laybourn, University of Huddersfield, UK

"The first Labour government of 1924 is easily the least well-known. John Shepherd and Keith Laybourn provide here a lucid, well-researched account of its complex beginnings, its policies especially in foreign affairs, and the dramatic and mysterious nature of its downfall. They are able to show Ramsay MacDonald’s first premiership as an important episode, which raised new social issues, hastened the collapse of the Liberals, and legitimized Labour as a party of power.” - Kenneth Morgan, Brunel University, London, UK

“A much-needed reappraisal of the first Labour government, based on thorough archival research and a command of the secondary sources, Britain’s First Labour Government fills a major gap in twentieth-century British history. Astute and a pleasure to read, it very ably reassesses the record of Ramsey MacDonald and his colleagues. A major and impressive contribution to twentieth-century British history and to the history of the Labour Party.” - Chris Wrigley, The University of Nottingham, UK

"In this ground-breaking and fascinating assessment of the first Labour government, the authors skilfully show how courageously the 'new boys (and girls)' on the block asserted both their independence and their principles.” - Denis Judd, London Metropolitan University

“A welcome and well-researched reassessment of the first Labour government of 1924.” - BBC History Magazine

“This is an important monograph, providing essential elements in any personal evaluation of Labour’s action in 1924...The book has a fairly detailed index and the state-of-the-art Bibliography (including recent Ph.D. theses) will be found invaluable for students and teachers alike.” - Antoine Capet, Cercles

This volume is the first major account for nearly 50 years to critically reassess Labour’s first period in office in terms of domestic, foreign and imperial policy. It draws on a wide range of private papers and official sources and reconstructs the history of this forgotten government in the broader social and political context of the 1920s.

**Contents:** From Foundation Conference to Government * Over the Threshold * Labour Takes Office * Domestic Policies * Minority Government * Foreign and Imperial Policy * Downfall * Political Aftermath * Conclusion
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Crisis? What Crisis?
The Callaghan Government and the British ‘Winter of Discontent’

John Shepherd, University of Huddersfield, UK

Over 30 years later, the ‘winter of discontent’ of 1978–79 still resonates in British politics. Based on a wide range of newly available historical sources and key interviews, this full-length account breaks new ground, analysing the origins, character and impact of a turbulent period of industrial unrest.


October 2013 US
240pp
6 b&w illustrations
Hardback
$110.00
Published by Manchester University Press
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The Double Crisis of the Welfare State and What We Can Do About It

Peter Taylor-Gooby, University of Kent at Canterbury, UK

This book analyses the immediate challenges from headlong cuts, root-and-branch restructuring and the longer-term pressures from population ageing. It demonstrates that a more humane and generous welfare state that will build social inclusiveness is possible and shows how it can be achieved.


April 2013 UK
154pp
Hardback
Canonical Rights
£30.00 / $45.00 / CN$52.00
ebooks available
Published by Palgrave Macmillan
Conservative Party Economic Policy
From Heath in Opposition to Cameron in Coalition

Richard Wade, West Suffolk College/ University of Essex, UK

"The book's strength lies in its meticulous examination of original documents in the Conservative Party and National Archives, in the extensive range of interviews with key players and in its demonstration that policy-making has implicitly drawn on the twin strands of Tory paternalism and Whig liberalism." - Sir Douglas Wass, former Permanent Secretary to HM Treasury

Covering the period from Ted Heath's assumption of the leadership of the Conservative Party through to the early years of the Coalition, this volume provide a detailed analysis of the Tory Party's Macroeconomic and Microeconomic Policy-Making over the past 50 years providing an historical context for the political and economic events of today.


Defectors and the Liberal Party 1910 to 2010
A Study of Inter-Party Relationships

Alun Wyburn-Powell, University of Leicester, UK

Defectors and the Liberal Party 1910 to 2010 is the first book to analyze of political defections over a long time span. This book will be of interest to students and lecturers of British politics and anyone interested in the relationship between British political parties in the last century.


Local Democracy, Civic Engagement and Community
From New Labour to the Big Society

Hugh Atkinson, London South Bank University, UK

This accessible book is about local democracy, civic engagement, political participation, and community in Britain. It rejects the many pessimistic accounts that seek to dominate our political discourse with their talk of political apathy, community breakdown and selfish individualism The book focuses on local democratic politics in Britain over the last decade and a half, from the election of the New Labour government right up to the current Conservative/Liberal Democrat coalition government. Drawing on a wide range of examples, it argues that local democracy is a vibrant terrain of innovation, civic engagement and participation, and dynamic community activity, with a wide variety of informal and formal activity taking place.


British Politics

Editors: Colin Hay, University of Sheffield, UK; Peter Kerr (Executive Editor), University of Birmingham, UK; Steven Kettell (Executive Editor), University of Warwick, UK; and David Marsh, Australian National University, Australia

British Politics offers the only forum explicitly designed to promote research in British political studies and seeks to provide a counterweight to the growing fragmentation of this field during recent years. The journal aims to promote a more holistic understanding of British politics.

ISSN 1746918X

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/bp/
The Politics of Race and Ethnicity in the United States

Americanization, De-Americanization, and Racialized Ethnic Groups

Sherrow O. Pinder, California State University, Chico, USA

"This is an interesting book on who is perceived to be an American. Pinder’s systematic analysis and discussion of the racialization of all the hyphenated groups (Chinese-American, Native Americans, and African-Americans, et cetera) is exciting. This book is a welcome and erudite contribution to the African studies field, political science, and women’s studies, especially for classes on race and gender." - Thelma Pinto, Hobart & William Smith Colleges; and former Past President of the African Literature Association

The purpose of this book is to examine and analyze Americanization, De-Americanization, and racialized ethnic groups in America and consider the questions: who is an American? And what constitutes American identity and culture?

Contents:
1. Introduction: The Americanization and De-Americanization of Racialized Ethnic Groups
2. Contextual Reflection and Historical Perspective
3. An American Identity in Retrospect
4. "Whiteness" as the Definitive Conceptualization of an American Identity
5. The Quandary of Multiculturalism in America
6. Racialized Ethnic Groups as a Threat to America’s National Identity
7. Rethinking and Reframing Multiculturalism
8. Conclusion

May 2013 UK
268pp
Paperback £20.00 / $30.00 / CN$34.50 9781137331403

Canadian Rights
ebooks available
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THE EVOLVING AMERICAN PRESIDENCY SERIES

Edited by Charlie Jeffery, Michael Keating

Bad Presidents

Failure in the White House

Philip Abbott, Wayne State University, USA

"Philip Abbott is one of the nation’s leading presidency scholars. His edge is a deep historical understanding of executive power and his franchise is the accidental presidents, the failed presidents, the bad presidents, the presidents bruised and battered and sometimes crushed by the office. We all know how much we learn from the study of great presidents, but Abbott has again surprised by showing us just how much there is to learn from a close and candid look at failed presidents." - Cal Jillson, Southern Methodist University, USA

"This truly important project is original, creative, significant, and fun." – Lara Brown, Villanova University, USA

Bad Presidents seeks to interpret the meaning of presidential ‘badness’ by investigating the ways in which eleven presidents were ‘bad.’ The author brings a unique, and often amusing perspective on the idea of the presidency, and begins a new conversation about the definition of presidential success and failure.

Contents:
1. Classifications: Presidents and Kings
2. John Tyler: The First Bad President?
3. The ‘Irredeemables’: Millard Fillmore
4. The ‘Irredeemables’: Franklin Pierce
5. The ‘Irredeemables’: James Buchanan
6. Lincoln in Reverse: Andrew Johnson
7. The First Hidden Hand Bad President: Ulysses S. Grant
8. The ‘Irredeemables’: Warren G. Harding
9. The ‘Irredeemables’: Calvin Coolidge
10. The ‘Irredeemables’: Herbert Hoover
11. Ex Parte Exercitii: Richard Nixon
12. The Latest Bad President? George W. Bush
Conclusion

The Evolving American Presidency

March 2013 UK
272pp
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Hardback £57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9781137306586

Canadian Rights
ebooks available

Clintion/Gore

Victory from a Shadow Box

Jeffrey J. Volle, Independent Scholar

What if Clinton/Gore lost in 1992? Or won in 1992 and lost in 1996? This book is a look back at the importance of all the right moves made by Bill Clinton from the New Hampshire primary to the selection of Al Gore as his running mate to his handling of the Republican takeover of the House of Representatives in 1994-95.

Contents:
Introduction
1968-1992 Twenty-Four Years of Debate
1992 – And the Football is Back!
1993-94 Back To The Future
1995-96 The Puzzle Fits Beautifully
Legacies
Conclusion
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Canadian Rights
ebooks available
The Battle for the White House from Bush to Obama
Nominations and Elections in an Era of Partisanship

Anthony J. Bennett, independent scholar

Anthony Bennett guides us through the events of the four elections of the twenty-first century, showing how this era of partisanship has reshaped not only presidential nominations and elections, but the American presidency and politics itself.


October 2013 US
306pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
9781137268624
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ADD TO WISHLIST

The Race for the White House from Reagan to Clinton
Reforming Old Systems, Building New Coalitions

Anthony J. Bennett, independent scholar

Anthony Bennett guides us through the events of the four elections of the twenty-first century, showing how this era of partisanship has reshaped not only presidential nominations and elections, but the American presidency and politics itself.


October 2013 US
306pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
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Dialectical Democracy through Christian Thought
Individualism, Relationalism, and American Politics

David R. Brockman, Progressive Christian Center of the South, USA

Dialectical Democracy through Christian Thought offers an accessible yet theologically groundbreaking intervention into the battle over the role of government in the market. This book shows that the fight over policy involves a fundamental disagreement about who we are as human beings: independent individuals, or essentially social creatures.

Contents:
1. Tensions in Christian Scripture
2. Tensions in the Western Christian Tradition
3. A Dialectical Approach to the Human Person
4. ‘Leave Me Alone’: The Insights and Illusions of Libertarian-Individualism
5. ‘We’re All in This Together’: The Insights and Illusions of Relational Liberal Relationalism
6. Getting Past the Impasse: Towards a Dialectical Democracy

August 2013 UK
288pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137347268

Free Market Revolution
How Ayn Rand’s Ideas Can End Big Government

Yaron Brook, Don Watkins, both at Ayn Rand Institute, USA

Free Market Revolution argues that the answer to our current economic woes lies not in “trickle-down government” but in Ayn Rand’s philosophy of capitalism and self-interest. The authors apply Rand’s ideas to today’s political events addressing key issues including the debt crisis, inflation, regulation, and the welfare state.

October 2013 UK
272pp
Paperback
Canadian Rights
£19.99 / $30.00 / CN$34.50
9781137363671

Global Perspectives on US Foreign Policy
From the Outside In

Edited by Sally Burt, University of New South Wales, Canberra, Australia, Daniel Anhove, Universidad de Guanajuato, Mexico

This book explores aspects of US foreign policy, including the development process as well as the policy itself in respect to various countries and regions and some significant issues around the globe today. Providing insight into non-US perspectives of American foreign policy, the book contextualizes the effects of policy on external nations.

Contents:
1. At the President’s Pleasure: Constraints on Presidential Development of Foreign Policy in Sino-US Relations, Sally Burt
2. A Rising China and Obama’s Foreign Policy: Taiwan’s New Security Dilemma, Ts’ai, Yu-tai
3. Rethinking the Development of US-China Relations: PART II: US FOREIGN POLICY IN SOUTH AMERICA
5. Foreign Policy from a Comparative Perspective: Argentina, Brazil, and the USA at the Beginning of the 21st Century, Ignacio Liendo
6. United States Foreign Policy and the Quest for Regional Security in Sub-Saharan Africa, Masood Omotosho
7. US Foreign Policy Towards Sub-Saharan African Countries: What Challenges to Democracy, Security, and Human Development?, Peter Sakwe Masumbe
8. US-Africa Relations: In Search of a New Paradigm, Idahosa Osaretin
PART IV: US FOREIGN POLICY IN EUROPE
10. US Democracy Promotion in Serbia and Croatia, Alessandra Pirina

October 2013 US
288pp
Paperback
Canadian Rights
$90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137062791

Eisenhower and the Military-Industrial Complex
‘Open Skies’ and the Cold War Arms Race

Helen Bury, University of St. Andrews, UK

Eisenhower and the Military-Industrial Complex is the first in-depth study of the Open Skies policy and essential reading for historians of the Cold War and the International Relations of the United States.

Contents:
Acknowledgements
Abbreviations
Preface
Introduction
1. In the Shadow of the Specialists on Violence: American Foreign Policy and the Rise of the Military-Industrial Complex, 1945 – 1953
2. Eisenhower and the New Look
3. Eisenhower, Rockefeller and the Evolution of Open Skies
4. The Aftermath of the Geneva Summit
5. The Challenge to Massive Retaliation
6. Spurkiss, Missiles and Open Skies
7. Eisenhower’s Final Struggle
Conclusion
Bibliography
Index
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U.S. Immigration Reform and its Global Impact

Lessons from the Postville Raid

Erik Camayd-Freixas, Florida International University, USA

An insider’s account of the Postville case, this book gauges the raid’s human, social, and economic impact, based on interaction with the main participants and interviews with local citizens and arrestees in the US and Guatemala.


To Live and Die in America

Class, Power, Health and Health Care

Robert Chernomas, Ian Hudson, both at University of Manitoba, Canada

To Live and Die in America details how the United States has among the worst indicators of health in the industrialized world and at the same time spends significantly more on its health care system than any other industrial nation. The authors argue that improving health in America requires a change in the conditions in which people live and work as well as a restructured health care system.


The Future of World Capitalism

February 2013 US
200pp
Hardback $99.00
Paperback $28.00
Published by Pluto Press

Progressive Politics after the Crash

Governing from the Left

Edited by Olaf Cramme, London School of Economics, UK, Patrick Diamond, University of Manchester, UK, Michael Mc Ternan, Policy Network, UK

In the wake of the 2007-8 financial crash, and as the world struggles to deal with its long-term consequences, this book takes stock of the fate of progressive politics in Europe and America.


Policy Network

October 2013 US
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Hardback $92.00 / CN$106.00
Paperback $35.00 / CN$40.00
Published by I. B. Tauris

A Conservative Walks Into a Bar

The Politics of Political Humor

Alison Dagnes, Shippensburg University, USA

‘An engaging, enlightening, and entertaining read; this book is the most authoritative work on the nature of satire. It is also well balanced, and remarkably unbiased, considering it was written by a Liberal.’ - Tim Slagle, comedian

This book examines why there are so few conservative political satirists today and explores the consequences of this imbalance.


September 2012 US
256pp
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We the People
A Brief Introduction to the Constitution and Its Interpretation

Donald C. Dahlin, University of South Dakota, USA

Dahlin takes an analytical approach to existing Constitutional scholarship and presents a limited number of landmark Supreme Court decisions in a way that makes this important material accessible to an undergraduate academic audience.

Contents: Taking the Constitution Seriously * Who Interprets * How to Interpret * Ten Landmark Supreme Court Decisions * Taking Stock

The Invisible Hands of Political Parties in Presidential Elections
Party Activists and Political Aggregation from 2004 to 2012

Andrew Dowdle, Scott Limbocker, Song Yang, Karen Sebold, Patrick A. Stewart, all at University of Arkansas, USA

‘This book is well written, and is a must read for any serious student of presidential campaigns and elections, political parties, and campaign finance.’—Jody Baumgartner, East Carolina University, USA

The authors of this volume look to make a major contribution to our understanding of the potential impact of presidential nomination campaigns—mainly why it is that current measures of divisive primaries fail to predict the performance of the party’s candidate in the general election. They address this puzzle in their book and they do so in a well-written, methodical, and creative manner. A solid piece of research for political scientists as well as students of politics.’—Audrey Haynes, University of Georgia, USA

This book looks at networks of individual donors during early stages of presidential primary elections to determine party unity. It directly challenges the commonly-held perception that a ‘divisive’ primary is a problem for the political party in the general election.


Islamicophobia in America
The Anatomy of Intolerance

Edited by Carl W. Ernst, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA

‘Fear of Islam is both quite old and quite new. In our own time and in the USA, the fear of militant Islam began to take on explicit and particular shapes in 1979, during the Iranian Revolution with the taking of American hostages, which brought nightly coverage of Islam holding American officials hostage in Tehran on the ABC News program Nightline. With the expansion of cable news networks and the Internet, Islam has been represented as hostile to Americans on a constantly increasing basis ever since. The events of 9/11 simply compounded this. Situating American Islamicophobia in its historical context, this important volume contributes to our understanding of a problem so rampant today it is prevalent even in the discourse of candidates seeking public office.’—Richard C. Martin, Emory University, USA and Review of Middle East Studies

Islamicophobia in America offers new perspectives on prejudice against Muslims, which has become increasingly widespread in the USA in the past decade. The contributors document the history of anti-Islamic sentiment in American culture, the scope of organized anti-Muslim propaganda, and the institutionalization of this kind of intolerance.


The Emerging American Garrison State

Milton J. Esman, Cornell University, USA

This book describes and analyzes the emergence of the American global empire and the role of the garrison state in protecting the threatened homeland and defending the declining imperium.

The Culture of Immodesty in American Life and Politics

The Modest Republic

Edited by Michael P. Federici, Mercyhurst University, USA, Richard M Gamble, Hillsdale College, USA, Mark T Mitchell, Patrick Henry College, USA

Citing eminent authorities ranging from Russell Kirk to Bruce Springsteen, this cogent collection of essays offers a bracing rebuttal to the militarists and imperialists seemingly intent on driving America into the abyss.” – Andrew J. Bacevich, author of *Washington Rules: America's Path to Permanent War*

By identifying and illustrating aspects of American culture that are out of sync with the modest republicanism that gave rise to the United States in the late eighteenth century, the contributors to this volume expose the vulgarity and excess of American culture.

**Contents:**
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The Politics of the American Dream

Democratic Inclusion in Contemporary American Political Culture

Cyril Ghosh, Mount Holyoke College, USA

The American dream is a political Rorschach test, a flexible cultural trope, an ideological icon or whipping post, and an economic measuring stick. Despite its many meanings and uses, however, it is not an empty phrase but rather a powerful symbol of ‘something.’ In this profound and elegant book, Cyril Ghosh fills in the ‘something.’ He melds political philosophy, American history, textual analysis, and new ideas into a genuinely novel and important analysis. I learned a great deal from this book, as will all other readers.” - Jennifer Hochschild, Harvard University

The Politics of the American Dream analyzes the role of the ‘American Dream’ in contemporary American political culture. Utilizing analytic political theory, Ghosh creates a unique picture of Dream Politics, and shows the effect on the landscape of American politics.

**Contents:**
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Reagan’s Mythical America

Storytelling as political leadership

Jan Hanska, University of Tampere, Finland

This book is the first full-length study into the Reagan presidency with the tools of narratology. It expands the understudied field of research into political narratives as concrete policy tools and provides a new means of understanding the continuing popularity of Reagan as a President.

**Contents:**

September 2012 UK
276pp
Hardback
Canadians Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
9781137272997

The Embassy in Grosvenor Square

American Ambassadors to the United Kingdom, 1938-2008

Alison R. Holmes, MacMillan Center for International Affairs, Yale University, USA, J. Simon Rofe, University of Leicester, UK

“Despite the long-running debate over the nature and significance of the Anglo-American ‘special relationship,’ historians have not until now had a comprehensive view of Washington’s ambassadors in London. The sixteen well-written and impressively researched essays in this volume offer a fascinating perspective on diplomacy as practiced by governments that have remained close despite their many spats. This is a book that should appeal to general readers as well as to scholars and students.” - Frank Costigliola, University of Connecticut

Covering the period 1938 to 2008, The Embassy in Grosvenor Square explores the role of the embassy in the Anglo-American ‘special relationship’, both in terms of transatlantic affairs and issues of international relations.

December 2012 UK
376pp
Hardback
Canadians Rights
£65.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
ebooks available
9780230280625
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Border Governance and the “Unruly” South
Theory and Practice

Edited by Imtiaz Hussain, Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico

Though 9/11 tightened borders against hard threats, why were soft threats able to create havoc in the cracks? The studies explored by the contributors of this volume lead to the conclusion that the state is not, and should not be, the only viable actor in successful border governance.


North America’s Soft Security Threats and Multilateral Governance
A Post-Westphalian Pathway

Edited by Imtiaz Hussain, Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico, Jorge Schiavon, Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas, Mexico

The authors use multilateral security governance theory to propose mutual persuasion, institution-building, incorporation of non-state actors into multilateral strategies, collective action, and multilateral governance as a strategy for modern Mexico.


The Bush Administrations
and Saddam Hussein
Deciding on Conflict

Alex Roberto Hybel, Connecticut College, USA, Justin Matthew Kaufman, attorney

‘This is an important read about a misadventure that left at least two nations in tatters, Iraq and the United States. It also exposes the failure of so many institutions, including the media. The terrific writing makes this an easy read. The story, however, is one about hard failure.’ - Bob Franken, King Features Syndicate and TV Commenter

The authors present a vital analysis of the foreign policy-making processes of the two Bush administrations prior to the attacks on Iraq. In a thorough comparison, they show how both presidents used historical analogies to evaluate information, relied on instinct to formulate decisions, and drew on moral language to justify their choices.


Statesmanship and Progressive Reform
An Assessment of Herbert Croly’s Abraham Lincoln

Jason Jividen, Saint Vincent College, USA, J. David Alvis, Wofford College, USA

A critical assessment of Herbert Croly’s influential account of Abraham Lincoln in his 1909 book, The Promise of American Life, which argued that Progressivism was a continuation of the spirit of Lincoln’s political thought. This book argues for the first time that Croly’s praise of Lincoln is highly problematic.

# American War Cinema and Media since Vietnam

**Politics, Ideology, and Class**

*Patricia Keeton, Peter Schechner, both at Ramapo College of New Jersey, USA*

No other cinematic genre more sharply illustrates the contradictions of American society - notions about social class, politics, and socio-economic ideology than the war film. This book examines the latest cycle of war films to reveal how they mediate and negotiate the complexities of war, class, and a military-political mission largely gone bad.

**Contents:**
- **PART I: EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN WARE CINEMA AND MEDIA SINCE VIETNAM**
  - 1. The Citizen's Task
  - 2. Before the White House
  - 3. Getting Started
  - 4. First Decisions
  - 5. 'There's Nothing More Important'
  - 6. First Steps on the Way to the Moon
  - 7. 'A Great New American Enterprise'
  - 8. First Decisions
  - 9. 'I Am Not That Interested in Space'
  - 10. 'I Am Not That Interested in Space'
  - 11. Early Attempts at Space Cooperation
  - 12. Apollo under Pressure
  - 13. Apollo under Pressure
  - 14. Were Changes in the Wind?
  - 15. John F. Kennedy and the Race to the Moon

*Echoes of this time lift off the pages of John F. Kennedy and the Race to the Moon, a new book by John M. Logsdon, a political scientist and longtime space policy specialist at George Washington University. He has drawn on new research in archives, oral histories and memoirs available in recent years to shed new light on the moon race.* —*The New York Times*

*The Apollo story has been told many times, but Logsdon's analysis provides a welcome reexamination of the motives, rationales, and political infighting that characterized the Kennedy administration's space policies. Recommended.* —*CHOICE*

While there are many biographies of JFK and accounts of the early years of US space efforts, this book uses primary source material and interviews with key participants to provide a comprehensive account of how the actions taken by JFK's administration have shaped the course of the US space program over the last 45 years.

**Contents:**
- 1. 'We Should Go to the Moon'
- 2. Before the White House
- 3. Making the Transition
- 4. Getting Started
- 5. First Decisions
- 6. 'There’s Nothing More Important'
- 7. Space Plans Reviewed
- 8. 'A Great New American Enterprise'
- 9. First Steps on the Way to the Moon
- 10. 'I Am Not That Interested in Space'
- 11. Early Attempts at Space Cooperation
- 12. To the Moon Together: Pursuit of an Illusion?
- 13. Apollo under Pressure
- 14. Were Changes in the Wind?
- 15. John F. Kennedy and the Race to the Moon

*Palgrave Studies in the History of Science and Technology*
Killing the American Dream
How Anti-immigration Extremists are Destroying the Nation

Pilar Marrero, La Opinion, USA

Against this tide of hysteria, Pilar Marrero reveals how damaging the rise in malice toward immigrants is. Assessing the current status quo of immigration, Marrero reveals the economic drain these ardent anti-immigration policies are turning the American Dream from a time honored hallmark of the nation into an unattainable fantasy.

Collective Bargaining and the Battle of Ohio
The Defeat of Senate Bill 5 and the Struggle to Defend the Middle Class

John T. McNay, University of Cincinnati - Blue Ash, USA

The story of how the Ohio conference of the American Association of University Professors mobilized its resources and fought alongside Teamsters, firefighters, janitors, and police to defeat Ohio Senate Bill 5 by referendum, restoring collective bargain rights across the state.

The Discourse Trap and the US Military
From the War on Terror to the Surge

Jeffrey Michaels, King’s College London, UK

“The Discourse Trap and the US Military is one of the most important books written on warfare since 9/11. It exposes how military officers and policy makers become trapped by the language that they use to describe and justify the conduct of war. Moralistic sounding bromides like ‘protect the population’ cover up and give a faux-reality to the death and destruction of war. Jeffrey Michaels’ excellent new book brings to the fore the reality of American warfare since 9/11 and how that reality has been distorted by the discourse trap.” – Gian P. Gentile, United States Military Academy, USA

This book proposes the idea of a ‘discourse trap’ in which the discourses and associated terminology devised for political or military reasons can entrap policymakers by motivating or constraining their actions.

The Reckoning
Debt, Democracy, and the Future of American Power

Michael Moran, Renaissance Insight, USA

The Reckoning explores the forces that are converging to challenge US global leadership, a shift that will have serious consequences for the wider world as well; countries that depend on the US will have to fend for themselves, and revolutions will succeed or fail unaided.
Beyond the Western Liberal Order
Yanaihara Tadao and Empire as Society

Ryoko Nakano, National University of Singapore,

This book introduces the political thought of Yanaihara Tadao (1893–1961), the most prominent Japanese social scientist working on empire, population migration and colonial policy, and uses it as a platform which to examine the global challenges faced by the U.S. hegemonic world order today, or what is often described as the Western liberal order.


US Foreign Policy in the Post-Cold War Era
Restraint versus Assertiveness from George H.W. Bush to Barack Obama.

Tudor A. Onea, Dartmouth College, USA

Why has the US proven unable to enact a foreign policy of restraint in the post-Cold War era? For all but a brief period in the 1990s, US foreign policy is marked by an assertive appearance despite relative hegemony. This book examines the causes and impact of US foreign policy - measuring its successes, pitfalls, and what the future has in store.


Black Muslims in the US
History, Politics, and the Struggle of a Community

Samory Rashid, Indiana State University, USA

Black Muslims in the U.S. seeks to address deficiencies in current scholarship about black Muslims in American society, from examining the origins of Islam among African-Americans to acknowledging the influential role that black Muslims play in contemporary U.S. society.


The NYPD Tapes
A Shocking Story of Cops, Cover-ups, and Courage

Graham A. Rayman, The Village Voice, USA

In 2010, NYPD officer Adrian Schoolcraft released secretly recorded audio tapes exposing widespread corruption in the force. In The NYPD Tapes, the reporter who first broke the story, reveals the abuses that continue today - warrantless surveillance, systemic harassment and underreporting of serious crimes like rape and murder.

Contents: 1. Introduction * 2. The Analysis of Ethnic Interest Group Influence * Chapter 3: Cuban-American Story of Success and Failure

Ethnic Interest Groups in US Foreign Policy-Making
A Cuban-American Story of Success and Failure

Henriette M. Rytz, German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Berlin, Germany

This book comprises the first systematic study on the impact of ethnic interest groups on US foreign policy, using the case study of how the Cuban-American National Foundation (CANF) influenced the outcome of three different legislatures debates that directly affected US Cuba policy.


Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
American Politics in the Age of Ignorance

Why Lawmakers Choose Belief Over Research

David Schultz, Hamline University, USA

“The divide between evidence and ideology in American political debate has never seemed so wide. With this small book, David Schultz applies actual, credible research to highly-charged assertions, separating fact from fiction and defending the propositions that citizenship requires respect for data and information, and that reason should trump uninformed emotion. The book is a plea for Americans to quit “dumbing down” our politics.” - Sheila Suess Kennedy, IUPUI

“Finding solutions to the dilemma documented in these pages will not be easy, but I suggest as a first step that policymakers, journalists, and citizens who care about the state of our nation read this book.” - Michael X. Delli Carpini, The Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylvania, USA

American Politics in the Age of Ignorance looks at ten policy myths and bad ideas that governments and public officials - most often conservatives - consistently repeat and re-enact. Acting on these myths, the policies inevitably fail and thereby reinforce preconceived beliefs that government is ineffective at solving problems.


November 2012 UK
140pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£30.00 / $45.00 / CN$52.00
ebooks available
9781137308719

Basic Income Guarantee

Your Right to Economic Security

Allan Sheehan, Self-employed

This book, an updated version of Sheehan’s original 1983 work, is a comprehensive look at a Basic Income Guarantee (BIG) and what it would mean for the United States today.


May 2013 UK
220pp
Paperback
Canadian Rights
£17.50 / $28.00 / CN$32.00
ebooks available
9781137347886

JFK in the Senate

The Making of a President

John T. Shaw, Market News International and the Washington Diplomat, USA

Before John F. Kennedy became a legendary young president he was the junior senator from Massachusetts. The Senate was where JFK’s presidential ambitions were born and first realized. Author John Shaw looks at how the young Senator was able to catapult himself on the national stage and provides new insight into his political career.

November 2013 US
256pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£16.99 / $26.00 / CN$30.00
9780230341838

Inside Defense

Understanding the US Military in the 21st Century

Derek S. Reveron, Naval War College, USA, Judith Hicks Steinh, Florida International University, USA

“Inside Defense should be required reading for those who want to understand the military’s role in international affairs and its relationship to domestic politics and society. It fills a gap in the security studies literature and will soon become the single source for those who think about and practice national security.” - Lawrence J. Korb, Center for American Progress and the Center for Defense Information

Inside Defense brings together scholars, policy experts and practitioners to provide a comprehensive view of the US military to understand the military’s role in international politics and its relationship with domestic institutions and society.


July 2013 US
292pp
Paperback
Canadian Rights
£20.00 / $30.00 / CN$34.50
ebooks available
9781137343000

palgrave|pivot
Stress Testing the USA
Public Policy and Reaction to Disaster Events

**John Rennie Short, University of Maryland, Baltimore County, USA**

In this volume, the USA is treated as a system that has been stress-tested by four unique events: the War on Terror, Hurricane Katrina, the Financial Meltdown that led to the Great Recession and the Giant Oil Spill. The author uses stress-testing to identify weaknesses within the ‘system,’ and examine the response to disaster.


May 2013 UK
210pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
9781137327222

The United States and the Challenge of Public Diplomacy

**James Snyder, former NATO International Staff**

Through personal experience and a lively narrative, this book examines the difficulty of communicating in adversarial environments like Iraq and Afghanistan, the complexity of multi-linguistic communications, and the importance of directing American cultural power in the national interest.


October 2013 UK
270pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£50.00 / $75.00 / CN$92.00
9780230390706

Grassroots Advocacy and Health Care Reform
The HCAN Campaign in Pennsylvania

**Marc Stier, writer and political consultant**

**Grassroots Advocacy and Health Care Reform** places a detailed account of how the Health Care for America NOW campaign in Pennsylvania carried out contemporary issue advocacy in the context of an understanding of American politics.

**Contents:** 1. A Federal Campaign * 2. Why We Organize * 3. A Coalition That Worked * 4. Virtually Real

June 2013 UK
272pp
Hardback
9781137339195
Canadian Rights
£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00

The Progression of the American Presidency
Individuals, Empire, and Change

**Jim Twombly, Elmira College, USA**

This book, written in a more conversational style, puts in a single volume most of what any faculty member would need to teach an upper level undergraduate course on the presidency.


February 2013 US
266pp
2 b/w tables, 5 figures
Paperback
£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$104.00
9781137300522

Geopiracy
Oaxaca, Militant Empiricism, and Geographical Thought

**Joel Wainwright, The Ohio State University, USA**

**Geopiracy** is a study of the ‘Bowman expeditions’—a project through which geographers, with funding from the US Army, are mapping the ‘human terrain’ of foreign lands. Wainwright offers a critique of human geography today that draws on contemporary social theory to raise unsettling questions about the nature of geography’s disciplinary formation.

**Contents:** Letters from Oaxaca * Geographers Respond: I * Geographers Respond: II * Geography Counterinsurgent * From Geopiracy to Planetarity * Eight Theses on Geopiracy

October 2012 US
124pp
Paperback
£30.00 / $45.00 / CN$52.00
9781137301734
Congress, the Supreme Court, and Religious Liberty
The Case of City of Boerne v. Flores
Jerold Waltman, Baylor University, USA

In the case City of Boerne v. Flores, the Supreme Court struck down the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993. Waltman offers the first book-length analysis of the act to show how this case contributes to an intense legal debate still ongoing today: Can and should the Supreme Court be the exclusive interpreter of the Constitution?


June 2013 UK 212pp Hardback Canadian Rights
June 2013 US
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available
9781137300638

Unbroken Government
Success and the Illusion of Failure in Policymaking
Wendy N. Whitman Cobb, Sante Fe College, USA

Unbroken Government demonstrates how institutional and electoral characteristics present since the writing of the Constitution influence policy development. Utilizing policy areas as diverse as human spaceflight, clean air, homeland security, and foreign policy, this work shows how these patterns manifest themselves in the policymaking process.


August 2013 UK 208pp Hardback Canadian Rights
August 2013 US
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
ebooks available
9781137339188

Occupying Political Science
The Occupy Wall Street Movement from New York to the World
Edited by Emily Welty, Matthew Bolton, Meghana Nayak, Christopher Malone, all at Pace University, USA

Occupying Political Science describes and analyzes the OWS movement from multiple political science perspectives rooted in the local context of lower Manhattan.


December 2012 UK 306pp Hardback Canadian Rights
January 2013 US
1 map, 8 b/w tables, 10 b/w photos
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available
9781137277398
LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS

The Promise of Participation
Experiments in Participatory Governance in Honduras and Guatemala

Daniel Altschuler, freelance journalist, Javier Corrales, Amherst College, USA

To what extent does participation in one particular domain of public life lead to wider participation in other areas? Through the use of an unprecedented survey supported by case studies this book explores how participatory governance in community-managed schools can alter the civic and political behaviour of participants.


St Antony’s Series

August 2013 UK
Hardback
Canadian Rights

US / Canada
UK / Best of World
Add to Wish List

Cuba and Its Neighbours
Democracy in Motion

Arnold August, based in Canada

In this groundbreaking book, Arnold August explores Cuba’s unique form of democracy, presenting a detailed and balanced analysis of Cuba’s electoral process and the state’s functioning between elections. By comparing it with practices in the US, Venezuela, Bolivia, and Ecuador, August shows that people’s participation in politics and society is not limited to a singular Eurocentric understanding of democracy, but rather, democracy as practiced in Cuba’s non-partisan, static and fixed in time.


January 2013 US
216pp
Hardback
Paperback
Published by Zed Books

US / Canada
Add to Wish List

Latin America’s Turbulent Transitions
The Future of Twenty-First Century Socialism

Roger Burbach, University of California, Berkeley, USA
Michael Fox, Based in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Federico Fuentes, based in Australia

Latin America’s Turbulent Transitions explores the remarkable political turn to the left in Latin America in recent years - specifically in Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador.


March 2013 US
198pp
Hardback
Paperback
Published by Zed Books

New Institutions for Participatory Democracy in Latin America
Voice and Consequence

Edited by Maxwell A. Cameron, University of British Columbia, Canada, Eric Hershberg, American University, USA, Kenneth E. Sharpe, Swarthmore College, USA

This volume describes and analyzes the proliferation of new mechanisms for participation in Latin American democracies and considers the relationship between direct participation and the consolidation of representative institutions based on more traditional electoral conceptions of democracy.


November 2012 UK
278pp
Hardback
Paperback
Published by Zed Books

Ebooks available
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Democracy in "Two Mexicos"
Political Institutions in Oaxaca and Nuevo León

Guadalupe Correa-Cabrera, University of Texas at Brownsville, USA

This book explains some of the ways in which deteriorated socioeconomic conditions (inequality in particular) and institutional limitations (corruption, electoral exclusion, and a weak rule of law, among others) affect political stability in extremely unequal developing countries, like Mexico, where democracy is not yet fully consolidated.


State Terrorism and Post-transitional Justice in Argentina
An Analysis of Mega Cause I Trial

Coreen Davis, University of San Francisco, USA

Mega Cause I was one of the largest in a recent surge of trials in Argentina for human rights violations committed during the dictatorship of 1976-1983. This study analyzes Mega Cause I within a post-transitional justice framework, examining the role played by the state and human rights organizations and the trial’s successes and difficulties.


Salvador Allende
A Revolutionary Legacy

Victor Figueroa Clark, London School of Economics, UK

This is a political biography of one of the twentieth century’s most emblematic left-wing figures - Salvador Allende, who was president of Chile until he was ousted by General Pinochet in a US-supported coup in 1973. This book looks back at the man and the process in order to draw vital lessons for the left in Latin America and around the world today.


Latin American Foreign Policies
Between Ideology and Pragmatism

Edited by Gian Luca Gardini, Peter Lambert, both at University of Bath, UK

"This book is a timely and indispensable companion to all those interested in understanding contemporary developments in Latin America in the light of the changes in the international structure." - Tullo Vigeveni, Sao Paulo State University, Brazil

"This volume chronicles the coming of age of Latin American foreign policy in the past two decades. Rare among edited volumes, the authors use the same framework to analyze the foreign policies of 11 Latin American countries. In the new millennium as Latin Americans define their own future, the Gardini and Lambert book is indispensable." - Robert A. Pastor, American University and former National Security Advisor for Latin American Affairs

In recent years several Latin American countries have adopted a more assertive and autonomous stance in their foreign policy. The growing rejection of neoliberalism as an ideological dogma seems to have given space to more pragmatic stances in favour of national interests.

Territories of Violence
State, Marginal Youth, and Public Security in Honduras

Lirio Gutiérrez Rivera, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

“Lirio Gutiérrez Rivera makes a significant and high quality contribution to the literature on crime. This is a key case study with a useful and much-needed theoretical framework.” - Mark Ungar, The City University of New York - Brooklyn College, USA

This book examines the persistence of social violence and public insecurity in Honduras. Using a spatial perspective, the author looks at the Honduran state’s security policies - known as Mano Dura - and the challenges authorities face. She points to the state’s historical difficulty producing and ordering political territory and space.

Contents:
- Introduction
- State, Space and Territory
- Territorializing the State
- Violence and Crime
- Marginal Youth and the Maras
- Public Security and Policies
- Alternatives: Above and Below
- Geographies of Violence
- Epilogue

May 2013 UK
180pp
Hardback
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137027948

Canadian Rights
ebooks available

Follow Palgrave Macmillan on Facebook. Become a ‘fan’ of our Facebook page to get the latest news, reviews and event invites.

www.facebook.com/PalgraveMacmillan

Follow us on twitter for the latest news, events and competitions.

www.twitter.com/palmacpolitics

STUDIES OF THE AMERICAS SERIES

Citizenship and Political Violence in Peru
An Andean Town, 1870s-1970s

Fiona Wilson, Roskilde University, USA

‘An absorbing account of the long-term origins of Peru’s Shining Path movement in the region of Tarma … This book is essential reading for all interested in Peru and the origins of modern violence.’ - Tristan Platt, University of St Andrews, Scotland, UK

‘Fiona Wilson’s work on Tarma inaugurates a new research agenda for the study of local political cultures in the Andes.’ - Patricia Oliart, Newcastle University, UK

exploring how restrictions on citizenship helped create conditions for political violence in Peru, this book recounts the hidden history of how local processes of citizen formation in an Andean town were persistently overruled, thereby perpetuating antagonism toward the state and political centralism in Peru.

Contents:
- Introduction
- The Provincial Council in Action: 1870 to 1914
- Local Democracy and the Radical Challenge: 1870 to 1914
- Adolfo Vienrich, Tarma’s Radical Intellectual: 1867 to 1908
- The Politics of Folklore: 1900 to 1930
- Indigenismo and the Second Radical Wave: 1910 to 1930
- The Promise of APRA: 1930 to 1950
- Teachers Defy the State: 1950 to 1980
- Citizenship in Retrospect

Studies of the Americas
May 2013 UK
May 2013 US
244pp
Hardback
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
9781137309525

Canadian Rights
ebooks available

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Cartel
The Coming Invasion of Mexico’s Drug Wars

Sylvia Longmire, independent consultant, USA

Having followed Mexico’s cartels for years, security expert Sylvia Longmire takes us deep into the heart of their world to witness a dangerous underground where people will do whatever it takes to deliver drugs to willing American consumers. Longmire offers real solutions to the critical problems facing Mexico and the United States.


October 2013 UK October 2013 US
272pp Paperback £10.99 / $17.00 / CN$19.00 9781137278692
Canadian Rights

Restoring Justice in Colombia
Conciliation in Equity

Sue Mahan, University of Central Florida, USA

Examining the ‘Conciliation in Equity’ program in Colombia, this book provides a dramatic, cross-cultural example of community justice and a model for developing alternative methods of resolving crime and conflict.


January 2013 UK January 2013 US
212pp Hardback £55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137270825
Canadian Rights

Toward a North American Legal System
Edited by James T. McHugh, University of Akron, USA

Toward a North American Legal System is a collection of scholarship that looks at a timely issue in public policy. Two decades after NAFTA, the team assembled by James T. McHugh works through both philosophical and practical questions related to a possibly more integrated legal system on the North American continent.


October 2012 UK November 2012 US
224pp Hardback £55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137269492
Canadian Rights

Subalternity, Antagonism, Autonomy
Constructing the Political Subject

Massimo Modonesi, The Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Mexico, John Holloway, University of Edinburgh, UK

In this bold and innovative book Massimo Modonesi weaves together theory and political practice by relating the concepts of subalternity, antagonism and autonomy to contemporary movements in Latin America against neo-liberalism.

December 2013 US
240pp
Hardback $110.00 9780745334066
Paperback $37.00 9780745334059
Published by Pluto Press
Rethinking Latin America

Development, Hegemony, and Social Transformation

Ronaldo Munck, Dublin City University, Ireland

In a subtle but powerful reading of the shifting relationships between development, hegemony, and social transformation in post-independence Latin America, Ronaldo Munck argues that Latin American subaltern knowledge makes a genuine contribution to the current search for a social order which is sustainable and equitable.


March 2013 UK
264pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
ebooks available
9781137004116

Seeking Peace in El Salvador

The Struggle to Reconstruct a Nation at the End of the Cold War

Diana Villiers Negroponte, Brookings Institution, USA

Diana Negroponte has crafted a mosaic of how international relations and diplomacy interacted with deep political and societal division in the three year effort, amid armed conflict, to bring peace to El Salvador. It is organized clearly, written beautifully, and documented superbly. It re-creates the Salvadoran drama launched in 1989 - the failed FMLN final offensive and the murder of the Jesuits - in the midst of changing world power and the driving desire of the United States to get Moscow to help get El Salvador resolved. Within the telling, it is a model of analysis. This riveting book draws the reader into and through the stages that brought about a workable peace agreement. It has lessons for today on how to unwind conflict to get to peace. Plus, the narrative and the colorful characters, in their own words and quotes, as woven by an exceptional writer with an economical style, give it the feel of a crackling narrative and the colorful characters, in their own words and quotes, as woven by an exceptional writer with an economical style, give it the feel of a crackling narrative.


August 2012 UK
226pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£19.99 / $32.00 / CN$37.00
ebooks available
9781137353573

Cuban Identity and the Angolan Experience

Christabelle Peters, University of Nottingham, UK

Exploring the cultural politics of Cuba’s epic military engagement in the Angolan civil war, this book narrates the transformation of Cuban national identity from Latin African to Caribbean through the experience of internationalism in Angola.


September 2012 UK
244pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
ebooks available
9780230340930

Transitional Justice in Peru

Rebecca K. Root, Ramapo College of New Jersey, USA

Between 1980 and 2000, Peru suffered an armed conflict, massive human rights violations, and the destruction of its democracy. This book examines Peru’s struggle to restore human rights accountability and the political factors that have shaped its fate.

Contents: Introduction * Violence * Transition * Truth * Justice * Reconciliation * Conclusion * Bibliography

August 2012 UK
226pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
ebooks available
9781137008459
The Governance of Energy in China

Transition to a Low-Carbon Economy

Philip Andrews-Speed, University of Dundee, UK

‘In this book, Philip Andrews-Speed makes a major contribution to our understanding of the trajectory of the energy sector in China and the problems in the way of its moving towards a low-carbon model.’ – Tim Wright, The China Quarterly

The way in which energy is governed in China is driving its rising level of carbon dioxide emissions. This book analyses the nature of energy governance in China by combining ideas relating to transition management with institutionalist theories, which helps to identify factors which assist or constrain the country’s path to a low-carbon economy.

Contents:

Energy, Climate and the Environment

August 2012 UK
280pp
Hardback
£57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
Canadian Rights
9781137351432

How China Became Capitalist

Ronald Coase, University of Chicago Law School, USA, Ning Wang, Arizona State University, USA

“This is a major contribution to the whole literature on economic change as well as on China. Nowhere in all of the literature on economic change and development that I know is there such a detailed study of the fumbling efforts of a society to evolve and particularly one that had as long as and far as go as China did.” – Douglass C. North, 1993 Nobel laureate in Economics

“This book is one of the greatest works in economics and in studies of China, not only for today, but for the future.” – Chenggang Xu, University of Hong Kong

This book examines the extraordinary events that led to China’s transformation from a closed agrarian economy to an invincible manufacturing powerhouse of the global economy.


April 2013 UK
272pp
Hardback
£22.99 / $35.00 / CN$40.00
Canadian Rights
ebooks available
9781137351432

Understanding Chinese Politics

An Introduction to Government in the People’s Republic of China

Neil Collins, Andrew Cottey, both at University College Cork, Ireland

The Chinese political system is the subject of much media and popular comment in part because China supports an economy with an apparently inexorable dynamic and impressive record of achievement. This book provides a comprehensive introduction to China’s political system, outlining the major features of the Chinese model and highlighting its claims and challenges.

Contents:

October 2012 US
208pp
Paperback
$29.95
Published by Manchester University Press
9780719084287
China
A Modern History
Michael Dillon, University of Durham, UK

'The most up-to-date history of modern China. [Dillon] provides a well structured narrative from the 'First Opium War' to the coming to power of the 'fourth generation' of Communist leaders in China.' - Steve Tsang, St Antony's College, Oxford

China’s transformation in the last few decades has been perhaps the most remarkable - and most controversial - development in modern history. Barely a century removed from the struggling and out-dated Qing Empire, China has managed to reinvent itself on an unprecedented scale: from Empire, to Communist state, to hybrid capitalist superpower. Yet the full implications of China’s rapid march to modernity are not widely understood - particularly, the effects of China’s meteoric rise on the nation’s many ethnic minorities. China: A Modern History is the definitive guide to this complex contemporary phenomenon. Deng Xiaoping’s 1980s policy of ‘reform and opening,’ which saw China enter the world market, is only the most recent in a series of dramatic shifts that have transformed Chinese society over the past 150 years. China: A Modern History explores these contrasts in detail, while also highlighting the enduring values which have informed China’s identity for millennia. Michael Dillon’s China: A Modern History is essential reading for those interested in the past, present and future course of one of the world’s great nations. Clearly and compellingly written, this will stand as the best introduction to this spectacular and still-unfinished story.

September 2012 US
520pp
Paperback
Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights

China’s Urban Billion
The Story Behind the Biggest Migration in Human History
Tom Miller, China Economic Quarterly

By 2030, China’s cities will be home to 1 billion people - one in every eight people on earth. What kind of lives will China’s urban billion lead? And what will China’s cities be like? Combining on-the-ground reportage and up-to-date research, this pivotal book explains why China has failed to reap many of the economic and social benefits of urbanization, and suggests how these problems can be resolved.


Asian Arguments

December 2012 US
168pp
Hardback
$125.95
Paperback
$29.95
Published by Zed Books

Empire Careers
Working for the Chinese Customs Service, 1854-1949
Catherine Ladds, Hong Kong Baptist University, China

This is the first book-length study of the 11,000 foreign nationals who worked for the Chinese Customs Service between 1854 and 1949, exploring how their lives and careers were shaped by imperial ideologies, networks and structures.


Studies in Imperialism

February 2013 US
256pp
9 b&w illustrations
$100.00
Published by Manchester University Press

China and the Environment
The Green Revolution
Edited by Sam Geall, Oxford University, UK

The trajectory of China’s growth is leading many environmentalists to ask how the state and its people really engaging with environmental issues? Featuring previously untranslated short interviews, extracts from reports and other translated primary documents, the authors argue that going green in China isn’t just about carbon targets and energy policy, China’s grassroots green defenders are helping to change the country for the better.


Asian Arguments

May 2013 US
256pp
Hardback
$135.95
Paperback
$29.95
Published by Zed Books
The Politics of Education in Contemporary China
Policy Reform, Inequality and Development in the People’s Republic

Kerstin Lehr, University of Edinburgh, UK

Providing an analysis of the huge inequalities growing in the country between rural and urban populations, and the effects of education on development and political freedom, The Politics of Education in Contemporary China is an important work for those seeking to understand contemporary Chinese development.


In the Shadow of the Rising Dragon
Stories of Repression in the New China

Edited by Xu Youyu, human rights activist, Hua Ze, human rights activist and filmmaker

In China, public beatings, gruelling official questioning, and unexplained detentions have become common place. In the Shadow of the Rising Dragon is a revealing look at life under this police state. Brave Chinese citizens from all walks of life share their stories of brutality and oppression to expose the shocking and violent truth.

Ruling, Resources and Religion in China
Managing the Multiethnic State in the 21st Century

Elizabeth Van Wie Davis, Colorado School of Mines, USA

China is growing in importance to the economies and governments of the world, and it has been run by men with very different ideas. How China copes with the pressures for good governance with the Asian economic model, treats its ethnic minorities under scrutiny, and gathers resources to fuel its dynamic economy, impacts us all.

Contents: Ruling & Governance * Leadership & Resources * Regional Challenges for Resources and Religion * Tibet Question * Uyghur Question * Ruling, Resources and Religion * Outcomes

Japan, the US, and Regional Institution-Building in the New Asia
When Identity Matters

Kuniko Ashizawa, Oxford Brookes University, UK

Providing a thorough and novel account of US and Japanese foreign policymaking toward regional institution-building in post-Cold War Asia, this study serves as the first comparative analysis of these two major actors in this realm of regional cooperation and demonstrates not only how but also when state identity shapes a state’s foreign policy.
Strong in the Rain
Surviving Japan’s Earthquake, Tsunami, and Fukushima Nuclear Disaster

Lucy Birmingham, TIME Magazine, Japan, David McNeill, journalist, Japan

Birmingham and McNeill have created a compassionate and important book which both gives valuable information about one of the most important events of the last few years, and helps call to account both the Japanese government and TEPCO... Strongly recommended. - The Book Bag

Blending history, science, and gripping storytelling, Strong in the Rain brings the 9.0 magnitude earthquake that struck Japan in 2011 and its immediate aftermath to life through the eyes of the men and women who experienced it. A beautifully written, moving account of how the Japanese endured the earthquake’s horrific consequences.

Contents: Prelude * March 11, 2:46 p.m. – The Quake * March 11, 3:10 p.m. – The Tsunami * March 11, 3:15 p.m. – Close the Gate * March 12, 3:36 p.m. – No. 1 Reactor Blowdown * March 13, 1:52 p.m. – No. 3 Reactor Radiation Overload * March 15, 10:22 a.m. – Radiation Levels Critical * March 16, 4:30 p.m. – The Emperor’s Speech * March 18 – ‘Flyjin’ * March 20 – Departures * March 27-April 6 – Help us Please! * March 28 – ‘Tohoku Damashi’ * Lives in Limbo

October 2012 UK
256pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

The U.S.-Japan Security Alliance: Regional Multilateralism

Edited by Takashi Inoguchi, University of Niigata Prefecture, Japan, G. John Ikenberry, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, Princeton University, USA, Yoichiro Sato, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University, Japan

“The US-Japan Security Alliance provides an excellent and up-to-date effort to think through the US-Japan relationship, and how the latter country is to fit into an Asia increasingly dominated by a rising China. The chapters of this book examine the problem from multiple perspectives and suggest pathways to new security architectures in Northeast Asia.” – Francis Fukuyama, Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies, Stanford University

In this book, American and Japanese experts examine to what extent diverging priorities in the US-Japan alliance are real and whether they are not remedied with political and diplomatic leadership and other processes. American and Japanese authors are paired to analyze the same topic, where doing so is possible, for comparing their perspectives.


September 2013 UK
322pp
Paperback
Canadian Rights

Japan Decides 2012
The Japanese General Election

Edited by Robert Pekkanen, Jackson School of International Studies and Department of Political Science, University of Washington, USA, Steven Reed, University of Chuo, Japan, Ethan Scheiner, University of California, Davis, USA

“The editors have assembled several distinguished political scientists to provide an exceptionally rigorous but highly readable account of the 2012 election and its implications. The coverage is comprehensive; the analysis incisive; the information revealing. A must for all who want to understand the direction in which Japanese politics is headed.” – James I. Newell, University of Salford, UK

The 2012 election in Japan elected the governing DPJ and returned the LDP overwhelmingly to power while brand new parties pulled in millions of voters. This book explains what happened, why it happened and what it means. International experts analyze the election results, parties strategies, gender issues, policy implications and more.

Contents: PART I: POLITICAL PARTIES * PART II: CAMPAIGNING, CANDIDATES, AND DISTRICTS * PART III: GOVERNANCE AND POLICY

August 2013 UK
296pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

Japan in Crisis
What Will It Take for Japan to Rise Again?

Edited by Bong Youngshik, Asan Institute for Policy Studies, Korea, T. J. Pempel, University of California, Berkeley, USA

This volume, stemming from the Asan Institute for Policy Studies, observes that for Japan to ‘rise again’ would mean recovery not only from the triple disaster—the March 2011 earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear meltdown—but from 20-plus years of economic stagnation, political turmoil, and deterioration in Japan’s regional and global influence.


September 2013 UK
240pp
Hardback
Paperback
Canadian Rights
Middle Powers and G20 Governance

Jongryn Mo, Graduate School of International Studies
Seoul, Republic of Korea

Two years after the outbreak of the global financial crisis in 2009, the Asan Institute for Policy Studies invited a group of distinguished policymakers and scholars to a conference in Seoul to discuss the politics of the G20. Entitled ‘Middle Powers and Caucusing in Global Governance: Do Middle Powers Need Their Own Summit?’, the conference was an attempt to better understand the internal politics and dynamics of the G20 so as to articulate a path for its future development. This volume reflects the diverse perspectives presented on each of the major governance groups that contribute directly and indirectly to the G20 political process. It examines how the various groups interact and what the outcomes have been of such interactions. A fresh conceptualization of a G20 system composed of groups of nations that can both balance against, as well as support, one another is presented.


September 2013 UK

160pp
10 b/w illustrations, 10 figures
Hardback £60.00/$90.00/CN$104.00 9781137350633
Paperback £16.99/$26.00/CN$31.00 9781137350640

China’s Foreign Policy

Who Makes It, and How Is It Made?

Gilbert Rozman, Princeton University, USA

The May 19-20, 2011 Asan conference provided a venue to reassess foreign policy decision-making in China. Bringing together leading voices in this reassessment, the meeting elicited lively exchanges centered not on refuting rival interpretations but on jointly exploring leads that clarify the processes of China’s foreign policy formulation that have yet to be adequately explained. Updating the conference papers to cover the end of 2011, this book reflects the state of analysis on the eve of the important 2012-13 transition to China’s fifth-generation leaders.


September 2013 UK

352pp
Hardback £75.50/$90.00/CN$104.00 9781137344069
Paperback £17.50/$26.00/CN$30.00 9781137344090

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Kings to Comrades
Nepal’s Maoist Movement and the Democratic Transition

Nishchal Basnyat, Trinity College, Cambridge University, UK

Unique insight into the recent Nepalese Maoist revolution. Includes rare interviews with its leaders and newly discovered documentary evidence.


August 2013 US
360pp
Hardback $95.00 9780745330983
Paperback $30.00 9780745330976
Published by Pluto Press

The Maoists in India
Trimals Under Siege

Nirmalangshu Mukherji, Delhi University, India

In The Maoists in India, Nirmalangshu Mukherji delves into one of the most intractable but under-reported struggles in the global south – the battle between the Indian state and Maoist groups who control large swathes of the countryside. Mukherji explains the devastating impact on India’s tribal population of both neo-liberalism and armed aggression by the State, and the armed struggle launched by the Maoists. The Maoists in India goes beyond analyzing the Maoists purely in terms of security or military considerations. It focuses on the Maoists own political philosophy and looks critically at weather their political project can help to deliver real justice and liberation for India’s rural poor.


September 2012 US
200pp
Hardback $95.00 9780745332833
Paperback $30.00 9780745332826
Published by Pluto Press

The Vitality of Taiwan
Politics, Economics, Society and Culture

Edited by Steve Tsang, St Antony’s College, UK

As a country, Taiwan is one of the most vibrant, exciting, colourful and entrepreneurial on earth. The contributors reveal what underpins the vitality of Taiwan, examining the relevance of its democratic politics, civil society and the presence of an existential threat from China, as well as the importance of its international business nexus.

Contents: Forces Behind the Vitality of Taiwan; S. Tsang * The Resilience and Dynamism of Taiwan’s Democratic System; S. Rigger * Social Foundations of Political Vitality; M. Hsiao * Literature’s Role in Breaching the Authoritarian Mindset; P. Lin * The Impact of Film and the Performing Arts on Life in Taiwan; M. Harrison * The Media and the Vitality of Democratic Taiwan; M. Harrison * The Media and the Vitality of Democratic Taiwan

The Nottingham China Policy Institute Series

September 2012 UK
240pp
Hardback £57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9781137009890
canadian Rights ebooks available

Presidents, Assemblies and Policy-making in Asia

Edited by Yuko Kasuya, Keio University, Japan

The authors assess the constitutional and partisan powers of Asian presidents, and analyse how they are used in actual policy-making processes. Country case studies on Afghanistan, Indonesia, the Philippines, South Korea, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan analyze how their constitutional and partisan powers are used in actual policy-making processes.


April 2013 UK
224pp
Hardback £57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137277268
canadian Rights ebooks available
Globalisation and Labour Struggle in Asia
A Neo-Gramscian Critique of South Korea’s Political Economy

Phoebe Moore, University of Salford, UK

How has South Korea’s development influenced and been influenced by world events? The neo-Gramscian school theories that world history reveals specific periods of hegemonic stability such as during the post-World War II period of ‘Pax Americana,’ but this new account of Korean development demonstrates that this speculation cannot be fully justified. Through making creative links between forms of state, education programs, labor relations, and the global climate throughout a series of ‘historical blocs’ such as the period of Japanese colonization, Phoebe Moore covers the story of South Korean development. She observes that all economic development in South Korea has been carried out through ‘passive revolution’ driven by an elite, frequently supported by external forces, against the will of a large part of the population, namely the working classes. In this original contribution, Moore’s critical International Political Economy approach sheds light on one of the fastest-growing Asian economies and the 11th largest economy in the world. In doing so, she looks at the relationship between socio-economic change, passive revolution, and its impact on the popular hegemony thesis.

Contents:

November 2012 US
248pp
Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights

Effective Multilateralism
Through the Looking Glass of East Asia

Edited by Jochen Prantl, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Singapore

Existing theories of cooperation assume a stable geo-political order, led by countries with a shared conception of the modalities of cooperation. These assumptions are no longer justified. Effective Multilateralism makes the case for a new approach to explaining international cooperation through the lens of East Asian.

St Antony’s Series

September 2013 UK
312pp
Hardback

Canadian Rights
This book explores the ambiguous role played by civil society in the processes of state-building, democratization and post-conflict reconstruction in the Western Balkans. It challenges the assumption that civil society is always a force for good by analysing civil society actors and their effects in post-communist and post-conflict transition.

**Contents:**

**PART I: STATE-BUILDING**

1. Terminology and Conceptualisation
2. Historical Legacies of the Balkan Far Right
3. An Overview of Far Right Political Parties in the Balkan Region and Political Party Selection
4. International Supply Side – Brief Presentation of Political Parties in Terms of Ideology
5. External Supply Side – The Roots of Success and Political Opportunity Structures in Successful Cases

**PART II: DEMOCRATISATION**

1. Rent Withdrawal, Social Conflict and Accumulation
2. Horizon
3. Russian Big Business: Corporate Governance and Time Horizon
4. Rent Withdrawal, Social Conflict and Accumulation
5. Insider Rent and Conditions of Growth in the Russian Economy
6. Accumulation of capital by Russian corporations: some empirical evidence

**PART III: POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION**

1. The dilemmas currently facing those actors, from the local to the global, involved in peacebuilding or statebuilding will recognise them too. This volume places civility, society and the pressing question of what emancipation actually means in liberal modernity back at the centre of the debate on peace in the region, the function of the state, and the role of international actors. - Oliver Richmond, Humanitarian and Conflict Response Institute and University of Manchester, UK

This book explores the narratives of denial in Post-Conflict Serbia. In the years following the fall of Slobodan Milošević, Serbian social, cultural, and political responses to the wars of the 1990s have fallen under intense international scrutiny. But is this scrutiny justified, and how can these responses be better understood? Jelena Obradovic engages with ideas about post-conflict societies, memory, cultural trauma, and national myths of victimhood and justified war to shed light upon Serbian denial and justification of war crimes - for example, Serbia’s reluctant cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Rather than treating denial as a failure to come to terms with the past or as resurgent nationalism, Obradovic argues that the justifications of atrocities are often the result of a societal need to understand and incorporate violent events within culturally acceptable boundaries.

**Contents:**

1. Terminology and Conceptualisation
2. Historical Legacies of the Balkan Far Right
3. An Overview of Far Right Political Parties in the Balkan Region and Political Party Selection
4. International Supply Side – Brief Presentation of Political Parties in Terms of Ideology
5. External Supply Side – The Roots of Success and Political Opportunity Structures in Successful Cases

This is the first book to provide comprehensive coverage of the far right political party phenomenon in the Balkans. The author focuses on parties generally described as lying on the far right in academic literature and examines their development for the period from 2000 until 2010.

**Contents:**

1. Introduction
2. Historical Legacies of the Balkan Far Right
3. An Overview of Far Right Political Parties in the Balkan Region and Political Party Selection
4. International Supply Side – Brief Presentation of Political Parties in Terms of Ideology
5. External Supply Side – The Roots of Success and Political Opportunity Structures in Successful Cases

**The Conundrum of Russian Capitalism**

**The Post-Soviet Economy in the World System**

**The Far Right in the Balkans**

**Ethnic Conflict and War Crimes in the Balkans**
Beslan: Six Stories of the Siege
Sue-Ann Harding, University of Manchester, UK

This book investigates the reportage of the 2004 Beslan hostage-taking published by three very different Russian-language websites: RIA-Novosti, Kavkazcenter, and Caucasian Knot, tracking the ways in which these three sites constructed six different reports in response to what happened at Beslan, even as events were still taking place.


Waiting For Reform Under Putin and Medvedev
Edited by Lena Jonson, Swedish Institute of International Affairs, Sweden, Stephen White, University of Glasgow, UK

In September 2009 Dmitri Medvedev unveiled the term that was to become the defining objective of his presidency: 'modernization.' The contributors to this book, drawn from the leading scholars in Russian affairs, focus on the contested nature of the concept of modernization and the obstacles that arose in attempting to carry it out.


Georgia: A Political History since Independence
Stephen Jones, Mount Holyoke College, USA

Here, Stephen Jones critically analyses Georgia’s recent political and economic development, illustrating what its ‘transition’ has meant, not just for the state, but for its citizens as well. An authoritative and commanding exploration of Georgia since independence, this is essential for those interested in the post-Soviet world.


History, Memory and Politics in Central and Eastern Europe
Memory Games
Edited by Georges Mink, French Center for Research in Social Sciences, Czech Republic, Laure Neumayer, Université Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne, Paris, France

‘A fascinating book! This is a must read for anyone interested in the issue of coming to terms with difficult collective past by European societies’. - Jan T. Gross, Princeton University, USA

Fourteen specialists of Central and Eastern European politics explore memory policies and politics by examining how and why contested memories are constantly reactivated in the former Soviet bloc. The book explores how new social and political actors can challenge the traditional narratives about the past produced by state bodies.


Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Fear, Weakness and Power in the Post-Soviet South Caucasus
A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis

Kevoke Oskanian, University of Westminster, UK
This book provides a multi-level analysis of international security in the South Caucasus. Using an expanded and adapted version of Regional Security Complex Theory, it studies both material conditions and discourses of insecurity in its assessment of the region’s possible transition towards a more peaceful future.


New Security Challenges
October 2013 UK 264pp Hardback Canadian Rights

£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9781137026750

Western Anti-Communism and the Interdoc Network
Cold War Internationale

Giles Scott-Smith, Roosevelt Study Centre, Middelburg, The Netherlands
Interdoc was established in 1963 by Western intelligence services as a multinational effort to coordinate an anti-communist offensive. Drawing on exclusive sources and the memories of its participants, this book charts Interdoc’s campaign, the people and ideas that lay behind it and the rise and fall of this remarkable network during the Cold War.

Contents: List of Illustrations * Series Preface * Acknowledgements * List of Abbreviations * Introduction: The Communist Challenge * Anti-Communism and PayWar in the 1950s * Building the Network * A Dutch-German Cabal * The European Web * East-West Engagement and Interdoc Youth

Palgrave Macmillan Transnational History Series
December 2012 UK 376pp Hardback Canadian Rights
ebooks available

£65.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00 9780230221260

The Democratic Transition of Post-Communist Europe
In the Shadow of Communist Differences and Uneven EUropaeisation

Milenko Petrovic, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Tracing both economic and political developments through the prism of history as well as more recent developments, this book casts new light on the role of communist history in setting the different regional successes in post-communist transition.

Contents: Foreword – written by Professor Richard J. Crampton * Introduction * Chapter 1. Socio-Economic and Political Facts on Post-Communist Transition * 1.1. The necessity for and uneven distribution of foreign assistance * 1.2. The decisive importance of EU assistance * 1.3. The rejection of EU conditions and assistance for reform by post-communist governments in the Balkans during the early 1990s * Chapter 2. Critique of the Existing Explanations * 2.1. Structural explanations based on the impacts of different pre-communist legacies and geographic location * 2.2. Explanations based on different institutional and behavioural legacies of communism * 2.3. The importance of a combined approach * Chapter 3. Differing Aspects of Communism * 3.1. The pre-communist past * 3.2. The establishment of communist rule * 3.3. The character of communist party rule: weak and strong communism * 3.3. The socio-economic effects of communist industrialisation and urbanisation * 3.4. The role of the church * Chapter 4. Differing Regime Changes and Outcomes, 1989-2004 * 4.1. Peaceful revolutions in East Central Europe... * 4.2. ...and Balkan ‘revolutions’ * 4.3. Slovenian and Baltic specifics * 4.4. The different role of external factors despite the same EU approach * Chapter 5. The Changed EU Approach – New Challenges for the Western Balkan States after 2002 * 5.1. The emergence of an EU perspective * 5.2. The emergence of enlargement fatigue – the disappearance of the EU * perspective? * 5.3. The problem of political (in)stability and the statehood status disputes * Conclusion

August 2013 UK 184pp Hardback Canadian Rights

£57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9780230354319

Putinism
The Slow Rise of a Radical Right Regime in Russia

Marcel Van Herpen, The Cicero Foundation, The Netherlands
In this original analysis of contemporary Russia, the author shows how Putin’s regime is a completely new, right-wing political model that combines features of Mussolini’s Italy with the nineteenth century Bonapartism of Napoleon III and twenty-first century populism of Berlusconi. An essential read.


January 2013 UK 296pp Hardback Canadian Rights
ebooks available

£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00 9781137282804
Popular Perceptions of Soviet Politics in the 1920s

Disenchantment of the Dreamers

Olga Velikanova, University of North Texas, USA

This is the first study of popular opinions in Soviet society in the 1920s. These voices which made the Russian revolution characterize reactions to mobilization politics: patriotic militarizing campaigns, the tenth anniversary of the revolution and state attempts to unite the nation around a new Soviet identity.


January 2013 UK
272pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
9781137030740

Russian Climate Politics

When Science Meets Policy

Elana Wilson Rowe, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs

Russia remains among the top five greenhouse gas emitters in the world and thus an important player in the field of international climate politics. To gain a deeper understanding of how Russian climate politics is formed, the changing and somewhat unexpected role scientists and scientific knowledge play in shaping Russian policymaking is explored.

Contents: List of Acronyms and Abbreviations * List of Figures * Chapter 1: Introduction * Chapter 2: Environmental and science politics in Russia * Chapter 3: Russian framings of global climate change * Chapter 4: Russia’s domestic politics of climate change * Chapter 5: Russia in international climate politics * Chapter 6: The Shared Terrain of Science and Politics * Appendix 1: Anonymized overview of interviewees in interview set 1 * Appendix 2: Anonymized overview of interviewees in interview set 2 * Appendix 3: Chapter 3 Primary Sources from Rossiskaya Gazeta (RG) (organized by year) * References

May 2013 UK
112pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£45.00 / $67.50 / CN$78.00
9781137310514
**Muslim Secular Democracy**

Voices from Within

Edited by Lily Zubaidah Rahim, University of Sydney, Australia

The book offers a nuanced and innovative analyses of the emergence of an inclusive secular democratic state paradigm which incorporates the sacred within the framework of secular democracy in the Muslim World.


**Statebuilding and Counterinsurgency in Oman**

Political, Military and Diplomatic Relations at the end of Empire

James Worrall, University of Leeds, UK

Counterinsurgency State Building in Oman offers an exploration of the attempts by officials and politicians in Whitehall and the Gulf to reconcile attempts to protect national interests and create an effective, centralized Omanis administration and security bodies, whilst maintaining the image of strategic withdrawal and the sovereign independence of Oman. This book thus provides vital information and analysis for students and researchers of Middle East History and Politics, the decline and end of empire and the policymaking processes at the heart of an imperial and military withdrawal.


**Iraqi Kurds and Nation-Building**

Mohammed M. A. Ahmed, Ahmed Foundation for Kurdish Studies, USA

‘Mohammed M. A. Ahmed is one of the few scholars with all of the necessary linguistic abilities, scholarly capabilities, sound analysis, good judgment, and political wisdom to unravel the closely interfacing politics, problems and challenges that await the Kurds of northern Iraq and their leaders.’—Robert Olson, University of Kentucky

Shining a light on how Iraqi Kurds used the aftermath of the 1991 Iraqi uprising to hold elections and form a parliament, and on how Kurdish officials later consolidated their regional government following the 2003 Iraq War, this book considers the political and economic shortfalls of the government and the obstacles facing Iraqi Kurds.

Contents: Emergence of Kurdish Regional Government * Kurdish Leadership Style and Internal Disputes * Political and Diplomatic Evolution * Regional Economic Development and its Negative Fallout * Evolving Ties with the US and Europe * Democracy or Lack of It * Peshmarga and Disputed Kurdish Territories * Military Standoff in Disputed Areas * Resistance to Ankara’s Pressure to Fight the PKK * Shift in Turkey’s Narrative Toward Iraqi Kurds. * Future Prospects of KRG

**Democracy and Youth in the Middle East**

Islam, Tribalism and the Rentier State in Oman

Sulaiman al-Farsi, University of Leeds, UK

“There is very little scholarly work on the Sultanate of Oman and while some excellent academic work has begun to appear recently, there have been precious few works written by Omani themselves that examine in any detail the changing nature of state-society relations within the Sultanate or the idea of state legitimacy beyond the tired debates surrounding constructs of the ‘Rentier state’. Sulaiman H. Al-Farsi’s work is therefore to be welcomed as both a refreshing and unique contribution on how we should now understand the evolution of such change in Oman. The result of his research is an exciting yet informed insight into the political, religious and social forces that are now shaping identity in Oman. While the process of top down reform was generally accepted, Al-Farsi also identified where resistance to such change was concentrated and how the government was adopting new strategies to assuage such concerns. This book offers a unique insight into how an established Arab state can develop indigenous forms of political and social mobility independent of outside pressure or internal friction that all too often has led to support for more radical (usually Islamist) political groupings.” – Clive Jones, University of Leeds, UK

Al-Farsi’s book is vital in the examination of the political discourse surrounding democratization across one of the most strategically important, but little understood states in the Middle East.

Critical Turning Points in the Middle East
1915 - 2015
Nayef R.F. Al-Rodhan, St Antony's College, Oxford, UK, Graeme P. Herd, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Switzerland
Lisa Watanabe, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Switzerland

This is a thoughtful and thought-provoking study that makes evident the history behind the current situation. The study concludes with a set of recommendations designed to promote stability and security. - Book News Inc: Reference and Research Book News

Contents:
1. Before Oil—Political and Economic Conditions in the Persian Gulf
2. Oil—Discovery and Production in the Persian Gulf (1900-1945)
3. The Early Years, OPEC, and Its Empowerment (1945-1979)
4. Oil—The Turbulent Years (1979-2001)
5. The Most Recent Years (2001-2013)

Collaborative Colonialism
The Political Economy of Oil in the Persian Gulf

Hossein Askari, George Washington University, USA

This book is an analysis of how oil has affected governance and human, political, and economic development in the countries of the Persian Gulf and shaped these countries’ relations with the rest of the world.

Contents:
1. Introduction: The Political Crisis in Sudan and Conflict in Darfur
2. The Colonial State: The Political Structures of Conquest and Domination
3. The Colonial State: The Political Structures of the African Post-Colonial State
4. The Rise and Demise of the Keira Sultanate and the Formation of Sudan
5. The Construction of the Colonial State in Sudan
6. The Failure of Sudanese Post-Colonial Politics, 1956-69
7. The Collapse of the Sudanese State in Darfur

Defeating Dictators
Fighting Tyranny in Africa and Around the World

George B.N. Ayittey, American University, USA

The recent turmoil in the Middle East disproves the idea that dictatorships are acceptable to the people of these nations. In this timely narrative, White House advisor on Africa George Ayittey takes a hard look at the fight against dictatorships around the world, from Eastern Europe in the twentieth century to the present turmoil.

Contents:
1. Introduction: The Cost of Despotism
2. Traditional Societies
3. Despotic Regimes
4. Modus Operandi of Repressive Regimes
5. The Demise of a Brutal Regime
6. Stirrings for Freedom
7. The Strategy
8. How the West Can Help
9. Epilogue and Conclusion

The Post-Colonial State and Civil War in Sudan
The Origins of Conflict in Darfur

Noah Bassil, Macquarie University, Australia

The humanitarian crisis in Darfur, a consequence of the civil war and ongoing violence, has attracted significant international media attention. Here, Noah Bassil offers a re-conception of the conflict in Darfur by examining the origins and progression of the conflict through the broader issue of state failure in post-colonial Sudan.

Contents:
1. Introduction: The Political Crisis in Sudan and Conflict in Darfur
2. The Colonial State: The Political Structures of Conquest and Domination
3. The Colonial State: The Political Structures of the African Post-Colonial State
4. The Rise and Demise of the Keira Sultanate and the Formation of Sudan
5. The Construction of the Colonial State in Sudan
6. The Failure of Sudanese Post-Colonial Politics, 1956-69
7. The Collapse of the Sudanese State in Darfur
8. The NIF and Darfur
9. Conclusion: From Rebellion to Humanitarian Crisis in Darfur
Local Politics and Contemporary Transformations in the Arab World

Goverance Beyond the Centre

Edited by Malika Bouziane, Cilja Harders, Anja Hoffmann, all at Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

The contributors link innovative analytical concepts and ethnographic in-depth case studies from the Arab world. Based on the debates on politics from below and dynamic concepts of state, all the chapters focus on informal institutions, non-elite actors, and the dynamic and contradictory relationship between state and society.


Yemen Divided

The Story of a Failed State in South Arabia

Noel Brehony, British Yemeni Society, UK

‘Noel Brehony is a veteran commentator on that oxymoron of a place, known as modern Yemen, and he has produced a work that manages to be comprehensive and critical, but never disdainful.’ – Philip Robins, University of Oxford

Yemen Divided is an important book for anyone wanting to understand why Yemen, sensitive neighbor of Saudi Arabia and strategically vital to Middle East security, has veered towards massive instability.

Contents: Yemen Divided: Independence and unity * Preface and acknowledgements * Introduction * Winning independence and setting up the state * From South Arabia to South Yemen * The National Liberation Front takes control * PRSY to PDRY via the Glorious Corrective Move * Moulding the state: the presidency of Salim Rubayya Ali 1969 to 1978 * Presidency, Party and Government * Internal and External Policies 1969-78 * Who leads - President or Party - and the downfall of Rubayya * Abd al-Fattah Ismail and the Yemeni Socialist Party * Ali Nasir takes over the presidency, government and the party * Policies in the Ali Nasir year: the economy, Yemen and foreign relations * The end of the state and the road to unity * The events of 13 January and the new PDRY leadership * The road to Unity and the changing domestic and international environment * Unity, disintegration and domination * Conclusions * Did PDRY fail as a state and is there any prospect of it being revived?
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Canadian Rights
$29.00 / CN$33.50 9781780764917

Storm Warning

Riding the Crosswinds in the Pakistan-Afghan Borderlands

Robin Brooke-Smith, Shrewsbury School, UK

“North-West Pakistan and the Afghan Borderland is one of the most fascinating and ruggedly beautiful places I’ve ever visited. It is also a place of great political tensions and one, which I feel we should all know and understand much better. Robin Brooke-Smith’s book Storm Warning is an invaluable account of life among the people of the region by someone who knows and understands the subject at first hand.” – Michael Palin

The author explores the creation and growing influence of the Taliban, and provides a unique and close-up view into this fascinating area. This book is illuminating reading for all those interested in Pakistan, Afghanistan and the turbulent recent history of the borderlands of the ‘AfPak’ region.

Contents: Preface * WANTED * A Thousand miles to Babylonia * Bishop to King Three * TO THE FRONTIER * The Fish in the Water are Thrity * UNDER THE PEEPUL TREE * Liberal ‘Madassa’ * Cranes and Parakeets * WIDER HORIZONS, SHIFTING SANDS * Will there be Gunships overhead? * Eid Greetings and Merry Christmas * The Bishop, the Governor and the Elder Statesman * Four Bad Tempered Camels * STORM AND TERROR * Storm Clouds * Conspiracy * We’re shirling * Sword Dancers, Marching Bands, and Fire * 9/11 and the Bloody Aftermath * EPILOGUE * End Game

January 2013 US 288pp
Hardback Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights
$55.00 / CN$63.00 9781780764085

An American Bride in Kabul

A Memoir

Phyllis Chesler, City University of New York, USA

In 1961 Phyllis Chesler, a Jewish-American girl embarked on an adventure to meet her westernized husband’s family in Afghan. Back home he reverted to traditional customs and she found herself unexpectedly trapped. This dramatic tale shows how Chesler escaped and turned adversity into a passion for political reform.

October 2013 UK 256pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

Storm Warning

Riding the Crosswinds in the Pakistan-Afghan Borderlands

Robin Brooke-Smith, Shrewsbury School, UK

“North-West Pakistan and the Afghan Borderland is one of the most fascinating and ruggedly beautiful places I’ve ever visited. It is also a place of great political tensions and one, which I feel we should all know and understand much better. Robin Brooke-Smith’s book Storm Warning is an invaluable account of life among the people of the region by someone who knows and understands the subject at first hand.” – Michael Palin

The author explores the creation and growing influence of the Taliban, and provides a unique and close-up view into this fascinating area. This book is illuminating reading for all those interested in Pakistan, Afghanistan and the turbulent recent history of the borderlands of the ‘AfPak’ region.

Contents: Preface * WANTED * A Thousand miles to Babylonia * Bishop to King Three * TO THE FRONTIER * The Fish in the Water are Thrity * UNDER THE PEEPUL TREE * Liberal ‘Madassa’ * Cranes and Parakeets * WIDER HORIZONS, SHIFTING SANDS * Will there be Gunships overhead? * Eid Greetings and Merry Christmas * The Bishop, the Governor and the Elder Statesman * Four Bad Tempered Camels * STORM AND TERROR * Storm Clouds * Conspiracy * We’re shirling * Sword Dancers, Marching Bands, and Fire * 9/11 and the Bloody Aftermath * EPILOGUE * End Game
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An American Bride in Kabul

A Memoir

Phyllis Chesler, City University of New York, USA

In 1961 Phyllis Chesler, a Jewish-American girl embarked on an adventure to meet her westernized husband’s family in Afghan. Back home he reverted to traditional customs and she found herself unexpectedly trapped. This dramatic tale shows how Chesler escaped and turned adversity into a passion for political reform.

October 2013 UK 256pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
Iran
From theocracy to the Green Movement

Edited by Negin Nabavi, Montclair State University, USA

‘This outstanding book is an indispensable contribution for the study of contemporary Iran. It brings together a rich set of analytical and informative essays by leading authorities and covers a wide range of topics, from the significance of the Green Movement in terms of Iranian politics and society to the identity politics and culture of private business entrepreneurship in the Islamic Republic. Timely and thought-provoking, this multidisciplinary volume on the dynamics of a culture and society undergoing change is essential reading for any serious inquiry into the contemporary Middle East.’ - Ahmad Ashraf, Columbia University

‘This volume offers a wide range of in-depth studies on Iran’s recent history. It will be of immediate interest to both Iran specialists as well as those working on social implications of religious political movements in general.’ - Ali Cheissari, University of San Diego

Negin Nabavi brings together essays written by experts and scholars that shed light on the many transformations that Iran has experienced in the thirty years under the Islamic Republic and speculate on the import of the developments of 2009 and beyond.
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Hardback
Paperback
Canadian Rights
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£57.50 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
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ebooks available
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Becoming Visible in Iran
Women in Contemporary Iranian Society

Mehri Honarbin-Holliday, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK

Becoming Visible in Iran disputes the widespread stereotypes about Muslim women prevalent in the West, providing a vivid account of young women in contemporary Iran. Beginning at home, women are infusing dramatic change by challenging the patriarchal conceptions of their fathers, brothers, uncles and others within the intimate sphere of family and home. Empowered by education, they transport the power of their minds and being from the domestic to the public and political. Through detailed interviews and striking narratives, Mehri Honarbin-Holliday presents the experiences of these young women who wield a key if indirect political influence on the seemingly male-dominated politics of this society, as they achieve a new visibility.


-April 2013 US
232pp
Paperback
Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights
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Hardback
Canadian Rights
262pp
Paperback
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Canadian Rights
$25.00 / CN$29.00
9781780760865

The Hojatiyeh Society in Iran
Ideology and Practice from the 1950s to the Present

Ronen A. Cohen, Ariel University Center, Israel

This book analyzes the evolution of the Hojatiyeh movement in Iran, a semi-clandestine movement which emerged in the 1950s as an anti-Bahai movement, went underground in the 1960s, and re-emerged openly after Iran’s 1979 revolution with its members coming to occupy some of the highest echelon posts in Iranian politics.


February 2013 UK
February 2013 US
214pp
1 b/w table
Hardback
Canadian Rights
Paperback
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available
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Minorities in Iran
Nationalism and Ethnicity after Khomeini

Rasmus Christian Elling, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

"Rasmus Christian Elling’s wonderful book on Iran’s major ethnic minorities is a unique and brilliant analysis of the changing role of these ethnic groups… The book is highly recommended for students and scholars of Iran and of ethnic and nationalist questions, and for all thoughtful Iranians.” - Nikki R. Keddie, UCLA, USA

"In a challenging and well-researched book, Rasmus Christian Elling brings considerable theoretical sophistication to a subtle and acute analysis of the issue, focusing on four key minorities and their histories, particularly since the 1978-79 revolution… This important book, ground-breaking in Iranian Studies, is a major contribution to the political sociology of ethnicity, nationalism, and minority-state relations.” - Richard Tapper, University of London, UK

Based on the premise that nationalism is a dominant factor in Iranian identity politics despite the significant changes brought about by the Islamic Revolution, this cross-disciplinary work investigates the languages of nationalism in contemporary Iran through the prism of the minority issue.

Contents: Introduction * Identifying a People * The Minority Issue * Diversity and Order * A Nation Defended * A Nation Re-Envisioned * Conclusion

January 2013 UK
February 2013 US
276pp
1 b/w table
Hardback
Canadian Rights
Paperback
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ebooks available
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Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Ethnic Identity and the State in Iran

Alam Saleh, University of Bradford, UK

While the Islamic Republic has employed various strategies to mitigate the worst excesses of inter-ethnic tension while still securing a Shi‘a-dominated ‘Persian hegemony,’ the systematic neglect of ethnic groups by both the Islamic Republic and its predecessor regime has resulted in the politicization of ethnic identity in Iran.


July 2013 UK
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2 b/w line drawings, 1 chart
£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
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Science and Innovations in Iran

Development, Progress, and Challenges

Edited by Abdol S. Soofi, University of Wisconsin-Platteville, USA, Sepehr Ghazinoory, Tarbiat Modares University, Iran

This comprehensive book examines the Iranian government’s mobilization of resources to develop science and technology, presenting an overview of the structure, dynamics, and outcomes of the government’s science and technology policies. Authors are leaders in the industries they discuss and offer an unparalleled look into Iran’s technology sector.
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## Khatami’s Iran
The Islamic Republic and the Turbulent Path to Reform

Ghoncheh Tazmini, Ravand Institute for Economic and International Studies, Iran

All eyes are on Iran, and one man has emerged pivotal to the country’s future direction: Mohammad Khatami. Not only his politics but his entire persona stand in stark contrast to his political rival Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, whose four-year presidency has proved so fateful for the country. When Mohammad Khatami stormed to his 1997 election victory in a landslide result, the world waited anxiously for the reforms and radical changes that he would bring to the Iranian Presidency. By the end of his term in 2005, general disillusion had spread among his supporters. But when in early 2009, Khatami again announced his candidacy for the Presidency, he was greeted with massive enthusiasm and support. The Ahmadinejad period of the previous four years had dramatically restored the fortunes of this mild-mannered, cerebral cleric who sought to bring Iran into the twenty-first century, end its international isolation, mend relations with the US, and take its place as the leading regional power. But who is this enigmatic cleric, so little known in the West, whose grasp of the US, and take its place as the leading regional power. But who is this enigmatic cleric, so little known in the West, whose grasp of the US, and take its place as the leading regional power. But who is this enigmatic cleric, so little known in the West, whose grasp of
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## Israel
The Will to Prevail

Danny Danon, Knesset and World Likud, Israel

In Israel, outspoken young politician Danny Danon dissects the missteps and wrong turns that Israel’s politicians have taken in the past. With electrifying zeal, he tackles the challenges Israel faces today to undo what he sees as a consequence brought on by years of acquiescence to US policy.
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## Palestinian Activism in Israel
A Bedouin Woman Leader in a Changing Middle East

Henriette Dahan-Kalev, Hebrew University, Israel, Emile Le Febvre, University of Oxford, UK, Amal El’ Sana-Al’ajooj, Palestinian Bedouin female activist, Israel

“The book provides a unique insight into the sociological and political complexities of Bedouin society in southern Israel and how individuals negotiate their identities as Arabs, Israelis, and Palestinians . . . Recommended.” - CHOICE

“PalestinianActivism in israel provides an overdue and important intervention against gendered, clichéd representations of women in general and Palestinian-Bedouin-Israeli women in particular.” - Katya Gibel Mevorach, Grinnell College

A close description of Amal El’Sana-Al’ajooj’s experiences as a Palestinian Bedouin female activist, this book explores Amal’s activism and demonstrates that activists’ biographies provide a means of understanding the complexities of political situations they are involved in.

### Contents:
1. From the start of the Qajar period to the dramatic post-election crisis of 2009. It challenges dominant scholarly assumptions about the influence of Shi’ism in Iranian culture and the role of religious elites.
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Palestinians in the Israeli Labor Market
A Multi-disciplinary Approach

Edited by Nabil Khattab, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel, Sami Miaari, University of Haifa, Israel

Bringing together important contributions from leading Israeli Jewish and Palestinian scholars, this comprehensive and multi-disciplinary volume addresses the most recent developments and outcomes of the labor market integration of the Palestinian minority inside Israel.


Middle East Today
August 2013 UK
288pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

The Social and Economic Origins of Monarchy in Jordan

Tariq MoraowiedTell, independent researcher, Lebanon

An interpretative history of the emergence and consolidation of the modern state in Jordan, this book examines the resilience of the Hashemite monarchy and the economic sources of social power under Ottoman, British, and post-colonial Hashemite rule.


Middle East Today
January 2013 US
224pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

Egypt Awakening in the Early Twentieth Century
Mayy Ziyādah’s Intellectual Circles

Boutheïna Khaldi, American University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

‘In writing this book about Mayy Ziyādah and her early twentieth-century Cairo salon that for the first time brought together the male and female literati of the Arab world, Boutheïna Khaldi has contributed a crucial missing element in the construction of the modern Arabic literary canon.’ - Miriam Cooke, Duke University

Through her detailed study of Mayy Ziyādah’s literary salon, Boutheïna Khaldi sheds light on salon and epistolary culture in early-twentieth-century Egypt and its role in Egypt’s Nahda (Awakening).

Contents: The Ambivalent Modernity Project: From Napoleon’s Expedition to Mayy Ziyādah’s Salon * The Salon as a Public Sphere * They Discuss * The Letter as Annex * Style as Persuasion: Pleading the Case for the New
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Compensation to Palestinian Refugees and the Search for Palestinian-Israeli Peace

Edited by Rex Brynen, McGill University, Canada, Roula El-Rifai, International Development Research Centre, Canada

One of the core aspects of the Palestinian refugee question is that of compensation or reparations for Palestinian refugees forcibly displaced by the establishment of Israel. Despite the importance of the issue, many of the complex technical issues compensation would entail have not received adequate attention. In this volume, a rich variety of contributors – including Palestinian, Israeli, and international scholars, analysts, and former officials – examine the topic from an array of legal, economic, and political perspectives. In doing so, they cast new and important light on the way the issue has been approached in past negotiations, the structure of possible compensation regimes and potential challenges and obstacles to implementation.


February 2013 US
288pp
Hardback $120.00 9780745333373
Paperback $40.00 9780745333366
Published by Pluto Press

Political Cartoons and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

Ilan Danjoux, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

Do political cartoons predict violence? To answer this question Ilan Danjoux examined over 1200 Israeli and Palestinian editorial cartoons to explore whether changes in their content anticipated the outbreak of the Al-Aqsa Intifada in October of 2000. Despite stark differences in political, economic, and social pressures, a notable shift in focus, style and tone accompanied the violence. With numerous illustrations and detailed methodology, Political Cartoons and the Israeli Palestinian Conflict provides readers an engaging introduction to cartoon analysis and a novel insight into the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.


New Approaches to Conflict Analysis
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144pp
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Israeli Identity, Thick Recognition and Conflict Transformation

Lisa Stromborg, Lund University, Sweden

The divisive and malleable nature of history is at its most palpable in situations of intractable conflict between nations or peoples. This book explores the significance of history in informing the relationship between warring parties through the concept of thick recognition and by exploring its relevance specifically in relation to Israel.


Palgrave Studies in Political Psychology
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Published by Palgrave Macmillan

Unfree in Palestine

Registration, Documentation and Movement Restriction

Nadia Abu-Zahra, University of Ottawa, Canada, Adah Kay, Cass Business School, City University, UK

Based on first-hand accounts and extensive fieldwork, Unfree in Palestine reveals the role played by identity documents in Israel’s apartheid policies towards the Palestinians, from the red passes of the 1950s to the orange, green and blue passes of today. Unfree in Palestine is a masterful expose of the web of bureaucracy used by Israel to deprive the Palestinians of basic rights and freedoms, and calls for international justice and inclusive security in place of discrimination and division.


December 2012 US
216pp
Hardback $95.00 9780745325286
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Published by Pluto Press
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The Failure of the Two-State Solution
The Prospects of One State in the Israel-Palestine Conflict

Edited by Hani Faris, University of British Columbia, Canada

This book discusses another – until recently unthinkable - option: a single bi-national state in Israel-Palestine, with all inhabitants sharing in equal rights and citizenship, regardless of ethnicity or faith. It is the first rigorous exploration of this innovative and controversial alternative that has entered the discourse surrounding the peace process. With scholars from both sides of the conflict analyzing the possibility of a one-state solution and the shortcomings of the two-state track, this is an important and ground-breaking book for students of Politics, International Relations, Peace Studies and Middle East Studies and all interested in the resolution of this intractable conflict.

Contents:
* Delimiting the One State Idea
* Is the Two State Settlement Feasible?
* The Deeper Politics of Jewish Settlements
* A Radicalized Space: Social Engineering in Jerusalem
* Building a Palestinian State under Occupation: Reassessing the Oslo Process
* Is the Two State Solution Still Viable? And More
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400pp
Hardback
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Beyond Occupation
Apartheid, Colonialism and International Law in the Occupied Palestinian Territories

Edited by Virginia Tilley, University of the South Pacific, Fiji

Beyond Occupation looks at three contentious terms that regularly arise in contemporary arguments about Israel’s practices towards Palestinians in the occupied territories – occupation, colonialism and apartheid – and considers whether their meanings in international law truly apply to Israel’s policies.

Contents:
Preface
Chapter One: Sources of Law and Key Concepts
Chapter Two: The Legal Context in the Occupied Palestinian Territories
Chapter Three: Review of Israeli Practices Relative to the Prohibition of Colonialism
Chapter Four: Review of Israeli Practices Relative to the Prohibition of Apartheid
Chapter Five: Conclusion — Legal Implications

September 2012 US
416pp
Hardback
$115.00
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State of Failure
Yasser Arafat, Mahmoud Abbas, and the Unmaking of the Palestinian State

Jonathan Schanzer, Foundation for Defense of Democracies, USA

In State of Failure, Israeli-Palestine expert Jonathan Schanzer argues that the reasons behind Palestine’s inertia are far more complex than its supporters believe, and that, despite recent rumblings, the dream of statehood may again be scuttled by internal corruption and incompetence.

November 2013 UK
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Generation Palestine
Voices from the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions Movement

Edited by Rich Wiles, photographic artist, writer, and activist

The unique model of apartheid, colonization, and military occupation that Israel imposes on the Palestinians, along with myriad violations of international law, have made Palestine the moral cause of a generation. Yet many people continue to ask, “what can we do?” Generation Palestine helps to answer this question by bringing together Palestinian and international activists in the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) movement. The movement aims to pressure Israel until it complies with International Law, mirroring the model that was successfully utilized against South African apartheid.
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Palestine in Israeli School Books
Ideology and Propaganda in Education

Nurit Peled-Elhanan, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

Each year, Israel’s young men and women are drafted into compulsory military service and are required to engage directly in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Nurit Peled-Elhanan argues that the textbooks used in the school system are laced with a pro-Israel ideology, and that they play a part in priming Israeli children for military service.
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Representing Israel in Modern Egypt
Ideas, Intellectuals and Foreign Policy from Nasser to Mubarak

Ewan Stein, University of Edinburgh, Scotland

From the heady days of Nasser’s Arab nationalism to the cold peace of the Mubarak era, the idea and reality of Israel has occupied a central position in Egyptian politics. Ewan Stein seeks to explain and historicize the state of ‘no war, no peace’ that followed the 1979 Camp David Accords, examining the way in which domestic factors interact with global and regional shifts to shape attitudes to Israel in the Arab world’s most populous country. Incorporating the writings of prominent political thinkers, this book looks at how approaches to Israel have been elaborated through broader ideologies – in particular liberal nationalism, Marxism, and Islamism. It argues that representations of Israel have reflected Egyptian conceptions of self. This book provides original and nuanced insights into the relationships between state, society, and foreign policy within the context of Egyptian nationalism and broader regional politics.
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Egyptian Revolution 2.0
Political Blogging, Civic Engagement, and Citizen Journalism

Mohammed el-Nawawy, Queens University of Charlotte, USA, Sahar Khannis, University of Maryland, College Park, USA

This book will shed light on the growing phenomenon of cyberactivism in the Arab world, with a special focus on the Egyptian political blogosphere and its role in paving the way to democratization and socio-political change in Egypt, which culminated in Egypt’s historical popular revolution.
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Thanks for reading...
Sharing the Nile
Egypt, Ethiopia and the Geo-Politics of Water
Seifulaziz Milas, United Nations Environment Programme, Kenya

In Sharing the Nile Seifulaziz Milas draws on decades of experience in the region to reveal the politics of the ‘Great River,’ and the long-standing dispute between Egypt and the upstream countries over control of its waters.
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Global Strategic Developments
A Futuristic Vision

Emirates Centre for Strategic Studies and Research, Abu Dhabi, UAE

The world today faces numerous challenges, including the ongoing fallout from the financial crisis and varied and diverse examples of violence and conflict across the globe. Combined with the many changes affecting both the regional and global balance of power – such as the apparent decline of the United States, the growing influence of the East, and the evolving role of international organizations – these challenges have led some to question how global power will be distributed in the coming two decades. Global Strategic Developments offers an examination of these developments, providing an exploration of the future of the global system and its international powers and organizations. With analysis of military, security, financial and economic challenges that face the Gulf, the wider Middle East and beyond, this book is of vital importance to those interested in the future of both geopolitical networks and the global monetary system.
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Dissent and Revolution in a Digital Age
Social Media, Blogging and Activism in Egypt
David Faris, Roosevelt University, USA

During the Arab uprisings of early 2011, which saw the overthrow of Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali in Tunisia and Hosni Mubarak in Egypt, the role of digital media and social networking tools was widely reported.
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Monarchies and Nations
Globalisation and Identity in the Arab States of the Gulf

Edited by Paul Dresch, University of Oxford, UK, James Piscatori, Durham University, UK

Despite their small populations, the Arab states of the Gulf exercise an enormous and global influence. But all-too-often, these states are treated as if their only importance were as pawns in a global strategic board game, and are simply dealt with as mere models of the intersection of oil, wealth and power. Here, Dresch and Piscatori bring together a more nuanced picture: exploring how the citizen populations of these states define themselves in a wider context. Examining the issues such as Gulf-owned transnational media, the role of women in the Kuwaiti state and the way Saudi Arabia manages the yearly influx of pilgrims for the Hajj, Monarchies and Nations is essential reading for all those interested in the society, politics and the future security of the Gulf.

Contents: PART I: Culture and Connectedness * PART II: Local Identities: The Importance of Nation-States * PART III: Practical and Moral Order
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**Al-Qaeda and Sacrifice**  
Martyrdom, War and Politics  
Melissa Finn, Wilfred Laurier University in Waterloo, Canada  

Al-Qaeda and Sacrifice is a pioneering critical intervention into the study of terrorism. Challenging the commonly held idea that “suicide-bombings” are motivated by a nihilistic hatred of life, Finn argues that it is more honest and helpful to examine such violent agency through the concept of “sacrifice.” The book provides a unique look at the way “sacrifice” is used in the Arabic language and in the writings of Islamists and jihads. Al-Qaeda and Sacrifice is a unique contribution which goes beyond simplistic or apologetic explanations of terrorism and allows the authentic jihadi voice to speak for itself.
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**Islamic Feminism in Kuwait**  
The Politics and Paradoxes  
Alessandra L. González, Baylor University, USA

Drawing on interviews and fieldwork in Kuwait and throughout the Arabian Peninsula, this book explores what cultural elites in the Arab Gulf region have to say about women’s political and cultural rights and how their faith is or is not related to their politics.

**Contents:**  
Introduction * 1. Western Feminism Has Not Taken Root in Muslim Hearts and Minds * 2. Islamists are Winning Elections * 3. Veiled Women are Leading * 4. Men are Enabling Islamic Feminism * 5. Arab Youth are Both Modern and Traditional * Conclusion: Legitimate Authorities in Balance * Appendix I: ISAS Methodology * Appendix II: Select Responses to Interview Questions
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>February 2013 UK</th>
<th>February 2013 US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>264pp Hardback</td>
<td>10 figures, 2 b/w tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Rights</td>
<td>ebooks available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781137304735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>

**Women in the Middle East and North Africa**  
Change and Continuity  
Elhum Haghighat, Lehman College, The City University of New York, USA

“The work dispels common views of the homogenous impact of religion and culture on women, and it does so through the theoretical lens of sociology...Sociologist Haghighat-Sordellini’s...empirical work supports her argument that economic and political factors interact with preexisting patterns of Islam to delimit women’s social mobility. Summing Up: Recommended.” - CHOICE

"By exploring the interrelationship of the many factors that affect Muslim women’s social roles, rather than attributing the subjugation of women exclusively to the ideology of Islam, Haghighat-Sordellini seeks to eliminate simplistic and reductionist stereotypes of women in the MENA region and highlight instead the complexity of their socioeconomic conditions." - Middle East Journal

This book explores the complexity of women’s social status in the Middle East and North African region and fills a gap in the existing literature by providing an up-to-date and comprehensive portrait of women’s status from a theoretical and socio-demographic perspective.

**Contents:**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>September 2012 UK</th>
<th>September 2012 US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>228pp Paperback</td>
<td>17 pgs figs</td>
</tr>
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<td>£19.99 / $30.00 / CN$34.50</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Canadian Rights</td>
<td>ebooks available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9781137274106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Secular War**  
Myths of Religion, Politics and Violence  
Stacey Gutkowski, Cambridge University, UK

This book addresses ongoing and critical debates, such as the ‘overreach’ of Western liberal interventionism in the Middle East, and speaks to policy-makers, security analysts and students of IR, Foreign Policy and Security Studies.

**Contents:**  

**International Library of Security Studies**

<table>
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<tr>
<th>September 2013 US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>320pp Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90.00 / CN$104.00</td>
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<td>Published by I. B. Tauris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Rights</td>
</tr>
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### The Islamic Utopia

**The Illusion of Reform in Saudi Arabia**

*Andrew Hammond, based in Dubai*

*The Islamic Utopia* uses a range of sources including first-hand reporting and recently released WikiLeaks documents to examine Saudi Arabia in the decade after the 9/11 attacks, when King Abdullah’s “reform” agenda took center stage in public debate. Andrew Hammond argues that for too long Western media and governments have accepted Saudi leaders’ claims to be a buttress against jihadist Islam and that a new policy is needed towards the House of Saud.

**Contents:**

| November 2012 US 240pp |
|---|---|
| Hardback | $95.00 | 9780745332703 |
| Paperback | $28.00 | 9780745332697 |

Cordon Sanitaire in Arab Media

---

### Fathers and Sons

**The Rise and Fall of Political Dynasty in the Middle East**

*M. E. McMillan, Scholar and translator, UK*

This book traces the rise of the political dynasty in the Middle East and, in the process, provides the context for the current Arab uprising. The author shows that a father-to-son transfer of power has no basis in Islam, and yet the idea of dynastic power became entrenched in the Middle East.

**Contents:**

| June 2013 UK 224pp |
|---|---|
| Hardback | £57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 | 9781137308115 |

---

### Yemen

**The Road to Chaos**

*Ginny Hill, Chatham House, UK*

Linking the lawless Horn of Africa to Saudi Arabia and the Gulf, Yemen is a strategically vital country on the brink of collapse, whose implosion, combined with a growing Al Qaeda presence, could have consequences for the whole Middle East and beyond.

**Contents:**

| October 2013 US 224pp |
|---|---|
| Hardback | $28.00 / CN$32.00 | 9781848857582 |

Published by I. B. Tauris

---

### The Arab Spring

**Will It Lead to Democratic Transition?**

*Edited by Ji-Hyang Jang, American University in Cairo, Egypt*

This timely project on the Arab Spring was initiated to provide The Asian Institute’s own assessment of the changes currently taking place in the region and their significant implications for South Korea.

**Contents:**

| September 2013 UK 316pp |
|---|---|
| Hardback | £57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 | 9781137344021 |
| Paperback | £16.99 / $26.00 / CN$30.00 | 9781137344038 |
The 2011 Libyan Uprisings and the Struggle for the Post-Qadhafi Future

Edited by Jason Pack, University of Cambridge, UK

‘In the wake of Libya’s civil war, a number of volumes have appeared that chronicle the country’s civil war and its aftermath. Few, however, will be able to match the comprehensiveness and insights of The 2011 Libyan Uprisings and the Struggle for the Post-Qadhafi Future, which provides an admirable overview and synthesis of the different aspects of the country’s most recent upheaval by several noted Libya-watchers.’ - Dirk Vandewalle, Dartmouth College, USA

‘Best Libya book since the uprisings against the Qadhafi regime. Sweeping introduction will introduce you to individual issues addressed by top experts. Despite ongoing change, this book will stand the test of time.’ - David Mack, Middle East Institute Scholar, USA and former US Ambassador

The 2011 Libyan Uprisings is a thematic investigation of how pre-existing social, regional, tribal, and religious fissures influenced the trajectory of the 2011 Libyan uprisings and an analysis of what this means for the post-Qadhafi future.


Turkey Beyond Nationalism
Towards Post-Nationalist Identities

Edited by Hans-Lukas Kieser, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Nationalism was a defining characteristic of Turkey in the 20th century, and was a central driving force in Atatürk’s foundation of the Republic in 1923. How did the prominence of Kemalist ways of political thinking affect its people and its policies? How will Turkey make progress towards post-nationalism in the 21st century? To what extent has Turkey’s EU candidate been a vehicle of transformation since 1999 and what would EU membership mean for modern Turkey? This book explores the historical impact of Kemalism, anti-liberalism and westernization and examines the conditions which have contributed to the country’s evolution away from a nationalist political identity. Tracing the development of nationalism from its founding period before the Young Turk Revolution of 1908 to the present AKP government – and analyzing key factors such as the position of minorities in the Turkification process and the influence of state and society centered religious politics - this strong and significant contribution casts a new light on a vivid international debate.

Contents: Introduction * Turkish nationalism: the ideological weight of the founding period (1905-1938) * Turkey and the Young Turks 1889-1938 * An ethno-nationalist revolutionary and theorist of Kemalism: Dr Mahmut Esat Bozkurt (1892-1943) * Kemalism, westernization and anti-liberalism * Turkish nationalism: the trauma of unitarist Turkification and social engineering * The settlement policy of the Committee of Union and Progress 1913-1918 * The politics of Turkification during the Single Party period * Depriving non-Muslims of citizenship as part of the Turkification policy in the early years of the Turkish Republic: The case of Turkish Jews and its consequences during the Holocaust * The exodus of Armenians from the Sanjak of Alexovietta in the 1920s * Turkish nationalism and the Dönme * Claiming difference in an unitarist frame: the case of the Alevis * The historiographical challenge * Defining the parameters of a post-nationalist Turkish historiography through the case of the Anatolian Armenians: going back to 1902 * Facing the responsibility of the Armenian genocide? At the origins of a discourse that legitimizes mass violence * Turkey in motion: today’s transformations and post-national challenges * The social grammar of populist nationalism * Religion-nation-building instrument of the state or factor of civil society? The AKP between state and society-centered religious politics * Post-nationalist secularism? The emblem of the Justice and Development Party AKP * The urgency of post-nationalist perspectives: ‘Turkey for the Turks’ or an open society? On the Kurdish conflict * Turkey in motion: the EU perspective * Turkey’s fragile EU perspectives since the 1960s * The non-Muslim minorities and reform in Turkey * National identity, asylum and immigration: the EU as a vehicle of post-national transformation in Turkey * Notes * Acknowledgments * List of Contributors * Index

Ottoman Imperial Diplomacy
A Political, Social and Cultural History

Doğan Gürpınar, Istanbul Technical University, Turkey

Ottoman Imperial Diplomacy presents a new model for understanding the formation of the modern Turkish nation, arguing that these Hamidian reforms - undertaken with the support of the ‘Young Ottomans’ led by Namik Kemal - constituted the beginnings of modern Turkish nationalism.


The Emergence of Social Democracy in Turkey
The Left and the Transformation of the Republican People’s Party

Yunus Emre, Istanbul Kültür University, Turkey

This is hailed as the entry point of social democratic politics into Turkey, and is the focus of Yunus Emre’s impressively researched book. He tracks the fluctuations in Turkish politics from the single-party period to the making of a new regime following the 1960 coup, looking at the place of both the RPP and the left in this trajectory, making this essential reading for scholars of Turkish politics and modern history.


Library of Modern Turkey
Refractions of Civil Society in Turkey

Daniella Kuzmanovic, University of Copenhagen, Denmark; The Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul, Turkey

Drawing on data from ethnographic fieldwork among civic activists and identifying a range of domestic and international socio-political contexts, Refractions of Civil Society in Turkey explores different perceptions of civil society in Turkey and pursues the general question of why civil society holds such power to move those who evoke it.


September 2012 UK
226pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
ebooks available

Narrating Conflict in the Middle East

Discourse, Image and Communications Practices in Lebanon and Palestine

Dina Matar, University of London, UK; Zahera Harb, City University, London, UK

The starting point of this innovative book is that it is unsatisfactory either to consider conflict within a singular concept or alternatively to consider each conflict as entirely distinct and unique; Narrating Conflict in the Middle East explores another path to addressing long-term conflict.


Library of Modern Middle East Studies

July 2013 US
288pp
Hardback
$85.00 / CN$98.00
9781870610222

The Emergence of Modern Istanbul

Transformation and Modernisation of a City

Murat Gül, University of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

‘Murat Gül locates the…development of [Istanbul] in a clearly articulated description of the complex and intricate socio-political history of Turkey. Relying heavily on previously untapped archival sources, this book presents a fascinating and highly readable account of the physical development of the city as shaped by individual laissez-faire decisions and the planning, urban design and architectural ideas and schemes that were developed as different political leaders strove to create a modernized city.’ – Jon Lang, University of New South Wales

In its transition from eighteenth century capital of the Ottoman Empire to economic powerhouse of the Turkish Republic, the city of Istanbul has been transformed beyond recognition. Using newly released archive sources, Murat Gül charts the urban transformation of Istanbul during the late Ottoman, early Republican and the Democrat Party periods of Turkish history. After the establishment of the Republic, Turkey increasingly turned to the West for ideas about how to develop a modern culture, particularly in its most populous city. Istanbul became a forum for the different regimes to display their political, ideological and social policies in the context of the built environment. Gül traces the impact of these changing policies on the very fabric of the city itself - in its streets, buildings and landscapes - and in the process provides new insights into the history of Turkey.


January 2013 US
256pp
40 b/w illus.
Hardback
$45.00 / CN$52.00
Published by I. B. Tauris
9781878076374

Gender and Equality in Muslim Family Law

Justice and Ethics in the Islamic Legal Process

Edited by Ziba Mir-Hosseini, University of London, UK; Lena Larsen, University of Oslo, Norway; Christian Moe, independent, Kari Vogt, University of Oslo, Norway

Islamic family law has an immediate and direct impact on the lives of Muslim men, women and children, whose personal status continues to be defined by understandings of Islamic law codified and adapted by modern nation-states.


Library of Islamic Law

May 2013 US
320pp
Hardback
$50.00 / CN$57.50
9781848859227
Published by I. B. Tauris
9781878076374

Canadian Rights
Muslim Minorities and Citizenship
Authority, Islamic Communities and Shari’a Law

Sean Oliver-Dee, London School of Theology, UK

The issues of citizenship, identity, and cohesion have rarely been as vital as they are today. Since the events of 9/11 and subsequent terrorist episodes in Bali, Madrid, London, and elsewhere, focus in this area has centered primarily upon Muslim minority communities living in the West. This book examines the question of citizenship and loyalty, drawing on the historical contexts of Muslim minorities living under British and French imperial rule in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and looks at how shari’a functioned within the context of imperial civil code. It draws important comparisons that are of immense relevance today, and engages with current debates about the compatibility of Islamic law with civil law in non-Islamic societies. Engaging with both Muslim minority and government perspectives, this is important reading for scholars, students, commentators, and policy-makers concerned with the question of Western engagement with its own minorities.

Contents:
Introduction * Historical and Theological Background * Theology of Shari’a and its Historical Development * Anglo-French Imperial interaction with Islam: Historical Contextualisation * Government and Authority in Islam * Muslims citizens and the authority of the secular state * From Ijtihad to Khilafah state: The Notion of the Muslim Community * On Contextualisation * Government and Authority in Islam * Muslim citizens and the authority of the secular state * From Ijtihad to Khilafah state: The Notion of the Muslim Community * On Contextualisation * Government and Authority in Islam * Muslim citizens and the authority of the secular state * From Ijtihad to Khilafah state: The Notion of the Muslim Community * On Contextualisation * Government and Authority in Islam * Muslim citizens and the authority of the secular state * From Ijtihad to Khilafah state: The Notion of the Muslim Community * On Contextualisation * Government and Authority in Islam * Muslim citizens and the authority of the secular state * From Ijtihad to Khilafah state: The Notion of the Muslim Community * On Contextualisation

September 2012 US 256pp
Hardback Published by I. B. Tauris
$90.00 / CN$104.00 9781848853881

Expats and the Labor Force
The Story of the Gulf Cooperation Council Countries

George Naufal, Ismail Genc, both at American University of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

An investigation into the labor force in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries primarily focusing on labor migration and remittances. The GCC countries have the highest share of foreign labor in the world. The authors examine the multidimensional aspects of such a large foreign population.

Contents:

The Economics of the Middle East

October 2012 US 198pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
$62.50 / $100.00 / CN$115.00 9780230337329

Islamic communities and Shari’a

Stacey Philbrick Yadav, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, USA

This book will thus appeal to both researchers of Islamism in the Middle East as well as those studying the political situation in Yemen and Lebanon.

Contents:

Library of Modern Middle East Studies

June 2013 US 320pp
Hardback
Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights
$95.00 / CN$109.00 9781780765211

Representing Jihad
The Appearing and Disappearing Radical

Jacqueline O’Rourke, Newfoundland, Canada

This timely book argues that Muslim theory and fiction has been significantly commodified to cater to the needs of western ideology. It skillfully critiques the ideological contradictions of the debate around the Jihadist by offering a comprehensive analysis of Muslim and non-Muslim cultural critics. Ranging from Edward Said to Slavoj Zizek, from Don DeLillo to Orhan Pamuk and from Mohammed Siddique Khan to Osama bin Laden, this vastly heterogeneous discourse produces a multi-dimensional Muslim response.


September 2012 US 272pp
Hardback Published by Zed Books
$125.95 9781780322636
Paperback
$34.95 9781780322629

Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Shi'i Islam and Identity
Religion, Politics and Change in the Global Muslim Community

Lloyd Ridgeon, University of Glasgow, UK

The contemporary world is increasingly regarded as a global community in which traditional patterns of social organization, faith and practice are rapidly being transformed. These changes are evident in many religious traditions, and Shi'i Islam is no exception. This book seeks to investigate the nature of contemporary Shi’ism, focusing on the creation of identities - showing the diversity of thought within the Shi'i world, the transnational nature of Shi'i networks, and the forces of tradition and modernity influencing current developments in Shi'i identity. Increasing contacts between East and West have made the presence of Shi’ism more visible in the modern world, especially in Europe. Shi'i Islam and Identity shows that it is no longer sufficient to speak of a ‘Shi'i Crescent’; rather, Shi’i worlds range from Senegal, Afghanistan, Iran, to Turkey, Albania and European capitals such as London and Berlin.


Library of Modern Religion

December 2012 US 288pp
Hardback Published by I. B. Tauris

Canadian Rights

$96.00 / CN$110.00 9781848856493

US / CANADA

ADD TO WISHLIST

Migration, Security, and Citizenship in the Middle East
New Perspectives

Edited by Peter Seeberg, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark, Zaid Eyadat, University of Jordan, Jordan

This volume addresses new tendencies related to migration from a Middle Eastern and Mediterranean perspective and with an emphasis on security and citizenship. Contributors aim not only to intervene in scholarly debates surrounding citizenship and migration but also to contribute to policy-oriented discussions related to migration.


The Modern Muslim World

August 2013 US 224pp
Hardback Canadian Rights

£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9781137345400

US / CANADA

ADD TO WISHLIST

Women in Lebanon
Living with Christianity, Islam, and Multiculturalism

Marie-Claude Thomas, Oberlin College, USA

This book is an ethnographic look at Christian and Muslim women living together in Lebanon and facing modernity.


December 2012 US 256pp
Hardback Canadian Rights

£55.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00 9781137281982

US / CANADA

ADD TO WISHLIST

Depicting the Veil
Transnational Sexism and the War

Robin Lee Riley, Syracuse University, USA

This powerful book exposes how gendered Orientalism is wielded to justify Western imperialism.

Contents: List of illustrations * Introduction * 1. Rescuing Afghan Women * 2. ‘Real Housewives’, Married to the Enemy * 3. ‘Where are the Women?’: Muslim Women’s Visibility and Invisibility * 4. We Are All Soldiers Now: Deploying Western Women * 5. This is What Liberation Looks Like

October 2013 US 224pp
Hardback Paperback Published by Zed Books

$116.95 $32.95 9781780321295 9781780321288

US / CANADA

ADD TO WISHLIST

Women in Lebanon
African Political Thought

Guy Martin, Winston-Salem State University, USA

"Guy Martin, as a distinguished Africanist scholar, has rendered an invaluable and pioneering scholarly service with a much-needed single thematic volume that constitutes a synthesis of the state of knowledge in the context of African political thought, which deserves unlimited praise." - A.B. Assensoh, Indiana University-Bloomington, USA

"In this excellent book, Guy Martin has conducted the most comprehensive study of African political thought, by masterfully examining the various philosophical strands. As well, he systematically probed the historical development of each ideology from antiquity to present, including the significant but under-researched contributions of indigenous African political systems. This book is a must-read for those who are interested in African political philosophy." - George Klay Kieh, Jr., University of West Georgia, USA

"African Political Thought is a timely encyclopedic and enriched analytical work. Its arguments are deeply rooted in African political history, cultural values, and political struggles from ancient Africa to the time of trans-Atlantic slavery and of neo-colonialism. Its methodological uniqueness is reflected in a comprehensive analysis of the major African political icons and pluralistic generations of African intellectuals. Written from Pan-African perspectives, Guy Martin proposes a rethinking of Africa in her totality. This outstanding analytical contribution will be relevant for many years to come." - Tukumbi Lumumba-Kasongo, Wells College and Cornell University, USA

Focusing on individual political thinkers and beginning with indigenous African political thought, the book successively examines African nationalism, African socialism, populism and Marxism, Africanism and pan-Africanism, concluding with contemporary perspectives on democracy, development and the African state.


Sudan Divided
Continuing Conflict in a Contested State

Edited by Abdel Chaffar M. Ahmed, University of Khartoum, Sudan, Gunnar M. Sarbe, Chr. Michelsen Institute, Norway

The 2011 secession of South Sudan spurred hopes for a more just, democratic Sudan, but was followed by new wars and growing unrest. This book examines how the Islamist project has shaped these developments in Sudan, with a particular focus on how divisive policies have driven regional violence as well as the fight against continued marginalization.


War and Politics in Sudan
Cultural Identities and the Challenges of the Peace Process

Justin Leach, University in Canberra, Australia

On July 9, 2011, South Sudan became an independent state after more than half a century of civil conflict wrought with human rights abuse. The post-colonial history of Sudan has been characterized by two Civil Wars spanning almost two decades each: the first from 1955-1972 and the second from 1983-2005. With questions of national and regional identity at the heart of both conflicts, the Sudanese Civil Wars have highlighted the key issues faced by post-colonial countries. War and Politics in the Sudan offers, for the first time, a revisionist comparative analysis of these Sudanese Civil Wars, disputing the popular notion that the 1972 Addis Ababa Agreement was simply a prelude to renewed conflict in 1983 and the eventual coup led by Omar al-Bashir and Hassan al-Turabi in 1989. In addition, Justin Leach posits that Sudan’s size and diversity precludes the application of traditional theories of conflict resolution, questioning current approaches to the conflict’s legacy. In this timely analysis of a region long beset by civil war, Leach outlines challenges to the Sudanese nationalist project, focusing on the strength of southern regional identities as well as the aims of northern political Islamists and potential problems for the new nation of South Sudan.

Contents: Acknowledgements * Introduction * The Origins of Nationality * The Pillars of National Identity * Cultural Grievances Addressed at the Peace Table * Patronage, State Dynamics, and Conflict Resolution * Security, Resources, and Development * International Influence in the Agreements * Conclusion * Abbreviations and Acronyms * Notes * Index
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Published by I. B. Tauris
Canadian Rights

www.twitter.com/palmacpolitics
Identity, Citizenship, and Violence in Two Sudans
Reimagining a Common Future

Amir Idris, Fordham University, USA

The 2011 split of Sudan and the conflicts that have followed make it a case of ongoing significance for understanding state-building in Africa. Examining both the north-south divide and the spread of violence from Darfur, this study shows how colonial legacies have shaped state formation and charts out a path to inclusive citizenship and democracy.


The Fate of Sudan
The Origins and Consequences of a Flawed Peace Process

John Young

In The Fate of Sudan, John Young argues forcefully that the birth of the independent state of Southern Sudan and the threat of further dismemberment of a rump northern Sudan are due to the failure of the approaches and ideologies of the main Sudanese parties, as well as a deeply flawed US-backed peace process that excludes civil society and rebel groups. Written by an insider directly involved in the Sudanese election and referendum processes, and featuring a wealth of first-hand evidence, this is a crucial examination of a topic of intense political and media interest.


The Horn of Africa
Intra-State and Inter-State Conflicts and Security

Edited by Redie Bereketeab, Nordic Africa Institute, Sweden

The Horn of Africa, comprising Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Sudan, and Somalia, is the most conflict-ridden region in Africa. This book explores the origins and impact of these conflicts at both a intra-state and inter-state level and the insecurity they create; and outlines proposals for multidimensional mechanisms for conflict resolution in the region.

Contents: Foreword by Cyril Obi * Part I: Causes of Conflicts * 1. Inter-State and Intra-State Conflicts and Security in the Horn of Africa (Redie Bereketeab) * 2. Poverty, Inequality, State Identity, and Chronic Inter-State Conflicts in the Horn of Africa (Kdaneng Mengistu) * 3. Leadership in the Horn of Africa: The Ethic/Etic Perspective (Hassan Mahadallah) * Part II: Conflict Dynamics * And More

Crisis In The Horn of Africa
Politics, Piracy and The Threat of Terror

Peter Woodward, University of Reading, UK

[Peter Woodward] provides a fascinating and detailed analysis of the complexities of the Horn of Africa. The book is both perceptive and succinct and adds significantly to our knowledge of the region. [Woodward] is especially interesting on the international relations of the Horn of Africa and has sensible things to say about the prospects for good governance.' - J E Spence, OBE, King's College, London

The most dangerous corner of Africa is its north-east corner where instability reigns and terrorism thrives on the antagonisms of all of its governments. Peter Woodward’s book is essential reading for Africa and international relations specialists, including policy planners.

Contents: Introduction * The Evolution of the Horn * Ethiopia * Somalia * Sudan * Eritrea and Djibouti * Regional Relations * International Politics * Conclusion
Democracy and Prebendalism in Nigeria

Critical Interpretations

Edited by Wale Adebanwi, University of California-Davis, USA, Ebenze Obadare, University of Kansas, USA

Richard Joseph's seminal 1987 book Democracy and Prebendal Politics in Nigeria represented a watershed moment in the understanding of the political dynamics of Nigeria. This groundbreaking collection brings together scholars from across disciplines to assess the significance of Joseph's work and the current state of Nigerian politics.


Responding to Conflict in Africa

The United Nations and Regional Organizations

2nd edition

Edited by Jane Boulden, Centre for International Studies, Oxford University, UK

"This is a very timely book. It examines questions which first arose in Liberia and which have not yet been fully answered: what can regional organizations contribute to the international community's efforts to maintain peace and security? and what should be the division of labour between them and the United Nations? The book's six revealing case studies are all from Africa. But the conclusions which the authors so lucidly draw from them are of world-wide relevance." - Marrack Goulding

Using nine case studies and an overview of recent changes at the institutional level, the purpose of this book is to examine the issues and experiences associated with the increased level of activity between the United Nations and regional organizations in their efforts to address conflict in Africa.


Sexual Violence as a Weapon of War?

Perceptions, Prescriptions, Problems in the Congo and Beyond

Maria Eriksson Baaz, Maria Stern, both at University of Gothenburg, Sweden

In this provocative book, Baaz and Stern challenge the dominant understandings of sexual violence in conflict and post-conflict settings. Drawing upon original fieldwork in the Democratic Republic of Congo and other conflict zones, the authors emphasize the importance of context and the multiplicity of factors involved in gender-based violence, and ultimately argue that it is misleading to isolate sexual violence from other aspects of conflict.


Politics of Origin in Africa

Autochthony, Citizenship and Conflict

Morten Boas, Fafo Institute, Norway, Kevin C. Dunn, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, USA

In this revealing new book, Boas and Dunn explore the phenomenon of “autochthony” in African politics. Examining the often complex reasons behind this recent rise of autochthony across a number of high-profile case studies - including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia, and Kenya - this is an essential book for anyone wishing to understand the impact of this crucial issue on contemporary African politics and conflicts.


Click on the regional link to view more product information or to buy.
Rwanda Fast Forward
Social, Economic, Military and Reconciliation Prospects

Edited by Maddalena Campioni, Patrick Noack, both at Scenario Development

‘Books on Rwanda are often emotive but Rwanda Fast Forward provides level headed analysis of Rwanda’s future political and economic prospects to 2025. This book is essential reading for policy makers and scholars of Rwanda and those seeking lessons for Africa.’ - Alex Vines OBE, The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Chatham House, UK
‘A useful, balanced and wide-ranging contribution to our understanding of current developments in a country that continues to provoke heated debate between believers and non-believers.’ - Filip Reyntjens, University of Antwerp, Belgium

‘This is a complicated book about a complicated country. It goes beyond the usual polarisation of commentary on Rwanda, which pits the cynical against the starry-eyed, to explore the complex intersections of political and military power, ambitious government policy, regional conflict, shifting national and sub-national identities and vast economic opportunities. I found myself disagreeing with as much of the analysis as I agreed with - a testament to the diversity and subtleties of the authors’ perspectives.’ - Phil Clarke, University of London, UK

The authors explore the outlook of Rwanda in the context of development of East Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa. They examine Rwanda’s vision, achievements and uncertainties in terms of national unity, institutional leadership, the spectre of industrial policy and economic development, perceptions of civil society engagement, etc.


July 2012 UK 296pp
Hardback £57.50 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
Published by Zed Books
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The Rise of BRICS in Africa
The Geopolitics of South-South Relations

Patrick Carmody, St. Patrick’s College, Dublin, Ireland

In this path-breaking examination of Africa’s changing role in the world, Carmody reveals how the BRICS powers’ engagements with Africa, both individually and collectively, are often contradictory, generating new inequalities and potentialities for development.


October 2013 US 192pp
Hardback $116.95
Paperback $29.95
Published by Zed Books

The Morality of China in Africa
The Middle Kingdom and the Dark Continent

Edited by Stephen Chan, University of London, UK

Edited with authority by the influential and respected Stephen Chan, this unique collection of essays gathers together for the first time both African and Chinese perspectives on China’s place in Africa.


Agricultural Development and Food Security in Africa
The Impact of Chinese, Indian and Brazilian Investments

Edited by Fantu Cheru, Nordic Africa Institute, Renu Modi, Centre of African Studies, University of Mumbai, India

A critical analysis of the ways in which Chinese, Indian and Brazilian engagements in African agriculture are structured and implemented. Topical and comprehensive, Agricultural Development and Food Security in Africa offers fresh insight into a set of relationships that will shape both Africa and the world over the coming decades.

Contents: List of Tables * List of Boxes * List of Figures * List of Abbreviations * Preface * About the Contributors * Introduction - Beyond ‘Land Grab’ Peasants, the State and Foreign Direct Investment in African Agriculture, Fantu Cheru and Renu Modi
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Masculinities, Militarisation and the End Conscription Campaign
War Resistance in Apartheid South Africa

Daniel Conway, Loughborough University, UK

Masculinities, Militarisation and the End Conscription Campaign explores the gendered dynamics of apartheid-era South Africa’s militarisation and analyses the defiance of compulsory military service by individual white men, and the anti-apartheid activism of the white men and women in the End Conscription Campaign (ECC), the most significant white anti-apartheid movement to happen in South Africa. Military conscription and objection to it are conceptualised as gendered acts of citizenship and premised on and constitutive of masculinities. This book also explores the interconnections between militarisation, sexuality, race, homophobia and political authoritarianism.
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Managing Heritage, Making Peace
History, Identity and Memory in Contemporary Kenya

Annie E. Coombes, University of London, UK, Lotte Hughes, St Antony’s College, Oxford, UK, Karega Munene, United States International University, Nairobi

The authors show how Kenya is facing a continuing crisis over nationhood, heritage, memory and identity, which must be resolved to achieve social cohesion and peace.
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The Great African Land Grab?
Agricultural Investments and the Global Food System

Lorenzo Cotula, International Institute for Environment and Development, UK

Lorenzo Cotula, one of the leading experts in the field of land acquisitions, casts a critical eye over the most reliable available evidence on this hotly contested topic, examining the implications of land deals in Africa both for its people, and for world agriculture and food security in a shrinking planet.
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Contesting Transformation
Popular Resistance in Twenty-First Century South Africa

Edited by Marcelle C. Dawson, Luke Sinwell, both at University of Johannesburg, South Africa

Contesting Transformation is a sober and critical reflection of the wave of social movement struggles which have taken place in post-Apartheid South Africa. From township revolts to labor struggles, Contesting Transformation is the definitive critical survey of the state of popular struggle in South Africa today.
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Hardback
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The Democratic Republic of Congo
Between Hope and Despair

Michael Deibert, Coventry University, UK

The Democratic Republic of Congo sheds new light on this sprawling and often misunderstood country that has become iconic both for its great potential and dashed hopes.
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Hardback $107.95
Paperback $19.95
Published by Zed Books

Sexuality and Social Justice in Africa
Rethinking Homophobia and Forging Resistance

Marc Epprecht, Queen’s University, Canada

Based on pioneering research on the history of homosexuals and engagement with current LGBTI and HIV/AIDS activism, Marc Epprecht provides a sympathetic overview of the issues at play, and a hopeful outlook on the potential of sexual rights for all.
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Transitional Justice for Child Soldiers
Accountability and Social Reconstruction in Post-Conflict Contexts

Kirsten Fisher, University of Ottawa, Canada

This book examines and offers suggestions for how post-conflict practices should conceptualize and address harms committed by child soldiers for successful social reconstruction in the aftermath of mass atrocity. It defends the use of accountability and considers the agency of youth participants in violent conflict as responsible moral entities.
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The Boer War
A History

Denis Judd, London Metropolitan University, UK, Keith Surridge, independent

‘An impressive history ... written to a high standard with undoubted scholarship.’ – Andrew Roberts, Sunday Telegraph

‘Judd and Surridge add a new angle ... they conclude that the war acted as a kind of boil-lancing which enabled the two white races to march forward hand-in-hand on the road to Apartheid.’ – Jane Ridley, The Spectator

The Boer War of 1899-1902 was an epic of heroism and bungling, cunning and barbarism with an extraordinary cast of characters - including Churchill, Rhodes, Conan Doyle, Smuts, Kipling, Gandhi, Kruger and Kitchener.
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The Dying Sahara
US Imperialism and Terror in Africa

Jeremy Keenan, School of Oriental and African Studies, UK

The Dying Sahara is an illuminating account of how the US and its new African command have created a self-fulfilling prophecy of terror and instability in the Sahara.
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Ex-Combatants and the Post-Conflict State
Challenges of Reintegration

Jaremy Mc Mullin, University of St Andrews, UK

This book provides a critical analysis of the reintegration challenges facing ex-combatants. Based on extensive field research, it includes detailed case studies of ex-combatant reintegration in Namibia, Mozambique, Sierra Leone, and Liberia.
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US / CANADA

Civic Engagement, Digital Networks, and Political Reform in Africa

Okoth Fred Mudhai, Coventry University, UK

A critical look at the links between civil actors, new media, and political change, using case studies from Africa, particularly urban, political, non-state actors in Kenya and Zambia.
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Contesting the Nigerian State
Civil Society and the Contradictions of Self-Organization

Edited by Mojúbàolú Olúfúnké Okome, Brooklyn College-CUNY, USA

This book addresses the meanings and implications of self-organization and state society relations in contemporary Nigerian politics.
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Race, Memory and the Apartheid Archive
Towards a Transformative Psychosocial Praxis

Edited by Garth Stevens, University of Witwatersrand, South Africa, Norman Duncan, University of Witwatersrand, South Africa, Derek Hook, Birkbeck, University of London, UK

Race, Memory and the Apartheid Archive: Towards a Transformative Psychosocial Praxis draws on a psychosocial approach that is uniquely suited to the socio-historical and psychical analysis of racism. The book relies mainly on the memories, stories and narratives of ordinary people living in apartheid South Africa.
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Emotional and Ethical Challenges for Field Research in Africa
The Story Behind the Findings

Edited by Susan Thomson, Colgate University, USA, An Ansoms, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium, Jude Murison, University of Antwerp, Belgium

Academic literature rarely gives an account of the ethical challenges and emotional pitfalls the researcher is confronted with before, during and after being in the field. Giving personal accounts, the authors explore some of the challenges one can face when engaging in local-level research in difficult situations.
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Epistemologies of African Conflicts
Violence, Evolutionism, and the War in Sierra Leone

Zubairu Wai, Lakehead University, Canada

This book offers a bold, ground-breaking epistemological critique of the dominant discourses on African conflicts. Based on a painstaking study of the ways in which the Sierra Leone civil war has been interpreted, it considers how Africa is constructed as a site of knowledge and the implications that this has for the continent and its people.
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Rhodesia’s Unilateral Declaration of Independence
An International History
Carl Peter Watts, University of Southampton, UK

“The influence of the text is almost certainly the first study that sets UDI in context, not just in Commonwealth terms, but much more widely - notably, for example, in the involvement of the United States. The great strength of Carl Peter Watts’s impressive study is that it explores fully a wide variety of issues in a way that helps to put all this for the first time in a full historical perspective.”
- The Round Table

“Overall, this book represents a well-written and thorough re-examination of the diplomatic dimensions of Rhodesian UDI and is relevant as reviews a central event in the making of present-day Zimbabwe with its more recent political and economic troubles and international controversies.” - Tim Stapleton, Trent University Ontario, Canadian Journal of African Studies

This book analyzes the weaknesses in Britain’s Rhodesian policy in the 1960s and the strains that Rhodesia’s UDI imposed on Britain’s relations with the Commonwealth, the United States and the United Nations.
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Revolt and Protest
Student Politics and Activism in Sub-Saharan Africa
Leo Zeilig, University of Johannesburg, South Africa

“The strength of the book lies in its empirical detail and analytical rigor. The author combines a deep knowledge of the historical and geographical contexts; extensive use of archival and local secondary sources; and over 100 interviews with former and current student activists, and with observers of student activism. These are woven into an engagingly written narrative that builds a vivid picture of the involvement of students in political change…the book addresses a fascinating topic of considerable contemporary relevance. It represents a major contribution to our knowledge of both the sociology of students and African politics.” - Nicola Ansell, Brunel University

The evolution of student activism in sub-Saharan Africa is crucial to understanding the process of democratic struggle and change in Africa. Focusing on the recent period of ‘democratic transitions’ in the 1990s, Leo Zeilig discusses the widespread involvement of student activism in democratic struggles across contemporary Africa and focuses on two case studies, Senegal and Zimbabwe. He provides an historical examination of the student-intelligentsia on the continent that played a crucial role in the independence struggles across much of Africa, leading and organizing nationalist movements and outlines the development of grass-root activism. Zeilig demonstrates how students shape and are shaped by national processes of political change and popular protest and reveals both the continuities and transformations in student activism in an era of austerity, crisis and poverty.

Contents: Introduction * Politics, students and protest * Student activism, structural adjustment and the ‘democratic transition’ * Researching students * Reform, revolt and student activism in Zimbabwe * Political Change and student resistance in Senegal * The meaning of student protest in the democratic transition * The return of the student-intelligentsia
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The Threat of Liberation
Imperialism and Revolution in Zanzibar
Amrit Wilson, based in the UK

_The Threat of Liberation_ focuses on the tumultuous years of the Cold War. This book, reflects on the history of a party which confronted imperialism and built unity across ethnic divisions, and considers the relevance of such strategies today.
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The African Presence
Representations of Africa in the Construction of Britishness
Graham Harrison, University of Sheffield, UK

_This African Presence_ considers the ways that representations of Africa have contributed to the changing nature of British national identity. The book argues that the representation of Africa has been mainly about imagining virtuous Britishness rather than generating detailed understandings of Africa.
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240pp
Hardback
$115.00
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Published by Manchester University Press
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Gender and Politics in Kuwait

Women and Political Participation in the Gulf

Meshal Al-Sabah, King’s College London, UK

The role of women in politics in the Gulf is a much-debated and often little-understood subject in the West. In Gender and Politics in Kuwait the author sheds new light on the struggle of Kuwaiti women for political participation.
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Muslim Women and Shari’ah Councils

Transcending the Boundaries of Community and Law

Samia Bano, University of Reading, UK

Using original empirical data and critiquing existing research, Samia Bano explores the experience of British Muslim woman who use Shari’ah councils to resolve marital disputes. She challenges the language of community rights and claims for legal autonomy in matters of family law showing how law and community can empower as well as restrict women.
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Gender, Informal Institutions and Political Recruitment

Explaining Male Dominance in Parliamentary Representation

Elin Bjarnegård, Uppsala University, Sweden

This fascinating new book broadens our horizons in a number of ways. It firstly challenges us to think about male dominance rather than female under-representation in politics, using a range of methods and data derived from detailed empirical research. Second it develops a concept of homosocial capital and uses it in novel ways to give us significant new insights into the gendered impact of clientelism and informal institutions on candidate selection. This book is an important addition to the gender and politics scholarship and deserves to be widely read.

- Georgina Waylen, University of Manchester, UK

In this book, men in politics are the subjects of a gendered analysis with Elin Bjarnegård exploring how male networks are maintained and expanded, seeking to improve our understanding of the rationale underlying male dominance in politics. The role of informal institutions in unpredictable political settings are explored.

**Negotiating Boundaries: Gender, Violence and Transformation in Brazil**

Polly Wilding, *University of Leeds, UK*

‘In Rio where violence is synonymous with gangs and police, this book is the first of its kind, incorporating gender into urban violence. Its combination of theory and practice, analysing how women’s and men’s experiences of violence overlap and inform each other, while providing a gendered assessment of anti-violence projects, makes it essential reading for development academics and practitioners alike.’ — Caroline Moser, *University of Manchester, UK*

‘Polly Wilding unites original ethnographic research with a sharp critical analysis to produce a compelling argument for the inclusion of gender as a central tool for understanding urban violence in Brazil and beyond. Her contribution to growing debates on the gendering of urban violence in Latin America is both timely and valuable.’ — Mo Hume, *University of Glasgow, UK*

Carefully tracing the intersections and interactions between different kinds of individual and collective violence, while skillfully examining violence’s manifold meanings, its gendered dimensions, and the joint responses of vulnerable but far-from-resigned residents, Wilding throws much needed light on what is the most pressing problem at the urban margins of Brazil and Latin America.’ — Javier Auyero, *University of Texas at Austin, USA.*

The favelas (slums) of Rio de Janeiro provide an ideal case study since they are renowned for high levels of police and gang violence resulting in high death rates among young black men, causing both outrage and fear. This book foregrounds women’s experiences and how different forms of violence overlap and reinforce one another.
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**Women Political Leaders and the Media**

Donatella Campus, *University of Bologna, Italy*

“Women Political Leaders and the Media provides a timely and erudite examination of women politicians and the challenges posed by the modern media. It takes the study of political leadership a step forward deepening our understanding of the conflicting pressures women face from the media. Drawing on primary and secondary sources it lays bare the widespread stereotyping process at work in contemporary democracies and its consequences for women leaders. The book’s findings are then contextualised in respect to the latest theories of political leadership. This is a highly readable and insightful book which provides a welcome addition to both political communication research and the growing literature on women political leaders.” - James Stanyer, *Loughborough University, UK*

This book analyzes how the media covers women leaders and reinforces gendered evaluations of their candidacies and performance. It deals with current transformations in political communication that may change the nature and scope of leadership in contemporary democracies with implications for relations between female leaders, media and citizens.
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**Gender, Class and Reflexive Modernity in India**

Jyothsna Belliappa, *Srishti School of Art, Design and Technology, Bangalore, India*

Using in-depth interviews, this book explores women employed in the Indian IT industry and highlights the gender specific and culturally specific consequences of reflexive modernity in neo-liberal India.
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Gender Diversity, Recognition and Citizenship
Towards a Politics of Difference
Sally Hines, University of Leeds, UK

This book examines the meanings and significance of the UK Gender Recognition Act within the context of broader social, cultural, legal, political, theoretical and policy shifts concerning gender and sexual diversity, and addresses current debates about equality and diversity, citizenship and recognition across a range of disciplines.
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Feminist Identity Development and Activism in Revolutionary Movements
Unusual Suspects
Theresa O’Keefe, National University of Ireland, Ireland

This book examines how many women active in revolutionary movements develop feminist identities and how this identity simultaneously contributes to and conflicts with the struggle for women’s emancipation.


October 2013 UK 272pp
Hardback Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
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Urban Black Women and the Politics of Resistance
Zenzele Isoke, University of Minnesota, USA

Contemporary urban spaces are critical sites of resistance for black women. By focusing on the spatial aspects of political resistance of black women in Newark, this book provides new ways of understanding the complex dynamics and innovative political practices within major American cities.
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Gender and Welfare States in East Asia
Confucianism or Gender Equality?
Edited by Sirin Sung, Queen’s University Belfast, UK, Gillian Pascall, University of Nottingham, UK

Contributors address questions about gender equality in a Confucian context across a wide and varied social policy landscape, from Korea and Taiwan, where Confucian culture is deeply embedded, through China, with its transformations from Confucianism to communism and back, to the mixed cultural environments of Hong Kong and Japan.
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Women and Legislative Representation
Electoral Systems, Political Parties, and Sex Quotas

Edited by Manon Tremblay, University of Ottawa, Canada

"Women and Legislative Representation assembles an outstanding group of scholars to assess the impact of voting systems on women’s parliamentary representation around the world. It strikes an excellent balance between two interlocking goals: to present fascinating detail on a wide range of countries while facilitating comparison through a common analytical framework. A must read for scholars and practitioners who wish to understand the impact of constitutional or electoral design on women’s access to political power." - Pamela Paxton, Ohio State University

This book seeks to identify the factors that influence the percentage of female parliamentarians, paying particular attention to the electoral system. The author seeks to understand the third wave of democratization of political systems, through the particular perspective of female representation in parliaments.

Contents:

PART I: MAJORITYAN SYSTEMS

PART II: PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION
- South Africa: Challenging Traditional Thinking on Electoral Systems, H. E. Britton
- Peru: Success Under Open List PR: The Election of Women to the Congress, G. Schmidt

PART III: MIXED-MEMBER SYSTEMS
- Mexico: Más Mujeres? Mexico’s Mixed-Member Electoral System, M. Mineo
- New Zealand: Gendering Parliamentary Representation: A Mixed System Producing Mixed Results, J. Curtin
- Hungary: The Impact of Early Party Consolidation on Female Representation and the Mixed Electoral System, G. Fonsz

Japan: Societal, Electoral, and Party Explorations for the Low Representation of Women in the House of Representatives, R. Christensen
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Global Media and Communication Policy
An International Perspective

Petros Iosifidis, City University, London, UK

"With increasing interconnectness of communication systems and more media enterprises operating worldwide, global media policies are more salient but are often unfamiliar or misunderstood. Although developing since the early days of telephony and broadcasting, their significance has increased since developments such as satellite communications and the Internet have thrust communications debates from the nation state to international level. This book positions global policy issues and debates within a wide framework of national and international issues, conflicting interests, and differing approaches to communication challenges. It is an important step forward in understanding global policy makers, processes, and outcomes." - Robert G. Picard, Reuters Institute, University of Oxford, UK

"Global Media and Communication Policy is a major contribution to an emergent research field, capturing the detail of policy and institutional arrangements that are emerging at levels beyond the nation-state, while also critically reflecting on the wider implications of such changes for the frames we use to understand the media and its wider social, cultural, political and economic roles." - Terry Flew, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Iosifidis considers the social, political, economic and technological changes arising from the globalization of the communications industries, making reference to the paradigmatic shift from a system based on the traditions of public service in media delivery to one that is demarcated by commercialization, privatization and competition.

Contents:
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Race-Baiter
How the Media Wields Dangerous Words to Divide a Nation

Eric Deggans, St. Petersburg Times, USA

In Race-baiter, veteran journalist and media critic Eric Deggans dissects the powerful ways modern media feeds fears, prejudices, and hate, while also tracing the history of the word and its consequences, intended or otherwise.
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The Political Web
Media, Participation and Alternative Democracy

Peter Dahlgren, Lund University, Sweden

'Dahlgren reflects with great clarity and insight upon forms of 'alternative' – or 'extra-parliamentary' – online political action. This is an under-studied theme and this book will contribute to the literature in ways that previous studies of the Internet and political democracy have not.' - Stephen Coleman, University of Leeds, UK

As democracy encounters difficulties, many citizens are turning to the domain of alternative politics and, in so doing, making considerable use of the new communication technologies. This volume analyses the various factors that shape such participation, and addresses such key topics as civic subjectivity, web intellectuals, and cosmopolitanism.

Contents:

- Acknowledgements
- Introduction: Snapshots from a Revolt
- Part I: Politics and Participation on the Web
  - 1. Democracy, Participation and Media Connections
  - 2. Force-Fields of the Web Environment
  - 3. Occupying Wall Street: Discursive Strategies and Fields
- Part II: Evolving Forms and Practices
  - 4. Online Public Intellectuals
  - 5. Web Journalism and Civic Cosmopolitanism: Professional vs. Participatory
  - 6. The Civic Subject and Media-Based Agency
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Mediability

The Transformational Role of Social Networks

Jamal S. Al-Suwaidi, Emirates Center for Strategic Studies and Research, UAE

The effects of online social networking have been transformed at a global level – and nowhere more so than in the Arab world. Influencing politics, economics, society, security and the media, these online networks have become a means for people to voice their opinion, meet others with similar views and often organize themselves into coherent groups (whether activist or not). Jamal Al-Suwaidi argues that social networks have led to a societal shift from a tribal mentality to that of a Facebook group mentality. Within the architecture of social networks, each group of users had its own common orientation and outlook – effectively forming an allegiance of its own.

Contents:
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Visual Peace
Images, Spectatorship and the Politics of Violence

Frank Möller, Tampere Peace Research Institute, Finland

This book introduces a new research agenda for visual peace research, providing a political analysis of the relationship between visual representations and the politics of violence nationally and internationally. Using a range of genres, from photography to painting, it elaborates on how people can become agents of their own image.
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Decoding Political Discourse
Conceptual Metaphors and Argumentation

Maria-Ionela Neagu, Petroleum-Gas University of Ploieşti, Romania

“This is a valuable addition to the existing literature on cognitive and argumentative approaches to political discourse. Neagu’s empirical investigation centres on the corpus of the American Presidential debates in 2008 and speeches by Barack Obama from 2009-2011.


Political Communication
The Cultural and Structural Limits of the European Public Sphere

Francisco Pérez, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Spain

The disconnection between the institutions of the EU and the people of Europe has often been attributed to the existence of a communication gap resulting from the failure of national mediators and politicians to convey the importance of the EU. This book challenges that idea instead showing that the fault lies with the idea and institutions of the EU.
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Political Communication Cultures in Western Europe
Attitudes of Political Actors and Journalists in Nine Countries

Edited by Barbara Pfitzsch, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

This book offers new and compelling insight into the orientations that shape the cultures of political communication in nine Western democracies. It is a truly comparative account of the views of 2500 political elites and media elites between Helsinki and Madrid on their relationship and their exchanges.
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Understanding Media Policies
A European Perspective

Edited by Evangelia Psychogiopoulou, Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy, Greece

Leading scholars investigate media policies in Europe, inquiring into the regulatory practices, policy tools and institutional features of media policy-making in 14 countries. The book offers a fresh assessment of the ways European media policies are formulated and identifies the factors that exert an influence throughout the process.


August 2012 UK
304pp Hardback
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9780230348127

From Entertainment to Citizenship
Politics and Popular Culture

John Street, Sanna Inthorn, Martin Scott, all at University of East Anglia, UK

From Entertainment to Citizenship reveals how the young use shows like X-factor to comment on how power ought to be used, and how they respond to those pop stars – like Bono and Bob Geldof – who claim to represent them. It explores how young people connect the pleasures of popular culture to the world at large. For them, popular culture is not simply a matter of escapism and entertainment, but of engagement too.


August 2013 US
176pp Hardback
$115.00 9780719085383

Radio Propaganda and the Broadcasting of Hatred
Historical Development and Definitions

Keith Somerville, University of Kent, UK

‘Keith Somerville has produced a penetrating analysis of the role of radio as a propaganda tool for the incitement of genocide. He provides wide ranging and painstaking explanations of key examples – Nazi Germany, the Balkans, Rwanda and post-election Kenya - to give a devastating picture of how broadcast media can systematically poison political debate and the public sphere. This comprehensive account will be of interest to historians as well as scholars of politics, communications and media.’ - Suzanne Franks, City University, London, UK

An exposition and analysis of the development of propaganda, focusing on how the development of radio transformed the delivery and impact of propaganda and led to the use of radio to incite hatred and violence.


August 2012 UK
288pp Hardback
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00 9780230278295

Political Culture and Media Genre
Beyond the News

Kay Richardson, University of Liverpool, UK, Katy Parry, University of Leeds, UK, John Corner, University of Leeds, UK

Exploring the forms and meanings of mediated politics beyond the news cycle, this book encompasses genres drawn from television, radio, the press and the internet, assessing their individual and collective contribution to contemporary political culture through textual analysis and thematic review.

Contents: List of Illustrations * List of Tables * Acknowledgements * Introduction * Broadcasting Beyond the News: Performing Politics * The Political World in Print Images and Imagination * Politicality and the Web: Tracking the Crosscurrents * Media Audiences and Public Voices: Terms of Engagement * Mediation and Theme * The Forms and Functions of Genre in Mediated Politics * Notes * Appendices * Appendix 1: Timeline * Appendix 2: Data Collection and Analysis * Appendix 3: Audit Details * Appendix 4: Focus Group Protocol * References
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Media Talk and Political Elections in Europe and America

Edited by Andrew Tolson, De Montfort University, UK, Mats Ekström, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

This book makes an important contribution to the study of political communication. Its chapters analyse forms of media talk associated with contemporary political elections. Key topics include: changing forms of political interview, televised political debates, and the use of multimedia in promotional discourse.


August 2013 UK
256pp
Hardback
£50.00 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
9781137273314

Art and Politics

A Small History of Art for Social Change Since 1945

Claudia Mesch, Arizona State University, USA

This book will also challenge its readers to consider often devalued and marginalized political artworks as properly part of the history of modern and contemporary art.


October 2013 US
240pp
Hardback
$90.00 / CN$104.00
9781848851092

Propaganda, Power and Persuasion

From World War I to Wikileaks

David Welch, University of Kent, UK

The distinguished contributors to this book trace the development of techniques of ‘opinion management’ from the First World War to the current conflict in Afghanistan. They reveal how state leaders and spin-doctors operating at the behest of the state, sought to shape popular attitudes – at home and overseas – endeavoring to harness new media with the objective of winning hearts and minds. The book provides compelling evidence of how the study and practice of propaganda today is shaped by its history. As Philip Taylor has written, ‘The challenge (of the modern information age) is to ensure that no single propaganda source gains monopoly over the information and images that shape our thoughts. If this happens, the war propagandists will be back in business again.’


International Library of Historical Studies

September 2013 US
272pp
Hardback
Published by I. B. Tauris
$90.00 / CN$104.00
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Palmerston and The Times

Foreign Policy, the Press and Public Opinion in Mid-Victorian Britain

Laurence Fenton, University College, Cork, UK

Victorian Britain had two players of colossal influence on the world stage: Lord Palmerston – the dominant figure in foreign affairs in the mid-nineteenth century - and The Times - the first global newspaper, read avidly by statesmen around the world. Palmerston was also one of the first real media-manipulating politicians of the modern age, forging close links with a number of publications to create the so-called “Palmerston press.” His relationship with The Times, however, was turbulent and became a prolonged and bitter rivalry. For The Times, Palmerston was no more than “a flippant dandy;” to Palmerston, The Times was a treacherous “liar.” In this book, Laurence Fenton explores the highly-charged rivalry between these two titans of the mid-Victorian era, revealing the personal and political differences at the heart of an antagonism that stretched over the course of three decades.

Contents: Prologue * Paths to Power * Origins of Anonymity * A New Editor * Champion of European Liberalism * The Austrian Organ * The Rise and Fall of Palmerston * Rapprochement * The Last Years * Epilogue
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Hardback
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The Making of the German Post-War Economy
Political Communication and Public Reception of the Social Market Economy after World War Two

Christian L. Glossner, University of Oxford, UK

The economic regeneration and post-war reconstruction of West Germany is one of the most remarkable success stories of the twentieth century. However, little is known about the processes and debates that fuelled this era of extraordinary change and upheaval. Christian Glossner here explores the events and individuals of this period, tracing the development of economic and socio-political ideas and their gradual absorption by mainstream politicians, officials and the general public during the period of transition between 1945 and 1949. In the process, he reveals the dynamic interplay between political parties and the electorate during the process of economic liberalization that was to result in the Social Market Economy prevailing as the socio-political and economic model for the new Federal Republic of Germany.


March 2013 US
1 map, 3 figures
$45.00 / CN$52.00
9781780764214

Identification and Registration Practices in Transnational Perspective
People, Papers and Practices

Edited by Ilsen About, Aix-Marseille University, France, James Brown, University of Oxford, UK, Gayle Lonergan, Wolfson College, University of Oxford, UK, Jane Caplan, Bryn Mawr College, USA, Edward Higgs, University of Essex, UK

This collection examines the subject of identification and surveillance from sixteenth century English parish registers to twenty-first century DNA databases. The contributors, who range from historians to legal specialists, provide an insight into the historical development behind such issues as biometric identification, immigration control and personal data use.
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360pp
Hardback
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New Technology, Organizational Change and Governance

Edited by Emmanuelle Avril, Christine Zumello, both at Universite Sorbonne Nouvelle, France

"The Internet is tied to initiatives aimed at democratizing governance in order to empower organizations in a post-bureaucratic era. This volume brings together a complementary array of international scholars to provide a theoretically rich understanding of the potential of new paradigms and practices. This is must reading for anyone with a serious interest in the structures and dynamics of organizations." - William Dutton, Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford, UK

Globalization and the technological revolution have forced organizations to rethink decision-making structures favouring the adoption of highly innovative practices. This book analyzes the impact of new technologies testing empowerment, engagement and democratization against the new organizational morphology of political parties and corporations.

Contents: PART I: NEW PATHS OF GOVERNANCE * PART II: BREAKING ORGANIZATIONAL BOUNDARIES * PART III: EMERGING PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

May 2013 UK
256pp
14 b/w tables
£60.00 / $95.00 / CN$109.00
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EXECUTIVE POLITICS AND GOVERNANCE SERIES

Edited by Martin Lodge and Kai Wegrich

Governance, Performance and Capacity Stress

The chronic case of prison crowding

Simon Bastow, LSE Public Policy group, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Public policy systems often sustain chronic capacity stress (CCS) meaning they neither excel nor fail in what they do, but do both in ways that are somehow manageable and acceptable. This book is about one archetypal case of CCS – crowding in the British prison system – and how we need a more integrated theoretical understanding of its complexity.


Executive Politics and Governance

July 2013 UK
296pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
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Auditing good Government in Africa

Public Sector Reform, Professional Norms and the Development Discourse

Maria Gustavson, University of Gothenburg, Sweden

"This book does a masterful job of clarifying how public officials in developing countries handle foreign inspired administrative reforms and international practices, in relation to their local circumstances. It offers an excellent set of case studies that demonstrate how a distinct professional identity among African public auditors has emerged. Policy-makers, professionals and scholars should be grateful to have such a well-crafted, finely-balanced contribution to the literature on organizational change and professionalization." - Odd-Helge Fjeldstad, Chr. Michelsen Institute and the International Centre for Tax and Development

"In this well-argued and ambitious study, Gustavson demonstrates that institutional and professional logics of audit institutions in African countries do not differ much from their counterparts in the industrialized world. The study makes a key contribution to the literature, as its results contrast to many conventional notions about public institutions in developing countries." Shirin Ahlback Oberg, Uppsala University, Sweden

The book gives a comprehensive overview of the literature on development in Sub-Saharan Africa, and challenges the notions of African public officials presented there. It focuses on public audit institutions and offers rich empirical research results, which contradicts many assumptions made in the literature on development in Sub-Saharan Africa.


Executive Politics and Governance

October 2013 UK
232pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£57.50 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
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Belonging, Solidarity and Expansion in Social Policy

Stefanie Börner, University of Leipzig, Germany

This book examines the relationship of belonging and social policy in a historical-comparative perspective reconstructing individual arguments in favour of or opposed to the expansion of solidarities.


Explaining Local Government

Local Government in Britain since 1800

J. A. Chandler, Sheffield Hallam University, UK

Explaining Local Government uniquely presents a history of local government in Britain from 1800 until the present day. The book is accessible to A level and undergraduate students as an introduction to the development of local government in Britain but also balances values and political practice to provide a unique explanation, using primary research, of the evolution of the system.


Published by Manchester University Press

August 2013 US
384pp
Paperback
$34.95
9780719067075

September 2013 UK
240pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights

£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
eBooks available
9781137319579

A New Imperative
Regions and Higher Education in Difficult Times
Edited by Chris Duke, Pascal International Observatory, Australia, Mike Osborne, University of Glasgow, UK, Bruce Wilson, RMIT University, Australia
While major research institutions have proven invaluable in assisting governments to solve global challenges, there are great opportunities at the regional level as well. This book provides an analysis of these circumstances and draws on an international research project to point academics and policy makers in the right direction.


Universities and Lifelong Learning
October 2013 US
208pp
$100.00
Published by Manchester University Press

Government Transparency
Impacts and Unintended Consequences
Tero Erkkilä, University of Helsinki, Finland
"In this analytically powerful study, Tero Erkkilä deftly traces the rise of calls for government transparency and information flows in the Nordic countries. His compelling explanations offer novel insights into the nexus of knowledge and governance. Most highly recommended." - James H. Mittelman, American University
"This important book is compulsory reading for anyone interested in issues of trust and accountability in public administration, or simply concerned about the future of democracy." - N. N. Kauppi, National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS, France)

Transparency has become a global concept of responsible government. This book argues that the transnational discourse of transparency promotes potentially contradictory policy ideas that can lead to unintended consequences. It critically examines whether or not increased transparency really leads to increased democratic accountability.


Public Sector Organizations

September 2012 UK
296pp
Hardback
$80.00
Canadian Rights
$105.00
Published by Manchester University Press

Public Policies in Shared Societies
A Comparative Approach
Mari Fitzduff, University of Brandeis, USA
Communities throughout the world are increasingly diverse in their racial, ethnic and religious make up. Using examples drawn from over 50 countries in a variety of fields from economics to education, this book explores how governmental, economic and social institutions are adapting their policies to create more cohesive and peaceful societies.


August 2013 US
224pp
Hardback
£57.50 / $85.00 / CN$98.00
Published by Manchester University Press

The Politics of Party Policy
From Members to Legislators
Anika Gauja, University of Sydney, Australia
"In this important new study Anika Gauja overturns much conventional wisdom about the decline of political parties, emphasising how complex and varied actual political parties are. She shows that many parties still have important roles in involving members in the making of policy and in translating policy into legislation. It will be essential reading for all students of political parties." - Andrew Gamble, University of Cambridge, UK

Examining the complexities and tensions in relations between party members and parliamentarians through an in-depth analysis of the processes that shape the development of party policy in the UK, Australia and New Zealand, this book presents new evidence on the challenges facing parties in encouraging citizen participation in policy development.


Understanding Governance
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Hardback
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Mutualism and Health Care
Hospital Contributory Schemes in Twentieth-Century Britain

Martin Gorsky, University of London, UK, John Mohan, University of Southampton, UK, Tim Willis, Department for Work and Pensions, UK

Mutualism and Health Care presents the first comprehensive account of a major innovation in hospital funding before the NHS. This is a substantial investigation into the attractions and limitations of mutualism in health care. It is highly relevant to debates about organisational innovations in the delivery of welfare services.


August 2013 US
256pp
16 b&w line drawings and 4 b&w tables
Paperback
$30.95
9780719065798
Published by Manchester University Press

Prime Ministers and Rhetorical Governance

Dennis Grube, Griffith University, Australia

Prime Ministers in Westminster style democracies are forever talking to and communicating with the electorate. This ground-breaking book explores and analyses the uses of political rhetoric by Prime Ministers to explore patterns of communication and shows that the manner in which they talk to the electorate is central to day-to-day governance.


Palgrave Studies in Political Leadership

September 2013 UK
216pp
2 b/w tables, 2 figures
Hardback
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$98.00
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Integrating Varieties of Capitalism and Welfare State Research
A Unified Typology of Capitalisms

Martin Schröder, Harvard University, USA

'This remarkable book provides what scholars of both capitalism and welfare states have long been waiting for: a single unified typology that serves to bring together the literatures on the ‘Varieties of Capitalism’ and the ‘Families of Welfare States.’ In delineating three clusters of production and welfare regimes—liberal, conservatively coordinated, and social-democratically coordinated capitalism—this book provides a major contribution to both fields by demonstrating quantitatively, using a vast array of empirical data, and qualitatively, through case studies, how we can make sense of capitalist complementarities in all their diversity.' - Vivien A. Schmidt, Boston University, USA

'This book is a must-read for anyone trying to understand how varieties of capitalism and welfare regimes are connected.' - Helmut Voelzkow, University of Osnabrück, Germany

This book combines the two most important typologies of capitalist diversity, Esping-Andersen’s welfare regime typology and Hall and Soskice’s ‘Varieties of Capitalism’ typology, into a unified typology of capitalist diversity. The author shows empirically that certain welfare states bundle together with certain production systems.


Work and Welfare in Europe

John McMurtry, University of Guelph, Canada

The Cancer Stage of Capitalism is a modern classic of critical philosophy and political economy, renowned for its depth and comprehensive research. It provides a step by step diagnosis of the continuing economic collapse in the US and Europe and has had an enormous influence on new visions of economic alternatives.
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368pp
Hardback $110.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
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Paperback $35.00
9780745333137

Social Capital and Health Inequality in European Welfare States

Mikael Rostila, Stockholm University, Sweden

Drawing on cross-national European data from the European Social Survey as well as Swedish national survey data and registers, this book investigates social capital in relation to health and health inequalities in European welfare states.


February 2013 UK
250pp
Hardback £55.00 / £85.00 / CN$98.00
9780230293434

February 2013 US
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ebooks available
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Beyond Evidence Based Policy in Public Health
The Interplay of Ideas

Katherine Smith, University of Edinburgh, UK

This book explores the complex relationship between public health research and policy, employing tobacco control and health inequalities in the UK as contrasting case studies. It argues that focusing on research-informed ideas usefully draws attention to the centrality of values, politics and advocacy for public health debates.


September 2013 UK
256pp
Hardback
Canadian Rights
£55.00 / $90.00 / CN$104.00
ebooks available
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Knowledge Actors and Transnational Governance
The Private-Public Policy Nexus in the Global Agora

Diane Stone, University of Warwick, UK

Diane Stone analyses the role of experts shaping global policy via transnational knowledge networks which help create new spaces of public sector activity.

* Conclusion: The Rise of Knowledge Networks and the Turn of Think Tanks

Non-Governmental Public Action

Following the Money
Comparing Parliamentary Public Accounts Committees

Rick Stapenhurst, World Bank Institute, USA, Riccardo Pelizzo, Kerry Jacobs, Australian National University,

This is a revised edition of a report first published over 10 years on which examined the ways in which parliamentary committees can enhance democratic governance.

October 2013 US
136pp
Hardback
Published by Pluto Press
$75.00
9780745334363

Migration, Health and Inequality

Edited by Felicity Thomas, University of Exeter, UK, Jasmine Gideon, University of London, UK

This book highlights recent developments in global migration, human rights, and health. Offering a broad range of linkages between migrant agency, transnationalism and diaspora mechanisms, this unique collection also looks at the impact of migrant health on the health and rights of those communities that are left behind.
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256pp
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Published by Zed Books
Organizational Innovation in Public Services

Edited by Pekka Valkama, University of Tampere, Finland, Stephen J. Bailey, Glasgow Caledonian University, UK, Ari-Veikko Anttiroiko, University of Tampere, Finland

"The topic of public service reform discussed in this book is relevant to all advanced industrial societies. There are no easy answers and this book does not fall into the trap of trying to provide any. Instead it offers the reader food for reflection on the challenges involved. In doing so it provides a valuable service to policymakers and practitioners as well as researchers." - Gerry Stoker, University of Southampton, UK.

In the wake of the economic crisis, many public services are facing a challenging environment in which they receive less funding but are expected to deliver better services. Organisational Innovation in Public Services develops new theoretical models and analyses case studies to provide an important insight into how to modernise public services.


Place Branding and Public Diplomacy

Editor: Nicholas J. Cull, Professor of Public Diplomacy, Annenberg School for Communication, University of Southern California, USA

PBPD aims to broaden the understanding of the nature, purposes and benefits of place branding and to demonstrate how strategies are implemented. Place branding is the practice of applying brand strategy and other marketing techniques and disciplines to the economic, social, political and cultural development of cities, regions and countries.

ISSN 17518040 EISSN 17518059

To learn more about this journal, please visit www.palgrave-journals.com/pb/
The Statesman’s Yearbook 2013
The Politics, Cultures and Economies of the World
149th edition

Edited by Barry Turner, writer and historian, UK

‘The fact that so much information can be crammed into one volume is a testament to the care and research involved. Why search on the internet from thousands of sources when it’s all here in one?’ - The Diplomat

‘The most comprehensive guide to world political and economic affairs.’ - Robert Thomson, Dow Jones and The Wall Street Journal

‘The most convenient and reliable starting point for information on international affairs. Its coverage is unparalleled for a one-volume resource, and it has never let me down.’ - George J. Mitchell, American special envoy to the Middle East

‘A miracle of compression: the key facts about the entire world crisply collated in its tightly edited pages. It is an essential desktop guide for anyone who needs to think, write or talk about the nature and future of our unimaginably odd and constantly surprising planet.’ - Godfrey Smith, The Sunday Times

‘All you need to know about the population of various states and countries, officials, exports, constitutions, governments, diplomatic representatives, religion, finance and basic histories.’ - The New York Times

‘Full of invaluable material about every country in the world. For someone like me who spends much of my time travelling, it is an invaluable treasure trove. I would warmly recommend it to other readers.’ - The Right Honourable Christopher F. Patten, CH, Chancellor of Oxford University, UK

‘Should be in every office which is concerned with world trade and, indeed, in every school which produces the future traders. It is an essential tool of all global thinking.’ - Geographical Magazine

‘Originally designed for statesmen but now used by anyone needing information on the politics, cultures, and economies of the world, this yearbook is one of the longest-running annual publications in history.’ – Library Journal


Now in its 149th edition, The Statesman’s Yearbook continues to be the reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in the world. Covering political, economic, social and cultural aspects, the Yearbook is also available online for subscribing institutions.


Case Studies and Causal Inference
An Integrative Framework

Ingo Rohlfing, University of Cologne, Germany

"An important and ambitious effort to synthesize different approaches to causal inference in case study research. The book offers a balanced discussion of different methodologies, and it reaches sophisticated conclusions that move the discussion forward. "Rohlfing’s work is useful for both teaching methods and designing substantive case study research.” - James Mahoney, Northwestern University, USA

A discussion of the case study method which develops an integrative framework for causal inference in small-n research. This framework is applied to research design tasks such as case selection and process tracing. The book presents the basics, state-of-the-art and arguments for improving the case study method and empirical small-n research.


Research Methods Series

Knowledge, Democracy, and Action
Community-University Research Partnerships in Global Perspectives

Edited by Budd Hall, University of Victoria, Canada, Edward Jackson, Carleton University, Canada, Rajesh Tandon, PRIA, New Delhi, India, Nirmala Lall, University of Victoria, Canada

Knowledge, Democracy and Action: Community-University Research Partnerships in Global Perspectives is based on a three-year international comparative study undertaken by the Global Alliance on Community Based Research and supported by the UNESCO Chair in Community Based Research and Social Responsibility in Higher Education. It provides evidence from 20 case studies around the world on the power and potential of community and higher education based scholars and activists working together in the co-creation of transformative knowledge.
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